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The overall theme of this thesis is the advancement of nuclear astrophysics via the analysis of stellar
processes in the presence of varying levels of precision in the available nuclear data. With regard to classical
novae, the level of mixing that occurs between the outer layers of the white dwarf core and the solar accreted
material in oxygen-neon novae is presently undetermined by stellar models, but the nuclear data relevant
to these explosive phenomena are fairly precise. This precision allowed for the identification of a series of
elemental ratios indicative of the level of mixing occurring in novae. Direct comparisons of the modelled
elemental ratios to observations showed that there is likely to be much less of this mixing than was previously
assumed. Thus, our understanding of classical novae was altered via the investigation of the nuclear reactions
relevant to this phenomenon.
However, this level of experimental precision is rare and large nuclear reaction uncertainties can hinder our
understanding of certain astrophysical phenomena. For example, it is commonly believed that uncertainties
in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate at temperatures relevant to thermally-pulsing asymptotic giant branch
stars are largely responsible for our inability to explain the observed sodium-oxygen anti-correlation in
globular clusters. With this motivation, resonances in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction at Ec.m.r = 458, 417,
178, and 151 keV were measured. The direct-capture contribution was also measured at Elabp = 425 keV.
It was determined that the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate in the astrophysically relevant temperature range
is dominated by the resonances at 178 and 151 keV and that the total reaction rate is greater than the
previously assumed rate by a factor of ⇠40 at 0.15 GK. This increased reaction rate impacts the expected
nucleosynthesis that occurs in these stars and will shed light onto the origin of this anti-correlation as it
is incorporated into sophisticated stellar models in the future. In both of these cases the available nuclear
data were used to probe stellar processes. This analysis of stellar processes through nuclear reactions is an
extremely useful technique that is crucial for the advancement of astrophysics.
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To my parents and my brothers – Family comes first, no matter what.
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Nobody makes it through life without copious amounts of assistance from other people along the way.
Everyone needs to be taught, directed, advised, and pushed to get to where they need to be in life. The
exact location of “where they need to be” may not be immediately clear, which makes preparation pretty
challenging. Instead, my experience has shown me that the best thing to do is just learn what you can from
who you can as you slowly work your way towards where you need to be.
My physics career really started back in high school. I knew for a while that I wanted to get into
science, but you couldn’t take physics until senior year in my high school. I took Earth science, biology, and
chemistry, in that order, and felt that I was getting closer to something that I could spend my life doing, but
I wasn’t quite there yet. Then physics hit senior year and the light bulb turned on. My physics teacher in
high school, Dr. Barry Glickstein, really encouraged my interest in physics by giving me Richard Feynman
books to read outside of class. That experience solidified my choice to study physics, so I’d like to thank
Dr. Glickstein for helping start my physics career.
After high school I did my undergrad at SUNY Geneseo. The physics professors at Geneseo were all
extremely intelligent, excited about physics, and excellent teachers. It was a great environment for the next
step in my physics career. I’d like to thank all of the SUNY Geneseo physics professors because I acquired
my entire physics knowledge base from them, but I owe a great deal more to Dr. Kurt Fletcher. Kurt o↵ered
me my first summer research position and taught me the basics of how to do research. I think that he took
a little bit of a chance on me, but that experience paved the way for the next stages of my life. I don’t think
that it is any coincidence that I chose UNC for my graduate career considering Kurt is also a UNC/TUNL
alum.
My first conversation with Dr. Tom Clegg was actually over the phone during my senior year at Geneseo
when he informed me that I had been accepted to UNC. Shortly after that I began my first summer of
research at UNC working directly with Tom at LENA. During that summer Tom always said to me, “I want
to understand the physics!” At first it seemed simple enough to figure out the physics behind whatever we
were working on in the lab, but it was surprisingly di cult to convince Tom that I knew what was going on.
Eventually it became clear to me that I couldn’t convince him of that because I didn’t really understand
it, and so I had to dig deeper until I understood. Tom showed me how to go the next step in research and
taught me how to get to the point of truly understanding something (even though now I’m even less
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convinced that I really understand anything at all!). Thanks for pushing me to understand the physics,
Tom.
I shared an o ce with Dr. Johnny Cesaratto during my first summer at LENA. Johnny was a wealth
of knowledge about every detail of LENA and was always enthusiastically willing to share what he could
with me about LENA, so I’d like to thank him for that. It was more than a little intimidating to be sitting
at my desk during my first summer struggling to understand the physics of various aspects of LENA, only
to have Tom burst into o ce and launch into a conversation with Johnny that was miles beyond what I
was prepared to discuss at the time. It’s strange looking back at those conversations now knowing that, in
theory, I am about as far into graduate school as he was at then. At this point I think that I could hold my
own in conversations like those, but the shock of hearing just how much I had to learn is still fresh in my
mind.
I o cially joined LENA during my first year when Dr. Art Champagne accepted me as a graduate student.
Later in my graduate career I would closely with Art during my Ph.D project, but I primarily worked with
Dr. Christian Iliadis during my Master’s project. Toward the end of my first year I sat down with both Art
and Christian with the intent of deciding on my first project. At the time I was positive that I wanted to be
more on the theoretical side of physics. Despite their best e↵orts to sway me towards experimental physics,
I stood my ground and began working on my Master’s project, a calculational project dealing with classical
novae. Even though Art was my o cial advisor, Christian took time out of his schedule to help guide and
direct my project whenever I needed it. I learned careful and complete research practice from Christian, but
I’d especially like to thank Christian for helping me to, “See the forest for the trees”, as he’d say.
My Master’s project would have been 10x as di cult if it weren’t for the assistance of Lori Downen. Lori
was in the process of completing a project similar to my Master’s project just as I was starting out and I’m
forever indebted to her for imparting as much of her knowledge as I could handle about the nucleosynthesis
network code at LENA and about the UNC ion implanter as well. Whether they realize it or not, everyone
at LENA is also indebted to Lori being the only one willing to regularly supply soap and clean towels to
the LENA control room (Thank you!). Lori and I became a team for many aspects of LENA. We ran
experiments, etched target backings, and set up data-acquisition electronics together among a host of other
tasks that I’m probably forgetting to mention. It is an enormous testament to her great personality and
teamwork skills that we were able to work so well together for this many years.
My first year ended just in time for the start of Dr. Stephen Daigle’s Ph.D experiment. I stayed around
LENA as often as I could during his experiment and learned a lot of what I know about operating the LENA
accelerators, proper data-acquisition procedure, and lab maintenance as a whole in the process. Stephen’s
mastery of LENA was beyond admirable and his willingness to teach a grad student fresh out of first year
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all about the lab through the “espresso-fuelled accelerator shifts” [Daigle, 2013] we ran for his experiment
set the tone for my graduate school career, and that’s why I’d like to thank Stephen. Becoming an operator
during Stephen’s experiment a↵orded me the privilege to work on the experiment of Dr. Chris Howard along
with Dr. Anne Sallaska. I consider myself lucky to have worked with the legendary Dr. Bob Runkle during
this process as well (your $20 will be forever immortalized in the ECR log book, Bob). Everyone involved in
this experiment had such a great attitude about experimental physics. It was during this experiment that I
finally decided that I wanted to pursue an experimental project myself, and so I thank everyone involved in
Chris’ experiment for that.
I’ve never met anyone as methodical and thorough as Dr. Matt Buckner. It takes a special kind of person
to run two experiments at LENA, run into as many accelerator and lab-related problems as he did, and
still possess the character and motivation to not cut any corners. I was already in the habit of taking a
lot of notes before Matt, Lori, and I worked together on setting up the NaI annulus and data-acquisition
electronics for Matt’s second experiment, but the usefulness and level of detail in his note taking showed
me just how important it was to take notes on everything possible. Matt sat with me for hours during his
Ph.D experiment letting me (poorly) operate the ECR ion source even though he could easily do a much
better job than me and also taught me a great deal about the LENA Geant simulation. Matt significantly
impacted almost every part of my path through research at LENA and I owe him a sincere thank you for
that.
Shortly after helping with Stephen’s and Chris’ experiments I walked into Art’s o ce and said that I’d
like to have an experimental measurement for my Ph.D project instead of a theory/modelling-based project.
Without even blinking, Art just said, “We can do that”, as if it had been part of the plan the entire time.
The level of patience that Art has as an advisor is di cult to comprehend. He allowed me the freedom to
pursue any research avenue that I had the motivation to follow, which allowed me to feel true ownership
over my project. Not surprisingly, this freedom caused me to take some wrong turns every now and again,
but I think that’s when I really learned something. Even looking back now at all of our meetings about
my work I honestly can’t tell if we were just making up the path as we went through my Ph.D project or
if Art actually had everything planned out in advance and was just waiting for me to get there. Either
way, Art’s advisement clearly puts the ball in the student’s court. This requires patience and trust in the
student that I don’t believe any incoming graduate student would (or should) think themselves worthy of. I
now understand the importance of this kind of advisement and I cannot thank Art enough for advising me
through my graduate career.
I consider myself extremely lucky to have been able to work with Dr. Richard Longland during my
graduate career. Richard’s legacy at LENA as an excellent researcher and all-around genius had been
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established before I joined the group, so I was very excited to see him rejoin LENA as a postdoc a few
years after first leaving LENA. I, along with the entirety of LENA, owe Richard a gracious thank you for
establishing some of the most heavily-used computer codes at LENA. Now a faculty member at NC State
and LENA/TUNL faculty member as well, I’m looking forward to seeing the future of LENA unfold with
Richard in a more prominent role.
At this point I would like to thank my Ph.D committee members that have not yet been acknowledged,
Dr. Fabian Heitsch and Dr. Nick Law. Thank you both for agreeing to appear on my committee and for
providing helpful feedback during and after my prelim and thesis defense. I’d like to thank Fabian for also
appearing on my Master’s committee. Fabian has been a part of every one of my graduate school milestones
and I sincerely appreciate that.
Moving on to the future of LENA, Jack Dermigny, Sean Hunt, and Andrew Cooper arrived at UNC one
year after me and after my second year they had all joined LENA. There are a number of ways that having
this number of students in the same year could have gone wrong in terms of project and expertise overlap,
but these three have made it work to perfection. Between Jack, Andrew, and Sean, LENA has an expert
in data analysis, accelerator development and upkeep, and detector characterization and DAQ electronics.
I can only hope that they’ve learned half as much from me as I’ve learned from them. David Little joined
LENA a couple of years after Jack, Sean, and Andrew. His tenacious questioning of what he hasn’t learned
yet has allowed him to understand details about certain aspects of LENA that I never even thought to ask.
I have faith that David will one day master the entire laboratory, inside and out.
No discussion of LENA is complete without mention of the LENA/TUNL technical sta↵ members John
Dunham, Richard O’Quinn, Bret Carlin, Chris Westerfeldt, and Brian Walsh. LENA prides itself on being
a student-run laboratory. The students develop the materials with which to run their own experiments,
they take their own data, and they do what they can to fix what needs to be fixed around the lab, but
when something really breaks, then it’s time to call in the tech sta↵. Each of these TUNL employees were
instrumental in allowing LENA to continuously make progress in one way or another. I am extremely grateful
for their expertise and their assistance in getting through the countless issues that arose during every-day
operation of LENA.
I owe a large and loving thank you to my beautiful fiance´e, Robin Knauf, for more than I can fit into
words here. Thank you for helping get me through the long hours of running my Ph.D experiment, for taking
care of our dog, Ballpark, when I wasn’t able to, and for keeping me grounded in reality and up to date with
the responsibilities of adulthood when all I wanted to do was work. Thank you for helping us stay on track
with wedding planning when things got busy, for all of the big Sunday meals that kept me full and happy
through each week of data taking, and for planning the weekend getaways that helped us keep our sanity.
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Thank you for pushing me to apply for jobs when I wanted to write my thesis instead, for having faith in
my ability to find us a job after graduate school even though you could have easily gotten one yourself, and
most importantly, for loving me through this whole process of graduate school. I love you and I can’t wait
to see what happens next in our lives together.
Finally, I’d like to thank my parents and my brothers. There was a time during my undergraduate career
that I thought that I was not interested in graduate school because I would come out on the other side of it
at least 27 years old and still without a real job. I said this to my mom as we drove to the mall sometime
in the middle of my undergraduate career. The look I got back from her could have started a fire if I wasn’t
there to intercept it. She made me immediately realize how immature that viewpoint was because I would
be squandering a fantastic opportunity to learn so much more than I thought was possible and I might not
get that opportunity back. My mom, dad, and brothers were always encouraging of my choices to do what
I wanted to do and go where I wanted to go, as long as I tried my hardest along the way. Looking back, I
think that there was an undertone to that encouragement that was telling me to try my hardest, but also
to not go too far from home away in the end. As my fiance´e and I prepare to move to a completely di↵erent
part of the country, I think that I picked up on that last part a little bit too late. Even though I’m miles and
miles away from home and I can’t come back for all of the family get togethers, I’m never going to forget
where I came from. I know that family is more important than anything else because you that’s what you’ve
taught me. So, I’m dedicating my entire thesis to my mom, my dad, and my brothers. Thank you all for
making me who I am today.
This work was supported in part by the US Department of Energy under grant DE-FG02-97ER41041
and the National Science Foundation under award number AST-1008355.
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1: A GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1: Introduction
Stellar fusion, including big-bang nucleosynthesis, cosmic-ray spallation, and nuclear fusion within stars,
is responsible for creating all nuclei in the universe heavier than helium. The energy released during nuclear
fusion supports stars against gravitational collapse and creates a sustainable environment in which light
nuclei are fused together into higher mass elements. These light nuclei are, in a sense, fuel used to keep
stars alive. In the simplest and youngest stars, a nuclear fusion cycle referred to as the proton-proton (pp)
chains is the mechanism through which hydrogen, the lightest element possible, is burned to form helium, the
second lightest element, releasing a significant amount of energy in the process. The helium that is formed
can be thought of as the ashes of hydrogen burning via the pp chains. In stars consisting of higher mass
elements, hydrogen fuel can be burned through other nuclear fusion chains that, while they are qualitatively
di↵erent, still accomplish the same goal of fusing hydrogen into helium. Some of these various hydrogen
burning sequences will be discussed in the next section.
Following the reduction of the hydrogen abundance to a level that H-burning reactions can no longer
balance the star in hydrostatic equilibrium, the stellar temperature and density increase until helium-fusion
sequences converting three 4He nuclei to a single 12C and subsequently the 12C(↵, )16O reaction become
active. These and other helium-burning reactions provide a new source of stellar energy release. These
burning sequences can occur in stars that have converted a large amount of their hydrogen into helium and
serve as a link between the elements, like hydrogen and helium, and slightly heavier elements, like carbon,
nitrogen, and oxygen. In other words, the helium remnants of hydrogen burning are repurposed as the fuel
to sustain the star in its next stage of stellar evolution. New life for the star is derived from the ashes of
previous nuclear fusion cycles. The ability to derive life-sustaining fuel from ashes of nuclear burning makes
stars extremely e cient energy production machines. Furthermore, nearly all of the elements we observe
in our universe were, at some point, first synthesized in stars through these and other more complicated
nuclear fusion processes. Therefore, probing the physics of stellar fusion is crucial for understanding the
past, present, and future of our universe and also for bringing the innate energy e ciency that is natural in
stars closer to the forefront of energy research on Earth.
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1.2: Phases of Stellar Evolution
Depending on the initial stellar mass, stars can live for billions of years continuously undergoing stellar
fusion of progressively heavier and heavier elements until either no new material can be fused, leaving the
star as a dim dwarf, or until the gravitational contraction of the star cannot be upheld by energy release
from nuclear fusion any longer, resulting in a more dramatic and violent end stage for the star in the form
of a stellar explosion. The long lifetime of stars, relative to our own, means that the vast majority of stars
will appear static to the casual observer. Given this fact, how can we obtain definite proof that stars truly
evolve from one stage of the stellar life cycle to the next and do not simply remain as the unchanging entities
they appear to be?
To paraphrase and expand upon the analogy by Kippenhahn [1983], the di culties faced by an astronomer
observing stars are analogous to those problems that would be faced by someone who observes countless
humans at varying stages of life, from newborns to the elderly, over the course of a single day. There would
be no way to observe a baby growing old, but one could plot trends such as, for example, human height versus
intelligence level. Noting that this trend is continuous, the observer would determine that all humans are the
same type of being, only di↵ering by their stage of life. Astronomers follow this exact same methodology,
with some obvious di↵erences. Instead of humans, they track stars, and instead of plotting human height
versus intelligence level, they plot stellar luminosity versus temperature.
A plot of these stellar observables is referred to as a Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, or H-R diagram. An
example H-R diagram is shown in Figure 1.1 for a group of stars referred to as globular cluster M5. Note
that temperature increases from right to left on the x-axis. H-R diagrams show the path of a star through
its various evolutionary stages, all of which are labelled on Figure 1.1. The exact evolutionary path of star
is strongly dependent on its initial mass, but the general path for a 1 M  star goes as follows: Young stars
begin their lives fusing hydrogen into helium via the pp chains on the main sequence, where the majority of a
star’s life will be spent. Once all of the core hydrogen is depleted the core contracts and material immediately
outside the core, which is still hydrogen-rich, can burn hydrogen in a shell surrounding the core. This causes
a stellar expansion of the outer layers as this new energy generation site is ignited and initiates the star’s
ascent of the giant branch.
The core eventually reaches temperatures hot enough to undergo helium fusion. The electron-degenerate
conditions present in the stellar core as this stage have some interesting e↵ects on the star’s evolution,
causing what is known as a helium flash. The high density of the core forces all of the energy created during
initial helium-burning reactions to go towards lifting the electron degeneracy. This causes a rapid increase in


























































Figure 1.4: The neon-sodium (NeNa) and magnesium-aluminum (MgAl) cycles.
as a thermonuclear runaway. This phenomenon also occurs in classical novae and will be expanded upon in
Chapter 2. Eventually, the degeneracy is lifted and the star expands. This causes a rapid decrease in surface
luminosity due to the cooling of the H-burning shell around the core and sends the star to the horizontal
branch.
The star eventually traverses the horizontal branch, asymptotically approaching the red giant branch,
until it runs out of core He to burn. The subsequent core contraction heats the material just outside of
the core until He-burning reactions begin in a shell surrounding the core. Temperatures surrounding this
He-burning shell are still hot enough for H-burning to occur, and so H-burning reactions initiate in a shell
surrounding the helium-burning shell. A bu↵er layer exists between the two independently burning shells as
well. This marks the beginning of the early asymptotic giant branch (E-AGB).
This next phase of stellar evolution is especially interesting and will be explored in more detail in Chap-
ter 3. Initially, the large majority of energy created by the star is from the H-burning shell, which continuously
adds to the mass of the He-burning shell. At a certain point the energy created by the now massive He-
burning shell cannot be carried away radiatively. This is similar to, but fundamentally di↵erent than, the
electron-degeneracy-driven thermonuclear runaway that occurs during the helium flash described earlier in
that initially the released energy builds up and sharply increases the stellar temperature at the site of energy
generation until the energy is released via a rapid expansion and contraction of the stellar exterior. These
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energy pulses are referred to as thermal pulses and so AGB stars undergoing thermal pulses are known as
thermally-pulsing AGB (TP-AGB) stars. Skipping past the subtleties of this stage that will be examined
in detail in Chapter 3, these pulses eventually become violent enough to expel matter from the outer layers
of the star until enough mass is lost that the star can no longer undergo thermal pulses at all. The hot,
underlying layers of the star that are now exposed emit intense UV radiation that thermally excites the
matter ejected during thermal pulses, creating a planetary nebula (PN).
A dense, electron-degenerate core composed mainly of carbon and oxygen is left as the stellar remnant.
This is the white dwarf stage. While the star is, at this point, doomed to quietly radiate away all of its
thermal energy for the rest of its existence, it is not necessarily done contributing to the dynamics of stellar
evolution. If a white dwarf star is in a binary system with a more loosely bound star, a main-sequence star
or a red giant, for example, then a mass transfer episode from the secondary star to the primary, white-dwarf
star can occur. This can lead to a phenomenon known as a classical nova. These recursive explosions are the
focus of Chapter 2. While many other interesting and complex stellar environments exist, such as supernovae
and X-ray bursts, the above described phenomena lay the astrophysical foundation necessary for the work
discussed in this thesis.
1.3: Nuclear Physics Basics
1.3.1: Definition of the Cross Section
We would like to quantify the likelihood of a reaction occurring between two species contained within
a star. This probability is encompassed within the definition of at the cross section,  (E), a fundamental
nuclear physics parameter. In short, the cross section is defined to be the number of observed interactions,








Note that, just like the cross-sectional area of some object, the cross section has units of area or squared
length because NR, Nt, and Nb have no units associated with them. In practice, it is easier to work in terms
of the number of reactions observed per unit time, t, given a current density (particles per unit area and











The number of reactions that occur is synonymous with the number of emitted particles and so we can
























1.3.2: Transmission Through the Coulomb Barrier
The expression for the di↵erential cross section is translated into the quantum mechanical regime through













where m is the mass of the particle in question and  and  ⇤ are the wavefunction of the particle and its
complex conjugate. With this definition, the goal now is to identify the appropriate wavefunctions for the




52  + V (~r) = E , (1.6)
where52 is the Laplacian operator and V (~r) is the potential of felt by the particle in question. The potential
is a result of the nucleus’ interacting with the incoming or outgoing particle. We will be concerned with
positively charged protons as our incident particle for this thesis. Thus, we should expect a repulsive force
between the positively-charged target nucleus and the positively-charged proton, which means the incoming
particle will have to traverse a potential barrier of some form. The simplest potential barrier is the finite
square barrier potential. In this case there is a constant, positive (repulsive) potential over some distance,
 R.
In general, the height of the potential barrier will be much higher than the energy of the incoming proton.
Classically, this can be crudely imagined as a baseball being thrown at a wall, the baseball being the proton
and the wall providing repulsive force that deflects the baseball unless it has enough energy to break through
the wall. The minimum amount of energy required to break through the wall is the potential barrier height
of the wall. If the energy of the baseball is lower than the potential barrier height, then the baseball will
never make it through the wall. In a stellar plasma, the nuclear interaction energy is determined by the
temperature, T, of the environment in question while the barrier height is determined by the repulsive e↵ects
of the strong force outside the nuclear interior and also by Coulomb repulsion, in the case of charged particle
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interactions.
The nuclear interaction energies available in stars are generally lower than the potential barrier that
must be crossed in order to fuse nuclei together, yet somehow nuclear fusion still occurs in stars. This is the
result of the quantum mechanical tunneling e↵ect. Quantum mechanical transmission through a potential
barrier depends on the wave function of the incoming particle, the square of which can be used to obtain
the probability for the particle’s existing at any point in space. As any introductory quantum mechanics
textbook will show, the wave function for an incoming particle is, in general, non-zero on the other side of
a potential barrier even if the energy of the incoming particle is below the potential barrier height. This is
roughly equivalent to the baseball’s, in the classical analogy above, simply passing through the wall in front
of it even though it does not have enough energy to do so. Stars would not exist if quantum mechanical
tunneling did not exist.
In nuclear physics, we want to examine the probability of an incident particle’s tunneling through the
repulsive Coulomb barrier. This can be modelled by a series of finite barrier potentials encountered by the
incoming particle [Iliadis, 2015] which, when inserted as the potential, V (~r), in the Schroo¨dinger equation
above, can be used to calculate the transmission coe cient, Tˆ . This parameter characterizes the probability
that the particle traverses the potential barrier, translating to a penetration to the nuclear interior for our
purposes. The Tˆ , calculated assuming incoming charged particles with no angular momentum component
(s-wave), can be shown to be approximately [Iliadis, 2015].
Tˆ = e 2⇡⌘, (1.7)








In a large majority of cases this s-wave transmission coe cient describes most of the cross-sectional
structure for proton capture onto target nuclei of interest. The cross section for this direct proton capture
(DC) reaction into the nuclear interior in this manner is generally simplified via the introduction of the





The 1E and e
 2⇡⌘ factors account for most of the energy dependence of the cross section. The remaining
S-factor contains the properties of the nuclear interaction that, in many cases, are unknown. In practice,
the S-factor generally operates as the cross section does, but it has a greatly reduced energy dependence.
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1.3.3: Nuclear Reaction Resonances
The cross section described in the previous section describes a smoothly varying probability for capturing
a particle into the nuclear interior via tunneling through the Coulomb barrier. However, a phenomenon
known as a resonance can arise for certain values of the energy of the incoming particle in which the cross
section sharply increases over a narrow energy range. In general, we can define the total Hamiltonian, HT ,
as in Iliadis [2015] as




where Hn is the Hamiltonian of the nucleus itself, Ep is the incident proton energy, and each of the Vi(~ri)
are the individual interaction potentials felt by the incident proton as a result of each nucleon. The last term
is incredibly complicated and there is, as of yet, no all-encompassing model for the extensive interactions
resulting from the individual nucleons. It is possible to simplify by introducing an average interaction
potential, V¯ (r), as
HT =
⇥
Hn + Ep + V¯ (r)




= H0  Hint. (1.11)
The quantity H0 is referred to as the single particle Hamiltonian because it treats the entire nucleus as if
it is a single particle with a single potential whereas Hint is the interaction Hamiltonian and contains the
e↵ects of all of the nucleons interior to the nucleus.
A Hamiltonian of the form of H0 creates a smooth interaction cross section between the incident proton
and the target nucleus of interest with broad, periodic increases in the cross section that we call single-
particle resonances. These and all resonances are purely a result of favorable boundary condition matching
for the wave function of the incoming particle within the nuclear interior. Intuitively, this can be thought of
as the creation of a standing wave pattern formed by the wave function inside the nucleus, meaning there is
an increased probability amplitude for finding the proton in that region. These standing waves correspond
to excited states of the target-plus-proton system. The radial wavefunction for this system, us(~r), can be
solved for analytically and the broad structure of these resonances can be observed in experimental data.
In contrast to the single-particle resonances discussed above, resonances that are less than 100 keV apart
and sometimes less than 1 keV wide are frequently observed in experimental data as well, with cross-sectional
increases occurring and dissipating over less than 1 keV. These observed resonances also correspond to excited
states within the target-plus-proton system, but are not accounted for by H0. Instead, they are the result of
including the Hint term of the total Hamiltonian and appear experimentally as closely spaced excited states
superimposed on top of the single particle resonance structure produced by H0. These states arise from the
complex interactions of the the individual nucleons within the nucleus itself. A Hamiltonian that includes
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Figure 1.5: A plot of a Breit-Wigner cross section centered on 3 MeV with arbitrary values for the partial
widths.
Hint is said to describe the compound-nucleus picture of the target-plus-projectile system.
The radial wavefunction for the compound nucleus, ucn(~r), can be described in terms of the single-particle







where there are m single-particle wavefunctions and the Aij are amplitudes for the contribution of each
single-particle state to the compound-nucleus state being described. Typically, a compound-nucleus wave
function will be primarily described by one single-particle wave function, so all other Aij are usually ignored.
Although nuclear physics theory can not predict the placement and strengths of all of the resonances in all
compound-nucleus systems yet, it can be shown that if a resonance is experimentally measured at a resonance
energy, Er, and is su ciently narrow, then the cross section near the resonance energy is well-described by
the Breit-Wigner cross section,
 res =  BW =
 2
4⇡
(2J + 1)(1 +  01)
(2j0 + 1)(2j1 + 1)
 p  
(Er   E)2 + ( /2)2 , (1.13)
where the factor of (1 +  01) includes a Kronecker delta to create of an extra factor of 2 in the cross section
in the case of identical target and projectile nuclei. Here   = 2⇡~/
p
2m01E is the deBroglie wavelength and
j0, j1, and J are the spins of target, projectile, and resonance, respectively.
The parameters  p,    , and   are referred to as the partial widths for proton and  -ray interaction
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entrance and exit channels and total resonance width, respectively. These can be understood by analysis
of Figure 1.5, which displays the Breit-Wigner cross section for a fictional resonance centered at 3 MeV
with arbitrary values for   and the relevant target, projectile, and resonance spins. The cross section of
Figure 1.5 increases by orders of magnitude at the resonance energy with the full-width at half of the
maximum (FWHM) of the cross section given by  . This total width can be experimentally observed and is





with each  i being the various possible entrance and exit channel partial widths. Although this connection
will not be derived here, it turns out that the total resonance width for an observed narrow resonance
obtained corresponding to a compound-nucleus resonance,  cn, can be described in terms of the single-
particle resonance widths,  sp, using the same Aij coe cients that were used for the compound-nucleus







The factor A2ij is generally referred to as the spectroscopic factor and is written formally as
A2ij = C
2S, (1.16)
where C is an isospin Clebsch-Gordan coe cient. Technically, S is the literal spectroscopic factor, but S
appears in multiplication with C2 often enough that the entire product is usually referred to by the same
name.
1.4: Nuclear Physics in Stellar Environments
Nuclear physics processes are extremely sensitive to the energy of the interacting particles, which in turn
depends on the temperature of the stellar environment, and also on the nuclear cross section,  . In order to
understand how nuclear physics processes occur in stars we must consider the temperature of the relevant
stellar environment. Given a temperature, T , of a stellar interior, the velocity distribution of nuclei within










Here, m01, v, and k are the reduced mass and relative velocity of the interacting particles and the Boltzmann





2 & dE = m01vdv (1.18)




































The product of Avagadro’s number and the thermally averaged convolution of the nuclear cross section
with the relative velocity of interacting particles is referred to as the reaction rate in nuclear astrophysics.























The form of the nuclear cross section strongly depends on the mechanism by which the nuclear reaction
occurs. Assuming that no interference exists between competing mechanisms, the individual contributions











+ [NAh vi]continuum , (1.25)
where we have contributions coming from the sum of all narrow and broad resonances, the non-resonant or
direct capture (DC) rate, and the continuum. We will be concerned mainly with proton capture by means
of resonant and direct proton capture processes.
1.4.1: Narrow-Resonance Reaction Rates
As discussed in Section 1.3.3, a resonance is the result of a large amplitude of the incoming particle wave
function within the nuclear interior. Both broad and narrow resonances can be described by a resonant cross




(2J + 1)(1 +  01)
(2j0 + 1)(2j1 + 1)
 p  





(Er   E)2 + ( /2)2 . (1.26)
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The parameter ! contains all factors of the form (2j + 1). Recall that the parameters  p and    are the
partial widths of the entrance and exit channels and   =  p +    + ... is the total resonance width. Note
that if the resonance in question is su ciently broad, then the widths in Equation 1.26 are energy dependent
quantities. However, for the narrow resonances that are considered here, the widths are assumed to be
constant and to be less than a few keV.























(Er   E)2 + ( /2)2 dE, (1.28)
where we’ve used the fact that the dominant contribution to the integral occurs at E = Er. Noting that the

















































In the last line of the above derivation we have introduced the quantity ! , which is referred to as the
resonance strength. This quantity is directly proportional to the integral of the cross section over the narrow
resonance width and is generally what is reported in the literature when measurements of resonant reaction
rates are made.
1.4.2: Direct-Capture Reaction Rates
As discussed in Section 1.3.2, there is also a non-negligible probability for a proton capture reaction to
proceed via a non-resonant transmission through the Coulomb barrier. In this case the cross section for
proton capture onto a positively-charged nucleus becomes exponentially smaller at lower energies due to
Coulomb repulsion between the two like-charged species. This is best exemplified in the plot of the cross
section for the 16O(p, )17F reaction shown in Figure 1.6, which is reproduced from Iliadis [2015]. It is
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Figure 1.6: Total cross section for the 16O(p, )17F reaction versus center-of-mass interaction energy. This
figure is from Iliadis [2015].
advantageous to rewrite the direct-capture cross section,  (E)DC , with the typical 1/E dependence and the
approximate probability of s-wave transmission through the Coulomb barrier, e 2⇡⌘, explicitly written, as





The parameter S(E) introduced here is the astrophysical S-factor and is, essentially, the nuclear cross section







with Z0 and Z1 being the charge of the target and projectile. The quantity ⌘ contains a 1/
p
E energy
dependence that can be easily overlooked, but is extremely important for identifying the astrophysically
important energy range in a particular stellar environment. For this reason it is convenient to factor out the































The product of exponentials in the integral severely restricts the energy range over which any significant
nucleosynthesis can occur. Each of these exponential functions is plotted in Figure 1.7. To reiterate the
meaning of each term, the Gamow factor, e 2⇡⌘
0/
p
E , approximates the s-wave transmission probability for
a charged particle passing through the Coulomb barrier and the Boltzmann factor, e E/kT , describes the
energy distribution of particles within the stellar environment. These are shown as the black, dashed line
and the blue, dotted lines on Figure 1.7, respectively. The Gamow factor drops o↵ very sharply at lower
projectile energies while the Boltzmann factor decreases with increasing energy. The product of these two
functions is shown in red in Figure 1.7 and is referred to as the Gamow peak. While this peak appears
small on the log-scale shown in the top panel of Figure 1.7, the linear scale shown in the bottom panel of
the same figure emphasizes the fact that the majority of this peak is restricted to a narrow energy region.
The only non-negligible contribution to the integral comes from this energy range over which Gamow peak
is non-negligible. This energy region is referred to as the Gamow window, indicated on Fig 1.7 as the shaded
region, and is defined by the maximum and FWHM of a Gaussian approximation to the Gamow peak, E0
and  , respectively. The calculation of this approximation will not be repeated here, but can be found in
Iliadis [2015]. The result is















The majority of stellar nucleosynthesis will occur within this energy window, the position and width
of which depend on the temperature of the stellar environment. The exception to this statement is the
possibility of a narrow resonance, discussed earlier. If a narrow resonance exists within the Gamow window,
it will likely dominate the stellar reaction rate. However, if a narrow resonance is su ciently strong, then it
may significantly contribute to the stellar reaction rate even if it exists outside of the Gamow window.
1.5: The Underlying Theme
An extensive body exists at present of experimental data on nuclear reactions important for stellar
nucleosynthesis exists at present. If a particular stellar phenomenon is being studied, with a focus on
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Figure 1.7: The Gamow peak for a stellar temperature of T9 = 0.1 shown on a logarithmic scale (top) and
a linear scale (bottom).
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isotopic or elemental abundances that are unambiguously determined through nucleosynthesis calculations
or more sophisticated stellar simulations, then there is an opportunity to advance the understanding and
interpretation of that phenomenon. However, glaring ambiguities in the isotopic abundances resulting from
stellar nucleosynthesis still arise in a large number of important nuclear burning sites. These ambiguities
can sometimes be linked to, or proposed as, the source of an unexplained stellar observation or behavior.
They also often imply a lack of experimental accuracy and/or precision with regard to a one or more relevant
nuclear reactions. These nuclear reactions must be measured in the laboratory if the uncertain stellar site is
to be understood further.
The physical measurement of a nuclear reaction requires careful preparation and analysis of the acquired
data if an accurate result is to be obtained. This process is further complicated by the fact that the
result of a nuclear reaction measurement is typically determined relative another stronger and more easily
measured reference resonance. However, even if a perfectly measured reference resonance exists in the
reaction of interest, if the characteristics of the targets used during experimentation are poorly known, then
the result will su↵er from the same uncertainties. Of course, the accelerators used to provide the proton
beams (used here) must also be well characterized. These issues represent some of the main pitfalls that the
experimentalist is confronted with during a measurement.
The underlying theme of this entire thesis is the use of nuclear reactions to probe stellar processes. This
topic is explored in two di↵erent ways and in two di↵erent stellar sites: classical novae and globular clusters.
The experimental uncertainties on a large number of the nuclear reactions relevant to a particular class of
novae are small enough that some very interesting connections between elemental ratios of abundances in
the ejected material and the amount of mixing between outer layers of the white dwarf core and the accreted
material before the explosion can be derived. These relationships are derived via calculations of the expected
nucleosynthesis based on input from hydrodynamic nova models. This topic is discussed in great detail in
Chapter 2 and provides new insight into the evolution of classical novae.
Globular clusters are an example of the opposite scenario regarding the quality of nuclear physics input
data. Observed anti-correlations between sodium and oxygen abundances in cluster stars that can not be
reproduced by stellar models point towards inaccurate or incomplete nuclear data for the relevant reactions.
The 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction, at stellar temperatures relevant to TP-AGB stars, is commonly believed to play
a major role in this particular abundance anomaly. Therefore, this reaction must be measured in order to
better understand the evolution and nucleosynthesis of TP-AGB stars and of globular clusters. Background
on this anti-correlation and on TP-AGB stellar evolution are given in Chapter 3.
Additionally, each experimental hurdle mentioned in the previous two paragraphs is addressed in its own
chapter of this thesis. Chapter 4 describes the particle accelerators and  -ray detectors used during the
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majority of data acquisition in this work. Chapter 5 contains a discussion of target fabrication at the UNC
Ion Implanter, Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry experiments performed to characterize targets used
in measurements of the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction, and methods by which target degradation was monitored
during the course of these experiments. Chapter 6 describes the e↵orts made to obtain a reliable reference
resonance strength for measurements of the weak, low-energy resonances in 22Ne(p, )23Na through a revision
of the strength of the strong, 458-keV resonance in the same reaction. Finally, Chapter 7 details the low-
energy measurements of the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction that form the core of this thesis. Conclusions regarding
the impact of the results shown in this thesis on the understanding of classical novae and globular clusters
are given Chapter 8.
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2: NUCLEAR MIXING METERS FOR CLASSICAL NOVAE
2.1: Preface
As mentioned in Chapter 1, a significant number of nuclear reactions important for the evolution of
classical novae are known to a relatively high precision. This knowledge allows the nuclear astrophysicist to
go a step further and use stellar models to learn more about the dynamics and characteristics of classical
novae. This is precisely what was done in Kelly et al. [2013], which is summarized and expanded upon in
this chapter. This work was carried out in collaboration with Christian Iliadis, Lori N. Downen, Jordi Jose´,
and Arthur E. Champagne. Additionally, partial credit for the work described in Section 2.5 goes to Richard
Longland as well. In addition to the funding sources listed in the acknowledgements section, this work was
partially funded by the Spanish MICINN grants AYA2010-15685 and EUI2009-04167, the E. U. FEDER
funds, and the ESF EUROCORES Program EuroGENESIS.
2.2: Introduction and Background on Classical Novae
The commonly accepted theory of classical novae involves a white dwarf of carbon-oxygen (CO) or
oxygen-neon (ONe) composition accreting matter from a main sequence partner via Roche lobe overflow.
The transferred matter carries angular momentum and thus forms an accretion disk. Subsequently, matter
accumulates on the surface of the white dwarf under degenerate conditions [Starrfield et al., 1972, Prialnik
et al., 1978]. Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show a schematic representation of the Roche lobe surrounding each star
in this binary system from [Iliadis, 2015] and an artist’s rendition of a classical nova explosion, respectively.
This environment leads to a thermonuclear-runaway event, similar to that described in Chapter 1, to occur
during core helium ignition in which the energy released from nuclear fusion initially goes towards lifting
the degeneracy of the stellar environment. However, the degeneracy lifting does not occur instantaneously,
so there is a brief period of time where the temperature rises rapidly without being balanced by an increase
in outward pressure. Matter is violently expelled into the interstellar medium once the degeneracy is lifted,
but the underlying white dwarf star remains intact [Jose´ et al., 2006, Starrfield et al., 2008].
Several observables in nova systems (e.g., the light curves and the chemical composition of the ejecta)
can only be explained by assuming that matter from the outer layers of the underlying white dwarf is mixed
with the accreted matter during or prior to the thermonuclear runaway. This mixing ensures that a su cient
number of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen nuclei can act as catalysts in the explosive hydrogen burning via
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Figure 2.1: A schematic representation of the gravitational domains, or Roche lobes, of both stars present
in a classical nova from [Iliadis, 2015]. The inner Lagrange point shown on this diagram represents the
innermost point along the Roche lobe of either star where there is no net gravitational force from either star
in this binary system. Roche lobe overflow occurs via mass transfer through this inner Lagrange point.
Figure 2.2: An artist’s rendition of a classical nova explosion. Figure Credit: David A. Hardy, Science &
Technology Facilities Council.
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the CNO cycles. Furthermore, spectroscopic observations of large neon abundances for the most energetic
classical novae, also known as neon novae, point directly to mixing between accreted matter and a white
dwarf of ONe composition. Numerous physical causes of this mixing have been explored, including di↵usion-
induced mixing [Prialnik and Kovetz, 1984, Kovetz and Prialnik, 1985, Iben et al., 1991, 1992, Fujimoto
and Iben, 1992], shear mixing at the disk-envelope interface [Durisen, 1977, Kippenhahn and Thomas, 1978,
MacDonald, 1983, Livio and Truran, 1987, Kutter and Sparks, 1987, Sparks and Kutter, 1987], convective
mixing at the core-envelope interface [Woosley, 1986, Glasner and Livne, 1995, Glasner et al., 1997, 2005,
2007, Kercek et al., 1998, 1999, Casanova et al., 2010, 2011a,b], and mixing by gravity wave breaking on the
white dwarf surface [Rosner et al., 2001, Alexakis et al., 2004]. However, the processes by which outer white
dwarf material is mixed with the accreted envelope require further investigation.
Using one-dimensional (1D) hydrodynamic models, Downen et al. [2013] recently investigated if ratios of
observed elemental abundances can be used to constrain the peak temperature during the explosion. It was
found that a number of elemental ratios, including N/O, N/Al, O/S, and S/Al, show a strong monotonic
dependence on the peak temperature, and thus represent useful thermometers for the explosion. Since mixing
processes cannot be studied self-consistently in a 1D stellar model, a value of 50% for the degree of mixing
between the white dwarf and the accreted envelope was artificially introduced prior to the explosion. This
particular value is commonly used in the literature [Politano et al., 1995, Jose´ and Hernanz, 1998, Smith
et al., 2002], but so far, has not been systematically constrained from spectroscopic observations.
It could be argued that the observed overall metallicity, Z, of classical novae provides exactly such a
constraint. However, there are several reasons to doubt the reliability of reported metallicity values. For
example, the review by Gehrz et al. [1998] lists the following metallicity values obtained by di↵erent groups
for the same classical nova: Z = 0.39  0.66 for V693 CrA; Z = 0.10  0.44 for QU Vul; and Z = 0.18  0.49
for V1974 Cyg. Therefore, the reported overall metallicity is not a reliable basis for estimating the degree
of mixing between the outer white dwarf core and the accreted envelope. We will discuss this issue in more
detail below.
Rather than considering the overall metallicity, in this chapter we investigate if observed elemental
abundance ratios in classical novae can be used to constrain the degree of mixing between the outer white
dwarf layers and the accreted envelope. These elemental abundance ratios will be referred to as mixing
meters. The results will hopefully shed light on the degree of mixing that occurs and perhaps the physical
mixing mechanism responsible. However, no definitive conclusions regarding the latter are reported here.
Clearly, any useful mixing meters should exhibit a steep monotonic dependence on the mixing fraction and,
at the same time, they should be insensitive to the white dwarf mass (and hence peak temperature) during
the explosion.
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A number of observations hint at useful mixing meters. First, numerous investigations have shown [see,
e.g., Jose´ and Hernanz, 1998, Yaron et al., 2005, Starrfield et al., 2009, Denissenkov et al., 2013] that during
explosive hydrogen burning in classical novae the peak temperatures are less than 400 MK. The reactions
that can bridge the A<20 (CNO) and A 20 mass regions are very slow at these temperatures. Therefore,
the total number of CNO nuclei will stay approximately constant during the explosion, and thus the CNO
elemental abundance should represent a possible mixing meter [see, e.g., Kovetz and Prialnik, 1997, Jose´
and Hernanz, 1998, Starrfield et al., 2009]. Second, the thermonuclear rate of the 20Ne(p, )21Na reaction is
very slow at classical nova temperatures. Thus, most of the initial 20Ne nuclei that are mixed from the white
dwarf into the accreted envelope survive the thermonuclear runaway. In fact, this survival of 20Ne is what
first enabled the discovery of ONe novae via emission of the Ne II line [Williams et al., 1985]. Since 20Ne is
expected to be the dominant neon isotope, the observed elemental neon abundance should be a promising
mixing meter.
In the remainder of this chapter we carry out a systematic investigation of all elements, including CNO
and neon, with abundances that can be used to constrain the degree of mixing between matter from the
outer white dwarf layers and the accreted envelope in classical novae. We will focus on ONe novae because
these objects display a greater variety of nuclear activity than CO novae. Also, more reliable spectroscopic
abundance data exist for the former class [for the latest elemental abundance compilation, see Downen et al.,
2013]. Results obtained using a 1D hydrodynamic model are presented in Section 2.3. Following the analysis
of hydrodynamic results, the uncertainties in the nuclear physics input parameters were investigated via post-
processing nucleosynthesis network calculations. These calculations are described in detail in Section 2.4.
The output of these calculations can then be used to identify the reactions that must be measured in order
to minimize uncertainties in the isotopic or elemental abundances from these nucleosynthesis calculations.
The methods used to identify these reactions are discussed in Section 2.5. As will be seen for this particular
case, it turns out that current nuclear physics uncertainties are not significant enough to induce large
uncertainties in the nucleosynthesis results. Therefore, these results are su ciently robust in their current
state for comparisons to observed novae and can immediately provide insight into the behavior of classical
novae. These comparisons are discussed in Section 2.6 and the impact on previous work by [Downen et al.,
2013] is discussed in Section 2.7. Finally, some concluding remarks regarding chapter are given in Section
2.8.
2.3: Hydrodynamic Simulations
Eight new hydrodynamic models were generated using the 1D code SHIVA [Jose´ and Hernanz, 1998] and
added to four previously existing models computed with the same code [Downen et al., 2013], making a total
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Table 2.1: Selected results for characteristics of hydrodynamic ONe nova models. The models were computed
using the 1D hydrodynamic code SHIVA [Jose´ and Hernanz, 1998]. The mixing fraction is defined as the
weight by mass of the outer white dwarf matter that has been mixed into the envelope prior to nuclear
burning.
















of twelve hydrodynamic models of classical novae used for this work. Recall that the goal is to identify a
set of mixing meters that are simultaneously insensitive to peak nova burning temperature (which is closely
related to the mass of the underlying white dwarf) and strongly dependent on the mixing between the outer
white dwarf layers and accreted envelope prior to thermonuclear runaway. With that goal in mind, the
models encompass four di↵erent underlying white dwarf masses (1.15 M , 1.25 M , 1.30 M , and 1.35 M )
and three di↵erent mixing fractions between the outer white dwarf layers and the accreted envelope prior
to the thermonuclear runaway (25%, 50%, and 75%; the mixing fraction is defined as the weight by mass of
the outer white dwarf matter that has been mixed into the envelope prior to nuclear burning). The initial
luminosity and mass accretion rate for all models amount to Lini = 10 2 L  and M˙acc = 2 ⇥ 10 10 M 
yr 1, respectively. Information on the model parameters (peak temperature, mixing fraction, and ejected
mass) is summarized in Table 2.1.
The nuclear reaction network used for hydrodynamic simulations and post-processing nucleosynthesis
calculations consists of 117 nuclides ranging from 1H to 48Ti, linked by 654 interactions, including all rel-
evant (p, ), (p,↵), and (↵, ) reactions and weak decays. The nuclear interaction rates were adopted from
recommended values provided by the STARLIB library [Sallaska et al., 2013]. For most reactions of interest
to classical novae, the experimental rates contained in STARLIB have been obtained by the Monte Carlo
method described in Longland et al. [2010b] and Iliadis et al. [2010b]. The library also provides the rate
probability density function at temperatures in a grid ranging from 10 MK to 10 GK. This unique feature
will be important for the post-processing studies, as discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.
We assume that matter is accreted from a main sequence companion of solar composition [Lodders et al.,
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2009]. For the composition of the underlying white dwarf we adopt the results obtained from the evolution
of a 10 M  star from the main sequence to the end of core carbon burning [Ritossa et al., 1996]. The
initial envelope composition for di↵erent mixing fractions of our nova models is presented in Table 2.2. Each
model includes 45 envelope zones encompassing all material involved in the thermonuclear runaway. Test
calculations performed with 500 zones provide essentially the same results. The peak temperatures achieved
in the hottest zone in our simulations, ranging from 218 MK to 344 MK depending on the model, can be
regarded as typical for models of thermonuclear runaways involving ONe white dwarfs.
Final isotopic abundances for matter that exceeds escape velocity (i.e., the fraction of the envelope e↵ec-
tively ejected) are determined 1 hour after peak temperature is achieved. By that time, short-lived parent
nuclei would have decayed to their stable daughters. Isotopic abundances of a given element are summed
for each model. Elemental abundances that satisfy the previously described conditions for mixing meters
are selected for further inspection. Following the procedure applied in Downen et al. [2013], we focus on
elemental mass fractions relative to hydrogen, Xel/XH , instead of elemental mass fractions, Xel, since ob-
served classical nova abundances are usually determined relative to hydrogen (see Section 2.6).
Figure 2.3 shows the computed final elemental abundance relative to hydrogen versus the peak temper-
ature for the most promising mixing meters. The di↵erent colors and line styles in each panel correspond
to di↵erent mixing fractions (see Table 2.2). It is apparent that all displayed abundance ratios depend only
weakly on peak temperature (by about a factor of 2 at most), while revealing the desired monotonic depen-
dence on the mixing fraction (by at least an order of magnitude). As expected, the values of both ⌃CNO/H
and Ne/H are useful mixing meters. In addition, we find that the ratios Mg/H, Al/H, and Si/H satisfy the
necessary conditions for a mixing meter. The ratio Na/H also satisfies these criteria but was disregarded
here because no observational Na data exist yet for ONe novae.
The results are summarized in the top panel of Figure 2.4, showing the computed final elemental abun-
dance ratios of these five mixing meters. Di↵erent symbols and colors correspond to di↵erent mixing fractions
(see Table 2.2). The error bar on each data point represents the abundance change when the peak tem-
perature is varied across our models for a fixed mixing fraction (see Table 2.1). The important point to
emphasize is that, for a given elemental ratio, the abundance values vary by 1-2 orders of magnitude with
mixing fraction, and the error bars (caused by peak temperature changes alone, in the top panel) do not
overlap. The impact of thermonuclear reaction rate variations on the mixing meter values will be addressed
in the following section.
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Table 2.2: Initial abundances for hydrodynamic calculations. For the outer layers of the ONe white dwarf,
the abundances are taken from Ritossa et al. [1996]; solar abundances for the accreted matter are adopted
from Lodders et al. [2009]. Note that mixing fraction is defined as the weight by mass of the outer white




1H 5.33E-01 3.53E-01 1.78E-01
3He 6.35E-05 2.62E-05 2.12E-05
4He 2.05E-01 1.38E-01 6.84E-02
6Li 5.16E-10 3.25E-10 1.72E-10
7Li 7.37E-09 4.68E-09 2.46E-09
9Be 1.13E-10 8.31E-11 3.76E-11
10B 7.57E-10 5.33E-10 2.52E-10
11B 3.37E-09 2.36E-09 1.13E-09
12C 4.03E-03 6.10E-03 7.45E-03
13C 2.12E-05 1.82E-05 7.07E-06
14N 6.07E-04 5.53E-04 2.02E-04
15N 2.38E-06 2.18E-06 7.95E-07
16O 1.33E-01 2.61E-01 3.85E-01
17O 2.05E-06 1.94E-06 6.83E-07
18O 1.16E-05 1.08E-05 3.86E-06
19F 3.12E-07 2.03E-07 1.04E-07
20Ne 7.95E-02 1.57E-01 2.35E-01
21Ne 1.50E-03 2.99E-03 4.49E-03
22Ne 1.18E-03 2.22E-03 3.27E-03
23Na 1.61E-02 3.22E-02 4.83E-02
24Mg 1.41E-02 2.77E-02 4.12E-02
25Mg 4.00E-03 7.93E-03 1.19E-02
26Mg 2.53E-03 4.98E-03 7.44E-03
27Al 2.75E-03 5.43E-03 8.12E-03
28Si 5.27E-04 3.27E-04 1.76E-04
29Si 1.83E-05 1.71E-05 6.10E-06
30Si 1.89E-05 1.18E-05 6.30E-06
31P 5.25E-06 4.08E-06 1.75E-06
32S 2.61E-04 1.98E-04 8.71E-05
33S 2.13E-06 1.61E-06 7.09E-07
34Cl 2.80E-06 1.27E-06 9.33E-07
37Cl 9.49E-07 4.27E-07 3.15E-07
36Ar 5.76E-05 3.87E-05 1.92E-05
38Ar 1.11E-05 7.69E-06 3.70E-06
39K 2.79E-06 1.73E-06 9.29E-07






































Figure 2.3: Peak temperature versus final elemental abundance (mass fraction) relative to hydrogen for the
most promising indicators of mixing between the outer layers of the white dwarf and the accreted envelope.
Results are obtained using the 1D hydrodynamic code SHIVA [Jose´ and Hernanz, 1998]. The di↵erent colors
and line styles in each panel correspond to di↵erent mixing fractions (indicated by the mass fraction weight
of white dwarf material; Blue dotted lines, green dashed lines, and red solid lines indicate 75%, 50%, and
25% white dwarf material by mass, respectively). Notice the strong dependence of the elemental abundance


































































Figure 2.4: Elemental abundance (mass fraction) relative to hydrogen for the most promising mixing meters.
Di↵erent colors and symbols correspond to models computed with di↵erent mixing fractions. (see caption
of Figure 2.3). Blue triangles, green squares, and red circles indicate mixing fractions of 75%, 50%, and
25%, respectively. (Top) Error bars only take the abundance variation with peak temperature into account.
(Bottom) Error bars represent abundance variation caused both by di↵erences in white dwarf mass (i.e.,
peak temperature) and by uncertainties in nuclear reaction rates.
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2.4: Monte Carlo Post-Processing Nucleosynthesis Calculations of Classical Novae
We will now discuss how reaction rate uncertainties influence the abundance ratios of ⌃CNO/H, Ne/H,
Mg/H, Al/H, and Si/H. Uncertainties on nuclear reaction rates can mask the dependence on mixing. There-
fore, abundance ratios depending on highly uncertain nuclear reactions are clearly not useful as mixing
meters. The e↵ects of nuclear physics uncertainties are assessed through variations of all reaction rates
involved. Any method of reaction rate variations will require a large number of successive nucleosynthesis
calculations. Given that a single hydrodynamic classical nova simulation can take weeks, these sensitivity
studies are performed by post-processing the temperature-density versus time profiles extracted from the hy-
drodynamic simulations. Similar to the procedure of Downen et al. [2013], we do not only take into account
the hottest zone, but all envelope zones. Furthermore, we adopt the simplified assumptions for convection
of Downen et al. [2013], assuming either instantaneous mixing, no mixing, or the geometric mean of instant
and no mixing between zones based on which description best reproduces the final abundances of the hydro-
dynamic model. The instant- and no-mixing models can be represented by Figures 2.5 and 2.6, respectively.
If instant mixing is assumed, then the convective time scale is much faster than the nuclear time scale. This
means that the nuclear abundance mass fractions of all shells, j, are instantaneously mixed with all other
shells at each stage of a nucleosynthesis calculation. If no mixing is assumed, then the opposite is true. Each
zone is nucleosynthetically independent of every other zone in the total nucleosynthesis calculation.
This procedure works well and reproduces the final abundances of the hydrodynamic models within a
factor of 2. But unlike the procedure of varying one nuclear reaction rate at a time within uncertainties
followed in Downen et al. [2013]1, we employ here a Monte Carlo technique. This method takes advantage
of unique properties of the STARLIB reaction rate library [Sallaska et al., 2013], as described below.
The majority of experimental thermonuclear reaction rates important for classical nova nucleosynthesis
included in STARLIB [Sallaska et al., 2013] were obtained using a Monte Carlo method [Longland et al.,
2010b, Iliadis et al., 2010b]. In brief, reaction rates are randomly sampled many times for the various nuclear
input probability density functions. The output reaction rate probability density is then used to define a
statistically meaningful recommended rate as the 50th percentile of the cumulative rate distribution. These
are the values that were employed for the hydrodynamic calculations discussed in the previous section. This
method is also applied using the code RatesMC [Longland et al., 2010b, Iliadis et al., 2010a] and will be
described in more detail in Chapter 3 when RatesMC is first employed in this thesis.
1In Downen et al. [2013], the rate variation for each nuclear reaction was explored by performing three post-processing
calculations, by using the low rate, recommended rate, and high rate. These rates are defined by the 16th, 50th, and 84th
percentile, respectively, of the cumulative rate distribution. The Monte Carlo method applied in the present work not only
samples over the complete rate probability density (instead of 3 values only), but it also takes the abundance changes caused










Figure 2.5: A pictorial representation of the instant-mixing approximation for post-processing nucleosynthesis
calculations. The nuclear abundance mass fractions of each shell, j, are instantaneously mixed with those of









Figure 2.6: A pictorial representation of the no-mixing approximation for post-processing nucleosynthesis
calculations. Each zone, j, is independent of all other shells in the calculation.
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Longland et al. [2010b] found that most reaction rate probability densities follow a lognormal distribu-
tion. This distribution has two parameters, the location parameter µ and, the spread parameter  , which are
also tabulated in STARLIB. With the tabulated values, the rate probability density can be calculated at all
temperatures of interest. This feature is very useful for Monte Carlo nucleosynthesis calculations, where all
rates are simultaneously sampled according to their individual probability densities [Longland, 2012]. Rate
samples are drawn according to the function [Sallaska et al., 2013]
xi = e
µ+pi  = eµ(e )pi = xmed(f.u.)
pi , (2.1)
where xi denotes the sampled rate, eµ = xmed is the median rate, e  is the rate uncertainty factor, and
pi is a normally distributed random number with a mean of zero and standard deviation of unity. For a
random sample of pi = 0, the recommended rate (eµ) is obtained. All the rates are simultaneously sampled
once at the beginning of each multi-zone post-processing calculation, i.e., the probability factor pi is sampled
independently for each reaction, i, in the network. For a given reaction, the quantity pi has the same value
at all temperatures. This method corresponds to the flat parametrization introduced by Longland [2012].
Notice that, for a fixed value of pi, the reaction rate is temperature-dependent through the (tabulated)
lognormal parameter  . The Monte Carlo procedure generates distributions of final elemental abundances,
and the spread of these distributions indicates the abundance uncertainty caused by simultaneously varying
all reaction rates. Furthermore, the parameters pi are saved for each reaction network run in order to study
correlations between specific reaction rates and between reaction rates and final abundances.
The Ne/H abundance distribution calculation from a Monte Carlo post-processing network calculation
with 10000 samples is shown in the left panel of Figure 2.7 next to that calculated with 1000 samples,
shown on the right. Both distributions indicate the exact same Ne/H mass fraction ratio even though the
distribution on the left took 10⇥ as long to generate. In general, the mass fraction ratios indicated from
calculations using 1000 and 10000 samples agreed within ⇠5%. Therefore, 1000 samples was determined to
be su cient for this work.
For the reasons just mentioned, 1000 nuclear reaction network samples were computed for each of the
twelve combinations of the white dwarf mass and mixing fraction (see Table 2.1). This number of samples
was found to reproduce median abundances to within 5% [see also Longland, 2012]. As already noted above,
the median final elemental abundance values from our Monte Carlo post-processing calculations, derived
from the 50th percentile of the cumulative abundance distribution, agree with the final abundances from
the hydrodynamic models within a factor of 2. Therefore, the abundance uncertainties derived from the
post-processing Monte Carlo procedure satisfactorily reflect the impact of current thermonuclear reaction
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rate uncertainties. Final abundance uncertainties are derived from the 16th and 84th percentiles of the
cumulative distribution functions (for a coverage probability of 68%). As an example, the Monte Carlo
results for the final Ne/H abundance ratio are shown in the top panel of Figure 2.8, obtained for a 1.30 M 
ONe white dwarf and a mixing fraction of 25%. The corresponding cumulative abundance distribution is
shown in the bottom panel. The final Ne/H mass fraction ratio amounts to 0.183±0.004, in good agreement
with the Ne/H value obtained from the hydrodynamic model (0.182).
Results for all five mixing meters, ⌃CNO/H, Ne/H, Mg/H, Al/H, and Si/H, are displayed in the bottom
panel of Figure 2.4, where the error bars represent the abundance variation caused both by di↵erences in
peak temperature and thermonuclear reaction rate changes. Comparison to the top panel, which only reflects
the variation of each mixing meter abundance based on white dwarf mass (i.e., peak temperature), reveals
that the uncertainties caused by thermonuclear reaction rates are relatively small. The Si/H abundance
ratio shows the largest impact of reaction rate variations, which is mainly caused by a dependence on the
30P(p, )31S reaction rate. The correlation between the Si/H elemental ratio and the 30P(p, )31S reaction
rate is shown in the left panel of Figure 2.9 with the corresponding elemental abundance distribution shown
in the right panel of the same figure. For details on the di culties faced by experimental measurements of
this reaction, see Downen et al. [2013] and Kelly et al. [2013]. Methods of identifying important correlations
such as that shown in Figure 2.9 are discussed in the following section.
It must be emphasized that, for a given abundance ratio, none of the error bars in the bottom panel of
Figure 2.4 overlap. This point is important because it demonstrates that the five mixing meters are robust
with regard to thermonuclear reaction rate variations.
2.5: Identification Methods of Important Reactions to Measure
The network of reaction rates and isotopes used for the classical novae considered here is small relative
to the networks that must be used in studies of, for example, asymptotic giant branch stars or supernovae.
The nucleosynthesis calculations of these classical novae are further simplified because, with the exception of
the Si/H correlation to the 30P(p, )31S reaction rate, the elemental ratios of interest with regard to mixing
between the outer white dwarf layers and the accreted envelope show no strong dependence on variations of
the nuclear reaction input within uncertainties.
However, this is frequently not the case. As will be seen in Section 3.4, reaction rates that play an
important role in the creation or destruction of isotopes of interest can have large uncertainties that cause
similarly large uncertainties in the calculated isotopic abundances. Furthermore, in reaction rate networks
containing hundreds of isotopes and thousands of reaction rates, it is not feasible to examine every possible
correlation by hand to find the important correlations. Over the past 2–3 years, significant e↵ort has been
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Figure 2.7: (Left) Distribution of the Ne/H abundance ratio obtained using a classical nova model with an
underlying white dwarf mass of 1.30 M  and a mixing fraction of 25%. This distribution was calculated
using 10000 Monte Carlo samples. (Right) The same distribution, but calculated using 1000 samples. Both
distributions return XNe/XH=0.183±0.004. See text for discussion.
invested into methods of identifying important abundance-reaction correlations. Typically, this amounts to
filtering the correlation data through an algorithm to calculate a number, or correlation coe cient, indicative
of the importance of the correlation.
The work of Iliadis et al. [2015] summarized two of the primary correlation coe cients that have been
used. The Pearson coe cient, r, returns a number from 0 to ±1. The magnitude of r indicates how well the
correlation data are described by a monotonically increasing (r > 0) or decreasing (r < 0) function. For a
set of k data points of the form (x,y), this parameter is given by
r =
P
k (xk   x) (yk   y)qP
k (xk   x)2
qP
k (yk   y)2
. (2.2)
The Pearson coe cient is useful for identifying linear abundance-reaction correlations, but nonlinear corre-
lations are common in practice as well. The Spearman coe cient, rs, is a more useful parameter in these
cases. This coe cient is expressed by an equation identical in form to Equation 2.2, but with the rank of
x and y in place of x and y. Put simply, the rank data set is derived by replacing the lowest x value by
1, the next highest by 2, and so forth. The same process is followed for the y values. The rank tends to
linearize data and identifies most nonlinear correlations. The correlation shown in the left panel of Figure 2.9
is identified with rs = -0.86. However, the same correlation is also identified with a Pearson coe cient of r
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Figure 2.8: (Top) Final elemental abundance (mass fraction) ratio probability density for Ne/H, obtained
from our Monte Carlo post-processing nucleosynthesis study by simultaneously sampling all reaction rates
in our network (1000 samples). The calculations are performed with the temperature-density history de-
rived from a hydrodynamic model (1.30 M  ONe white dwarf, 25% mixing fraction). The post-processing
calculations take into account all envelope zones. (Bottom) Corresponding cumulative distribution function
(CDF). The 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles of the final elemental Ne/H abundance amount to 0.179, 0.183,


























Figure 2.9: (Left) Correlation of final elemental Si/H mass fraction ratio with the 30P(p, )31S reaction rate
for a nova model with a 1.35 M  ONe white dwarf with 75% mixing. (Right) Final elemental Si/H mass
fraction ratio distribution for the same model. This reaction rate is a leading cause of the uncertainty shown
in the bottom panel of Fig 2.4.
= -0.89 owing to its linearity.
Correlations arise in practice that are nonlinear in the rank as well. For example, the correlation of the
15N abundance and the rate variation factor for the 18O(↵,n)21Ne reaction shown in Figure 2.10 has a rs
= 0.05 and therefore is not identified as a significant correlation even though visually it is apparent that
the 15N abundance does vary with the 18O(↵,n)21Ne rate. Multiple alternative correlation identification
methods have been investigated, the most successful of which is the mutual information (I) method. In
short, mutual information is a measure of the similarity between the product of the individual x and y












where 0 < I < 1. The H are the marginal entropies of x and y. The correlation shown in Figure 2.10 was
calculated to have I = 0.223, which is an indication of a significant correlation.
Nonlinear correlations can also be fairly successfully identified by simply fitting the correlation rank data










Figure 2.10: Correlation of the 15N abundance from a network calculation of supernova shock-induced
nucleosynthesis to the 18O(↵,n)21Ne rate variation factor. This figure is a reproduction of a similar figure
from Iliadis et al. [2015].
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It can be seen that if a correlation is nonlinear, then  2(Polynomial Fit) <  2(Linear Fit) and so Q is large.
If there is no observable correlation, then both the linear and polynomial fits return equally poor  2 values
and so Q ⇡ 1. The correlation of Figure 2.10 was calculated to have Q = 1.45 and was determined to be
the most important correlation for 15N in this calculation. A drawback of this method is that there is no
maximum value for Q. All values of Q must be considered relative to one another, accepting only the largest
values.
The Spearman coe cient appears to be an e↵ective metric for finding the majority of important corre-
lations while the Q and I correlation coe cients show potential for the identification of those that are more
unique and unexpected. Further research on this topic will be conducted in future.
2.6: Comparison to Observations
We will now compare our results to observations. The di culties in determining classical nova abun-
dances have been discussed in detail before [Jose´ and Shore, 2008]. First, the derived abundances are model
dependent since most analyses assume spherical shells although there is evidence that the ejecta are not
spherically symmetric [Casanova et al., 2011b]. Second, the ejecta are chemically inhomogeneous, adding
substantially to the complexity of the problem. Third, the filling fraction (i.e., the fraction of the shell
volume occupied by gas) is poorly constrained. Fourth, the abundance analysis must account for the (some-
times substantial) fraction of unobserved ionization states. What is usually directly extracted by fitting nova





where Nel refers to the number abundance. The conversion to a ratio of mass fractions, Xel/XH is straight-
forward and the most recent compilation of such values is presented in Downen et al. [2013]. As a word of














which can be used to estimate absolute mass fractions, Xel, or metallicities, Z = 1 XH  XHe. However,
the values of Xel derived in this manner are sensitive to the abundance fraction missed in the spectral line
analysis, such as missing elements or ionization states not accounted for. This was the main reason why we
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focussed in the present work on the quantity Xel/XH , which is much less susceptible to systematic errors
compared to either Xel or Z.
Our post-processing results are summarized in Figure 2.11 for each observed classical nova. The black
markers correspond to the observations, while the colored markers indicate our model calculations (see the
bottom panel of Figure 2.4). Although we explored only three di↵erent mixing fractions, a number of
interesting observations can be made for specific novae.
For nova V838 Her, Ne/H, Mg/H, and Al/H consistently suggest a mixing fraction of 25%, while Si/H
and ⌃CNO/H indicate an even smaller value. In the case of nova LMC 1990 #1, Ne/H, Si/H, and ⌃CNO/H
imply a 25% mixing fraction, while Mg/H and Al/H suggest an even smaller value. For nova V693 CrA,
Mg/H, Al/H, Si/H, and ⌃CNO/H are consistent with a mixing fraction of 25%; although Ne/H may suggest
a value of 50%, the observational error bar is relatively large. Novae V382 Vel and V1974 Cyg, which have
similar observed abundances, show poor agreement with the mixing meters. A mixing fraction of less than
25% is predicted for these novae. Only three mixing meters are available for novae V4160 Srg and V1974
Cyg. Although the observed Si/H value for these novae is smaller than what is predicted, the observations
are in good agreement with a mixing fraction of 25%. Finally, only two mixing meters can be applied to
nova V1065 Cen, and they indicate a mixing fraction of 50% or larger.
We conclude that the mixing meters investigated in the present work clearly indicate a fraction of 25%
or less for the mixing between white dwarf matter and the accreted envelope. The only exception is nova
V1065 Cen. However, one must remember that only two mixing meters are available for that particular
nova and more observations are warranted before firmer conclusions can be drawn. This suggests that the
observations do not support a mixing fraction of 50%, a value that has usually been used in the literature
on the basis of inferred overall metallicities of the ejecta.
Unfortunately, there are no predicted mixing fractions for individual ONe novae reported in the literature.
However, our results are consistent with some predictions for CO models: Glasner et al. [2007] reported a
range of 35% 50% mixing from investigations of convective undershoot mixing on a 1.14 M  CO white
dwarf; Kovetz and Prialnik [1985] presented ⌃CNO of 0.08 0.4 (presumably implying an overall mixing
fraction of 8% to 40%) based on di↵usion layer mixing in novae involving CO white dwarfs ranging from 0.9
M  to 1.25 M ; Fujimoto [1988] determined a modest degree of mixing from theoretical calculations of
elemental mixing due to di↵erential rotation. Although two of the above sources are specific to CO novae,
























































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2.11: Comparison of observed ONe nova elemental abundances (black data points) with our set of
suggested mixing meters. The colored points indicate our model calculations and are the same as those
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2.4. Di↵erent colors and symbols denote di↵erent mixing fractions:
75% (blue triangles); 50% (green squares); 25% (red circles). Error bars on the calculated points include the
impact of variations in both peak temperature and thermonuclear reaction rates.
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2.7: Impact on Previous Work
As discussed in Section 2.2, the authors of Downen et al. [2013] determined a set of eight nuclear ther-
mometers using an assumed mixing fraction of 50%. In that work estimates of the underlying white dwarf
mass in the classical novae V838 Her, V382 Vel, V693 CrA, LMC 19901#1, and QU Vul were made based on
these nuclear thermometers. As indicated in Section 2.6, observations of these and other novae all indicate
that a mixing fraction closer to 25% or lower is much more likely in ONe novae. This change in mixing
fraction a↵ects the nova peak burning temperature estimates made in Downen et al. [2013].
Figure 2.12 shows a comparison of the peak burning temperature estimates for nova V838 Her assuming
mixing fractions of 50% and 25%. The peak temperature estimates on the left- and right-hand side of the
Figure 2.12 are made using the elemental N/O and O/S abundance ratios, respectively. Figure 2.13 shows
the same comparison except the nova thermometers N/Al and S/Al on the left- and right-hand sides, respec-
tively. The peak temperature estimates shown in Figures 2.12 and 2.13 using a mixing fraction of 25% are
considerably lower than those assuming 50%. In fact, this conclusion holds true for all other novae consid-
ered in Downen et al. [2013]. This result is to be expected because the peak burning temperature achieved
during a nova explosion will decrease if there is less material to burn via proton-capture reactions. In other
words, by including lower abundances of nuclei such as 16O, 20Ne, 23Na, and 24Mg, which are abundant
in the underlying ONe white dwarf, fewer proton capture reactions are initiated, leading to a lower energy
generation rate and, therefore, peak burning temperature.
2.8: Conclusions Regarding Nuclear Mixing Meters for ONe Classical Novae
We investigated if observed ONe nova abundances can be used to constrain the degree of mixing that oc-
curs between the outer layers of the underlying white dwarf and the accreted envelope prior to thermonuclear
runaway. Any abundance used for this purpose, referred to as a mixing meter, should show a steep monotonic
dependence on the mixing fraction, but at the same time, it should be insensitive to peak temperature (i.e.
white dwarf mass). By performing hydrodynamic model calculations with the latest thermonuclear reac-
tion rates, we identified the elemental abundance ratios ⌃CNO/H, Ne/H, Mg/H, Al/H, and Si/H as useful
mixing meters. The impact of thermonuclear reaction rate uncertainties on these abundances was explored
using Monte Carlo post-processing reaction network calculations. We also demonstrated that reaction rate
uncertainties have only a small influence on the mixing meters, meaning the mixing meters are robust with
respect to nuclear physics uncertainties.
Given that the uncertainties in the nuclear reactions relevant to the production and destruction of the
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Figure 2.12: A comparison of peak temperature estimates for nova V838 Her with assumed mixing fractions
of 50% and 25% using the elemental ratios of final abundances N/O and O/S as nuclear thermometers, as
defined Downen et al. [2013]. In general, the peak temperature (underlying white dwarf mass) estimates of
Downen et al. [2013] decrease considerably when a mixing fraction of 25% is assumed, instead of the more
common choice of 50%.
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Figure 2.13: A comparison of peak temperature estimates for nova V838 Her with assumed mixing fractions
of 50% and 25% using the elemental ratios of final abundances N/Al and S/Al as nuclear thermometers, as
defined Downen et al. [2013]. In general, the peak temperature (underlying white dwarf mass) estimates of
Downen et al. [2013] decrease considerably when a mixing fraction of 25% is assumed, instead of the more
common choice of 50%.
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mixing meters identified in this work, we were able to immediately apply these results to observations of
real classical novae and further the understanding of classical nova explosions. Comparison of mixing meters
to observations allowed for an estimate of the mixing fractions in individual novae and we find a fraction
of 25% or smaller for the mixing between white dwarf matter and the accreted envelope in almost all cases
(ONe models). Therefore, the observations support a mixing fraction that is much smaller compared to the
value of 50%, which has usually been used in the literature. This decrease in mixing fraction resulted in a
considerable decrease in the underlying white dwarf mass estimates made in Downen et al. [2013] and may
impact future simulations of classical novae.
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3: THE GLOBULAR CLUSTER Na-O ANTI-CORRELATION
3.1: Preface
The research discussed in Chapter 2 with regard to classical novae provides an excellent example of what
can be accomplished when the uncertainties in thermonuclear reaction rates relevant to a particular stellar
environment are small enough to facilitate accurate calculations of the expected nucleosynthesis. In that
case, elemental ratios of abundances observed in classical novae led to the inference there is likely 25% or
less mixing occurring between the outer layers of the white dwarf core and the material accreted from the
loosely-bound secondary in the binary system prior to thermonuclear runaway. This is in stark contrast to
the commonly employed value of 50% mixing and has a significant impact on previous results and future
predictions from classical nova models.
However, this kind of experimental accuracy across all reactions that impact interesting products of
nucleosynthesis is rarely encountered in practice. More often there are large experimental uncertainties
associated with multiple reaction rates involved in the production or destruction of an isotope of interest.
This in turn leads to similarly large uncertainties in the predictions of nucleosynthesis from models of that
stellar site. Furthermore, if the uncertainties in these reaction rates are large enough, then there may be
entire features or patterns in the experimentally observed isotopic or elemental abundances that can not be
reproduced by stellar models. These disagreements between models and observations represent significant
hinderances in the progress of astrophysics. It is the responsibility of the experimental nuclear astrophysicist
to measure these uncertain reactions, thereby allowing the understanding of astrophysics to progress further.
A well-known example of a disagreement between stellar models and observations is the anti-correlation
between elemental sodium and oxygen abundances in globular cluster stars, which will be described in detail
in this chapter. To put it simply, an anti-correlation between Na and O abundances has been observed in
every well-studied globular cluster, but the abundance pattern can not be reproduced by stellar models.
Two possible conclusions can be drawn from this fact. First, it may be the case that the astrophysical
theory incorporated into the stellar models is incorrect or incomplete. The second possible conclusion is
that there are deficiencies in the nuclear reaction database required for this particular stellar environment.
The first conclusion is di cult to resolve. Furthermore, even if the correct astrophysical theory is already in
use, the stellar simulation results will appear incorrect if the nuclear physics input quantities are deficient
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in some way. In this chapter we assess the quality of the nuclear physics data relevant to the production
or destruction of 23Na in a stellar environment that is believed to be closely tied to this anti-correlation
between sodium and oxygen abundances in globular clusters.
3.2: Globular Cluster Background
An in-depth description of globular clusters can be found in Ashman and Zepf [1998]. In brief, a globular
cluster is a region of space that formed with an above average gas density, early in the history of the universe,
which led to the concentrated stellar density that we observe in globular clusters today. The stars within
clusters formed early in the life of the cluster itself, and so globular clusters contain some of the oldest stars
in existence [Ashman and Zepf, 1998]. Furthermore, it is possible to determine the age of a single cluster
based on its main-sequence turno↵ point (among other techniques). These estimates of cluster age provide
an estimate for the age of the galaxy to which the cluster belongs and also a lower limit on the age of the
universe. Globular clusters can also provide stringent constraints for models of stellar evolution because it
is commonly believed that all of the stars within a cluster formed during one massive star-formation episode
and with the same initial gas composition. This means that di↵erences in evolutionary state result only from
di↵erences in initial stellar mass.
The above-described features of globular clusters among others not discussed here make these ancient
stellar objects extremely useful in the fields of astronomy and astrophysics. However, recent, more-detailed
studies of globular clusters have revealed that globular cluster evolution is more complicated than this simple
picture suggests. For example, from observations of multiple distinct main sequences in H-R diagrams
of some globular clusters, it is now known that there are multiple star-formation episodes. An excellent
example of a triple main sequence in globular cluster NGC 2808 can be found in Piotto et al. [2007],
a plot of which is reproduced here in Figure 3.1 with blue trend lines indicating the approximate path
traced out by each individual main sequence. Additionally, anti-correlations that cannot be reproduced by
stellar models are observed in cluster stars between, for example, elemental sodium and oxygen abundances.
However, this anti-correlation is not observed in field stars. This means that the anti-correlation is tied
to the cluster environment. There are also well-known and similarly anomalous anti-correlations between
elemental magnesium and aluminum abundances and also magnesium and potassium abundances, but the
Na-O anti-correlation is more important for this thesis. An example of the Na-O anti-correlation observed in
globular cluster NGC 2808 is shown in Figure 3.2, which is reproduced from Prantzos and Charbonnel [2006].
The blue squares in Figure 3.2 represent average abundance zones considered in that work. Comprehensive
reviews on these and other cluster-related topics can be found in Ashman and Zepf [1998], Gratton et al.









Figure 3.1: The triple main sequence observed in globular cluster NGC 2808. The blue lines indicate
approximate locations of each of the 3 observed main sequences. This figure is adapted from Piotto et al.
[2007].
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Figure 3.2: The anti-correlation between sodium and oxygen abundances of cluster stars in NGC 2808. This
figure is from Prantzos and Charbonnel [2006]. Blue squares indicate abundances averaged over each seventh
of the observed trend.
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The presence of a Na-O anti-correlation points towards processing of material beyond the CNO region
via hydrogen-burning reactions, but the more intriguing point is that these abundance patterns are also
observed in main-sequence and red giant branch (RGB) stars that are not hot enough to process material
beyond the CNO mass region [Prantzos et al., 2007]. These observations, among others, led to the idea that
the Na-O anti-correlation results from self-enrichment of the globular-cluster interstellar medium [Cottrell
and Da Costa, 1981, Smith and Norris, 1982]. In other words, it is suspected that the interstellar medium
from which younger cluster stars formed was contaminated with the nucleosynthetic products of older stars
that evolved and gave processed material back to the interstellar medium in a low-velocity stellar wind.
Suggested self-enrichment sources include winds from asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars [D’Antona et al.,
1983, Ventura et al., 2001], winds from fast-rotating massive stars [Prantzos and Charbonnel, 2006, Decressin
et al., 2007], and massive binaries [de Mink et al., 2009]. Anomalously high helium abundances in stars with
extreme oxygen depletion have also led to the supposition of a “deep extra mixing” episode in RGB stars
with a higher than normal He abundance [D’Antona and Ventura, 2007, Lee, 2010].
Each of these proposed abundance anomaly sources have their own successes and drawbacks. The points
made in this paragraph regarding those successes and drawbacks closely resemble those found in Renzini
[2008] unless otherwise noted. Beginning with the deep extra mixing episode, it is clear from abundance
variations in main-sequence stars that an extra RGB mixing process cannot be solely responsible for pro-
ducing the observed anti-correlations, although it may occur to a certain extent. Fast-rotating massive stars
could produce low-velocity meridional winds rich in the products of hydrogen burning, but stars would have
to form within the planar disk of outflowing matter in order to be contaminated enough to explain the
observed abundance patterns. Additionally, massive stars are more likely to produce supernovae or other
violent stellar explosions that would produce such high-velocity winds that the entire area would be cleared
of all products of the low-velocity winds required to contaminate future stellar generations. Massive binary
systems are expected to be common in globular clusters and these systems could, via mass loss through outer
Lagrange points, create a nebula with a relatively high concentration of H-burning products [de Mink et al.,
2009]. They could also, in principle, create a larger number of fast-rotating massive stars, but then these
systems su↵er from the same drawback of those proposed sources. That is, they may potentially produce
high-velocity stellar winds that would clear out the necessary remnants of low-velocity winds. Finally, winds
from massive AGB stars could contribute a large amount material in a stellar wind that is slow enough to be
contained within the globular cluster potential well and that also shows the required abundance pattern sig-
natures. However, this situation requires a fine-tuned evolutionary path for the AGB stars involved in which
the outer envelope is ejected quickly enough so as to not significantly enhance the overall CNO abundance,
but also slowly enough to allow the Na-O and Mg-Al anti-correlations to form.
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3.3: AGB Stellar Evolution
For the duration of this thesis, I will focus on the AGB stellar wind scenario, which appears to be the
most likely according to Renzini [2008] and Lee [2010]. This scenario can be described in three phases:
the early AGB, TP-AGB, and planetary nebula (PN) phases. A description of each phase is given below
following the evolution of a 5 M  AGB star, as is studied in Ventura and D’Antona [2005]. Structurally,
a 5 M  early AGB star will appear as is shown in Figure 3.3. The evolutionary details leading to this
stellar structure have been reviewed in Chapter 1 and will not be repeated here. The core of this early
AGB star consists mainly of carbon and oxygen. Surrounding the core are a helium-burning shell and a
hydrogen-burning shell. An intershell region composed mainly of He separates these two shells. Finally, a
convective region surrounds the entire star and is isolated from the H-burning shell by a bu↵er zone produced
by a compositional discontinuity, meaning stellar convection initially can not reach down to the products of
H-burning.
As this early AGB star evolves, the energy produced by the helium-burning shell slowly decreases with
available helium abundance while the energy produced by the hydrogen-burning shell increases. The He-
burning shell will be e↵ectively extinguished and greater than 90% of the luminosity of the star will come
from the H-burning shell. This hydrogen-burning shell provides more helium, heat, and pressure for the
helium-burning shell. Once pressure and temperature reach the ignition conditions for helium burning, the
He-burning shell undergoes an intense increase in energy production. This is referred to as a thermal pulse
and signals the beginning of the TP-AGB phase. Counter-intuitively, this energy increase expands and cools
the star, decreasing the energy produced by both shells until the He-burning shell returns to its initial state.
This return to equilibrium is short-lived as the cyclic pattern of thermal pulsation continues, driven by the
inherent instability between the slowly burning H-burning shell and the rapidly burning He-burning shell.
The onset of thermal pulsation in AGB stars is represented graphically in Figure 3.4 in terms of the relative
stellar luminosity provided by the H- and He-burning shells.
The temperature at the base of the convective envelope (TBCE) versus time for the 5 M  TP-AGB star
modelled in Ventura and D’Antona [2005] as these thermal pulses progress is shown in Figure 3.5. Each
drop of TBCE shown in Figure 3.5 indicates a thermal pulse. As can be seen, the maximum temperature
achieved during thermal pulses at the BCE is approximately T9 = 0.1 with an average of approximately T9
= 0.78. This temperature is hot enough to initiate hydrogen burning via the NeNa and MgAl cycles and
implies that the bu↵er zone isolating the H-burning shell from the convective envelope has disappeared. In
other words, the convective envelope has partially merged with the H-burning shell, which readily allows for























Figure 3.3: Structure of an AGB star prior to the thermally pulsing stage. This figure is based on a similar
















Figure 3.4: A figure from Habing and Olofsson [2004] displaying the stellar luminosity provided by the H-
burning shell (LH) and the He-burning shell (LHe) relative to the total stellar luminosity (Ltot). The ripples














Figure 3.5: Temperature profile of a 5 M  TP-AGB star from Ventura and D’Antona [2005]. Time here is
in years from the onset of thermal pulses.
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to as hot bottom burning and is crucial for significant enhancements of sodium in the surface of the star.
The HBB process is shown schematically in Figure 3.6. The stellar structure during a thermal pulse and
during the hot bottom burning episode that occurs in between pulses are shown on the left- and right-hand
sides, respectively. Note that during the thermal pulse phase the H-burning shell has moved outwards and
that the intershell region has become fully convective as a result of the large energy production increase of
the helium-burning shell. Additionally, the important helium- and hydrogen-burning reactions that occur
during the thermal pulse and hot bottom burning phases, respectively, are shown towards the center of
Figure 3.6. Going step-by-step, first we have the thermal pulse where three 4He nuclei are fused to 12C via
the triple-↵ reaction. In the subsequent inter-pulse period the 12C is processed to 14N via the CNO cycles.
Note that in this stage oxygen isotopes are also converted to nitrogen thereby depleting oxygen. This 14N is
then processed to 22Ne via helium-burning reactions in the thermal pulse that follows. Finally, the next hot
bottom burning episode can produce 23Na, the most abundant Na isotope, via the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction.
For convenience, this reaction is also shown in the context of the NeNa and MgAl cycles in the center of
Figure 3.6, which is reproduced from Figure 1.4. In reality, all of these reactions occur at the same time
during their respective TP-AGB phases along with a large number of other reactions that are not mentioned
here. These sodium-rich, oxygen-poor products of hydrogen burning are then readily brought towards the
surface of the star. See Habing and Olofsson [2004] for a detailed description of this and many other aspects
of AGB stars.
The final phase of the self-enrichment scenario involving massive AGB stars illustrated here is the plane-
tary nebula phase. The thermal pulsations described above create high-mass, low-velocity stellar winds that
eject material from the outer layers of the star into the interstellar medium. Eventually, the star loses a
large portion of its initial mass and the hot, underlying stellar core is exposed. The ejecta from the TP-AGB
stage is, at this point, surrounding the star in a gaseous cloud. Now in the presence of intense ultra-violet
radiation from the stellar core, this gas fluoresces. This marks the beginning of the PN phase and also marks
the end of the AGB phase altogether. See Iliadis [2015] for a more details on this evolutionary phase.
3.4: Monte Carlo Post-Processing Nucleosynthesis Calculations of a 5  TP-AGB Star
The same style of Monte Carlo post-processing nucleosynthesis calculations that were employed in Chap-
ter 2 can be used here to determine what reactions need to be measured, if any, in order to obtain a more
complete understanding of this Na-O anti-correlation phenomenon. This procedure was carried out in Ce-
saratto et al. [2013] using the 5 M  TP-AGB profile of Ventura and D’Antona [2005] shown in Figure 3.5.
A total of 176 nuclear species and 1657 nuclear reactions were included in these calculations. The important
rate-abundance correlations are shown in Figure 3.7. These correlations were calculated after the mea-
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Hot Bottom Burning and Nucleosynthesis of 23Na
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the hot bottom burning process in TP-AGB stars. See the text for a description
of this figure.
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surement of the 23Na(p, )24Mg made in Cesaratto et al. [2013]. In that work it was determined that the
23Na(p, )24Mg reaction rate is slow enough at temperatures relevant to this TP-AGB model that it does
not play an important role in the destruction of 23Na. As such, the present correlation of the final 23Na
abundance to variations of the 23Na(p, )24Mg reaction rate yields a Pearson coe cient of r ⇡ 0, implying
no correlation. The correlations of 23Na to the 20Ne(p, )21Na, 23Na(p,↵)20Ne, and 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction
rates were identified as the three most important reactions to measure with Pearson coe cients of r = 0.66,
0.60, and 0.29, respectively. As these correlations are fairly linear, the Spearman, mutual information, and
Q-correlation coe cients discussed in Chapter 2 were not necessary to identify them. Analysis of the same
nucleosynthesis calculation data with those additional coe cients yielded no new information.
Given the correlations shown in Figure 3.7, it is clear that measurements of these reactions are necessary
in order to understand the production and destruction of 23Na in massive TP-AGB stars. Although the
22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate displayed the weakest correlation of the three important correlations shown in
Figure 3.7, there are some interesting aspects of this reaction rate that actually make it the most important
reaction to measure at the present time in terms of the Na-O anti-correlation. The focus of the rest of this
thesis will be the measurement of the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate at energies relevant to the massive AGB
star model shown in Figure 3.5.
3.5: Determination of the Important Processes to Measure in 22Ne(p, )23Na
Now that the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate has been identified as the reaction to be measured, the interac-
tion energy of interest must be determined. That is, the particle interaction energies available to the nuclei
in this TP-AGB stellar environment must be identified. The concept of the Gamow window was introduced
in Chapter 1 and provides exactly the necessary energy constraint. We are interested in the nucleosynthesis
occurring at the base of the convective envelope in our chosen TP-AGB model because the nucleosynthetic
products of hydrogen burning occurring within the convective envelope will be transmitted to the outer layers
of the star and subsequently given to the interstellar medium. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the maximum
temperature achieved by the 5 M  TP-AGB model of Ventura and D’Antona [2005] is approximately T9 =
0.1. Using this temperature, Equations 1.37–1.39 yield a Gamow window of 120 ± 37 keV, which is precisely
the same Gamow window shown in Figure 1.7.
Next, we must determine what processes are available in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate within that
same energy range. Figure 3.9 shows a reaction rate contribution plot for 22Ne(p, )23Na calculated with the
code RatesMC. A detailed discussion of the Monte Carlo method used to calculate this rate contribution
plot can be found in Longland et al. [2010b] and Iliadis et al. [2010a]. Only a brief description shall be
provided here.
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Figure 3.7: Important reaction rates for the production and destruction of 23Na in TP-AGB stars determined
in Cesaratto et al. [2013]. This figure is a reproduction of Figure 19 of Cesaratto et al. [2013]. See the text
for a discussion.
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of the distributions applied in the Monte Carlo reaction rate calculation procedure
employed in the code RatesMC. In this example, log-normal and Gaussian distributions are used to describe
the resonance energy, Er, and resonance strength, ! , associated with the resonant reaction rate component
Every parameter going into the calculation of each reaction rate contribution has a probability distribution
associated with it. For example, log-normal, Gaussian, and Porter-Thomas distributions are appropriate for
resonance strengths, resonance energies, and upper limits of partial widths, respectively. This is illustrated
in Figure 3.8 for the resonant component to a reaction rate. At a particular temperature, each parameter
is randomly sampled according to their respective distribution and a total reaction rate is calculated. The
same procedure is repeated 10,000 times at each temperature considered to obtain a distribution of the total
reaction rate at each temperature, taking correlations between the various parameters into account. The
recommended rate is then derived from the 0.50 quantile of the distribution. Uncertainties are calculated
from this same distribution based on the desired confidence level. A common choice is to use the 0.16 and
0.84 quantiles as the low and high rates for a 68% coverage probability, as is done here. If the partial widths
for a reaction channel are known, then that contribution is integrated during each rate iteration. This Monte
Carlo reaction rate calculation method closely resembles the assessment of nuclear physics uncertainties on
the nuclear mixing meters discussed in Chapter 2.
It is important to keep some key concepts in mind when attempting to interpret accurately the reaction
rate contribution plot shown in Figure 3.9. First and foremost, each trend of a di↵erent color represents
the contribution to the total reaction rate at the various temperatures studied from a di↵erent interaction
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process. In Figure 3.9 the most important contributors to the total reaction rate are resonances at center-of-
mass interaction energies of 35, 151, 417, 458, and 610 keV as well as the direct-capture (DC) rate. Second,
the widths of each trend represent the collective uncertainty of all contributors to the rate at a particular
energy and not the uncertainties of individual contributors to the reaction rate. For example, the 35-keV
resonance is the only contributor to the total reaction rate below T9 ⇡ 0.04. Therefore, it contributes 100%
of the reaction rate. This means that its trend displays no width below that temperature even though it does
indeed have a nonzero uncertainty. Similarly, the large trend widths within the Gamow window of interest
indicate that there is a significant relative uncertainty between contributors to the total rate in that energy
range.
These contributions to the total reaction rate can also be viewed in terms of the level diagram of 23Na
shown in Figure 3.10. The relevant center-of-mass proton resonance energies, Ec.m.r , for resonant proton
capture onto 22Ne are shown along with the spin and parities of the corresponding resonant states, if they
are known. Note that there is a resonance just above the highlighted Gamow window at Ec.m.r = 178 keV
that does not show up on Figure 3.9. This reflects the fact that only an upper limit for the strength of
this resonance is considered on STARLIB at the present time, meaning that a Porter-Thomas distribution
is sampled for the partial width upper limit reported in the literature [Hale et al., 2001]. This sampling
procedure tends to decrease the contribution of the resonance in question. However, if a definitive value for
this resonance strength were determined, then its contribution may become significant. Additionally, the
contribution of the 151-keV resonance in Figure 3.9 was determined from the spectroscopic factor reported
in Hale [1999], which was measured via the 22Ne(3He,d)23Na proton-transfer reaction. The direct (p, )
measurement of the resonance strength may have a significant impact on the contribution of that resonance
as well. For the reasons above, it is believed that the uncertainties associated with the 22Ne(p, )23Na
reaction rate at temperatures relevant to TP-AGB stars may be substantially underestimated. This makes
22Ne(p, )23Na the most important reaction to measure in order to better understand the globular cluster
Na-O anti-correlation at the present time.
Recent measurements of this reaction by Cavanna et al. [2014] indicate that the strength of the resonance
at 178 keV is at least ! (178 keV)   1.2 x 10 7 eV, assuming branching ratios of 100% and 92% to the
440-keV and 2076-keV first and second excited states in 23Na, respectively. The choice of Cavanna et al.
[2014] to adopt a 100% branch to the 440-keV state in 23Na is odd given that the 2076-keV state, which
does not decay with a 100% branch to the 440-keV state, was observed to be populated during their data
acquisition [Firestone, 2007]. However, their lower limit on the 178-keV resonance strength is consistent with
the upper-limit of ! (178 keV)  2.6 x 10 6 eV reported in Go¨rres et al. [1982] and adopted in Hale et al.
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Figure 3.9: A reaction rate contribution plot of the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction across temperature using the
reaction rate currently available on STARLIB. Each trend of a di↵erent color represents a di↵erent con-
tribution to the total reaction rate and the width of each trend represents the relative uncertainty of all
contributions at the temperature. The Gamow window for corresponding to a stellar temperature of T9 =
0.1 is highlighted on the plot.
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Figure 3.10: A diagram of resonant levels in 23Na in the energy range evaluated in this thesis. All known
spin-parities are listed. The energy, spin, and parity of the levels shown as well as the Q-value of the
22Ne(p, )23Na reaction are from Firestone [2007]. The center-of-mass interaction energies of the resonances
investigated in this thesis are enclosed in a red box. Additionally, the direct-capture reaction rate was
measured just below the 417-keV resonance.
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et al. [2015]. In that work a values of ! (178 keV) = 1.87(6) x 10 6 eV and ! (151 keV) = 1.48(10) x 10 7
eV are reported. These values are quoted to include both systematic and statistical uncertainties in Cavanna
et al. [2015]. However, a comparison of the 3.2% net uncertainty on ! (178 keV) to the reported systematic
uncertainties of 3%, 1.1%, and 1% on the  -ray detection e ciency, e↵ective gas density, and beam charge,
respectively (yielding a net systematic uncertainty of 3.4% when added in quadrature) implies an essentially
nonexistent statistical uncertainty. This seems at odds with the quality of the published  -ray spectrum.
No spectrum of the 151-keV resonance was included in that work, making a similar comparison di cult. A
more detailed discussion of the results of Cavanna et al. [2015] will be presented in Chapter 7.
Despite the reported high precision of the measurements of Cavanna et al. [2015], further measurements
of the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction at energies relevant to TP-AGB stars are necessary to either confirm or refute
the literature results. Measurements of the resonances at Ec.m.r = 178 and 151 keV were made for this
thesis as well as measurements of the 417- and 458-keV resonances and of the DC cross section. Each
of these resonances are highlighted in Figure 3.10. The DC cross section was measured just below the
417-keV resonance. The 458-keV resonance is strong and was used as a reference resonance against which
to measure the DC cross section and the 178- and 151-keV resonances. The 417-keV resonance is fairly
strong as well and was measured as a test of the relative resonance strength determination method. The
preparation, experimental setup, data acquisition, data analysis, and results related to these measurements
will be presented in the following chapters.
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4: ACCELERATORS AND DETECTORS
4.1: LENA: The Laboratory for Experimental Nuclear Astrophysics
The low-energy measurements of the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction proposed in the previous chapter require
an accelerator laboratory capable of providing intense proton beams on target. This accelerator must also
be couple to a  -ray detection system with a high enough sensitivity to observe these di cult to measure
reactions. The Laboratory for Experimental Nuclear Astrophysics (LENA) provides exactly this experi-
mental environment. The goal of this chapter is to describe the accelerators and the detection system at
LENA utilized to complete the measurements made for this thesis. A top-down view of LENA is shown in
Figure 4.1. The main beamline components used at LENA are indicated on the figure itself and include
quadrupole magnets and steerers to tune the beams created at LENA. LENA houses two accelerators for
measurements of nuclear reactions relevant to astrophysics. These are the JN Van de Graa↵ and electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion sources, which will be described in detail in Sections 4.2 & 4.3, respectively.
Although the JN Van de Graa↵ ion source has the potential to create ↵ beams as well, only proton beams
were accelerated from either ion source for the work discussed in this thesis. The energy calibration for
both accelerators was established to <1 keV by using well-known resonances in the reactions 18O(p,  )19F,
26Mg(p,  )27Al, and 27Al(p,  )28Si [Cesaratto et al., 2010]. For more details on the LENA facility, refer to
Cesaratto et al. [2010].
During normal operation, beams from either accelerator are bent with an analyzing magnet which leads
to a shared beamline ending at the target. This step is not as important for beams from the ECR accelerator
because the beam energy is regulated by the high-voltage power supplies, but this bending serves as a mass
and energy selector for JN beams and ensures that only proton beams make it to the target. An image
from Cesaratto et al. [2010] depicting the target chamber at LENA is shown in Figure 4.2. The proton
beam enters the target chamber through a copper tube, extending to less than 1 cm from the surface of the
target. The copper tube was cooled by a liquid-nitrogen reservoir to trap potential target contaminants. To
minimize target degradation from beam heating, the target was cooled using chilled, deionized water and
the beam was rastered into a beamspot ⇠12 mm in diameter. In order to suppress the emission of secondary
electrons from the target, permanent magnets were positioned at the end of the tube along with an electrode


































Figure 4.1: Top-down view of the Laboratory for Experimental Nuclear Astrophysics (LENA). The relevant
beamline components are labeled on the figure itself. The energy range and maximum achievable beam
currents of the JN van de Graa↵ (LENA I) and ECR (LENA II) ion sources are indicated next to the
corresponding accelerator. This figure was provided courtesy of A. E. Champagne.
4.2: JN van de Graa↵ Accelerator
The JN van de Graa↵ accelerator at LENA consists of a high-voltage terminal, RF ion source, and
acceleration column contained within a high-pressure tank that is typically pressurized to ⇠150-190 psi with
a gas mixture of ⇠25% SF6 (sulfur hexafluoride) and ⇠75% N2CO2 (nitrogen-carbon-dioxide mix). This
accelerator is capable of providing proton beams below Elabp = 1 MeV with a maximum beam current on
target of ⇠120 µA, typically with a 1–3 keV beam energy spread. An image of a hydrogen plasma lit within
the JN plasma bottle is shown in Figure 4.3. The JN accelerator was used primarily for monitoring target
degradation over the course of these experiments via repeated measurements of the 458-keV resonance in
the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction. As was discussed in Chapter 3, the direct-capture cross section and low-energy
resonances were all measured relative to this resonance. Therefore, a stable accelerator with which to
measure this resonance was extremely important. The JN accelerator was also used for the measurement of
the resonance at Ec.m.r = 417 keV in
22Ne(p, )23Na, which was remeasured as confirmation of the relative
resonance strength and cross section measurement method employed in this thesis
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Figure 4.2: Side-view image of the target chamber at LENA, which is reproduced from Cesaratto et al.
[2010]. See the text for a discussion of the various target chamber components shown here.
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Figure 4.3: Hydrogen plasma in the plasma bottle of the JN van de Graa↵ accelerator at LENA.
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4.3: Electron Cyclotron Resonance Ion Source
4.3.1: Basics of Operation
The ECR ion source was used for measurements of all data requiring Elabp  200 keV, i.e. the resonances
at Ec.m.r = 151 and 178 keV and also o↵-resonance data below the 151-keV resonance. An image of this
ion source, reproduced from Cesaratto et al. [2010], is shown in Figure 4.4 with extra visual aids to help
explain its operation. A permanent magnetic field is provided within the plasma chamber by NdFeB magnets
surrounding the cavity. This causes free electrons within the plasma chamber to orbit about the magnetic
field lines with the electron cyclotron frequency, as indicated by the helical electron trajectory shown in





where qe, me, and ~B are the electron charge, the electron mass, and the magnetic field strength within the
plasma chamber, respectively. This motion is enhanced through the introduction of electromagnetic radiation
with this same frequency, exciting the electron cyclotron resonance. This input radiation is shown as the
electromagnetic wave incoming from the left of Figure 4.4. The excitation of the electron cyclotron resonance
allows the free electrons to gain enough energy to ionize the gas e ciently within the plasma chamber and
create more free electrons, initiating an avalanche ionization e↵ect. The ECR ion source at LENA uses an
87.5 mT magnetic field coupled to 2.45 GHz input microwave electromagnetic radiation [Cesaratto et al.,
2010].
During normal operation beam is extracted from the plasma chamber via the application of a positive
voltage, Vchamber, to the plasma chamber and a negative voltage, Vaccel, to the accel electrode. The chamber
voltage adds an initial acceleration to the beam. The accel voltage operates as a suppressor for electrons
being accelerated back towards the plasma chamber. The decel electrode is held at table-ground potential
and completes the three-electrode ‘accel-decel’ beam-extraction system discussed in Cesaratto [2011]. The
entire ion source shown in Figure 4.4 sits on a high-voltage table that can reach voltages up to 200 kV. This
is a positive voltage and provides the required beam energy that is not provided by Vchamber. The table
voltage is smoothly stepped to ground via an acceleration column. These columns typically consist of a series
of electrodes separated by insulators with a high dielectric strength and a series of permanent resistors in
between each electrode to create a smooth voltage gradient from the high-voltage table to ground thereby
providing a smooth acceleration of the proton beam up to the total desired beam energy. The original ECR




Figure 4.4: Image of the ECR ion source from Cesaratto et al. [2010]. The basics of how gas is ionized
within the plasma chamber are illustrated by the free electron’s orbiting about the magnetic field lines of
the permanent magnets surrounding the plasma chamber and the incoming electromagnetic radiation. The
frequency of the EM radiation matched to the frequency of the electron motion.
EM-wave image: http : //www.gitam.edu/eresource/Engg Phys/semester 1/optics/intro polari.htm
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Figure 4.5: Image of the ECR acceleration column prior to its upgrade. Intense doses of X-ray radiation
caused the discoloration seen on the right-hand side of the acceleration column. The source of these X rays
is described in the text and in Figure 4.6.
The discoloration of the acceleration column shown in Figure 4.5 is the result of color centers within
the glass electrode insulators. These centers were created by intense doses of X-ray radiation that were
present when this acceleration column was in use. The source of these X rays is described in Figure 4.6,
provided courtesy of A. L. Cooper. Going step-by-step, we first have protons accelerated down the column.
A small amount of these protons, relative to the number that make it through the column, will collide with
gas particles that were not pumped out of the acceleration column. Presumably, these particles are mostly
H2 molecules. These collisions can eject secondary electrons. Subsequently, these electrons rapidly gain
energy as they are accelerated back up the acceleration column and collide with the column electrodes. This
collision causes the electrons to emit Bremsstrahlung X-ray radiation. The intensity of this radiation was
high enough with the acceleration column shown in Figure 4.5 to cause the observed discoloration. The same
high-intensity proton beams that caused began the chain reaction leading to the production of X rays also
heated the acceleration column along with the high-energy back-streaming electrons. In fact, it is believed
that this column heating began to partially vaporize the poly-vinyl-acetate used to hold the column shown
in Figure 4.5 together, leading to locally higher pressure within the column, runaway column heating, and
an eventual high-voltage breakdown event in the column. These breakdowns likely led to the formation of
carbon tracks on the glass insulators, thereby encouraging future high-voltage breakdowns and limiting the
total beam energy that could be achieved.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the source of X rays from the ECR acceleration column used at the start of
data acquisition on the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction. Protons from the ECR ion source collide with gas particles
still within the acceleration column, presumably H2 molecules, ejecting electrons. These electrons gain
appreciable energy as they are accelerated back towards the ECR source. Finally, Bremsstrahlung X-ray
radiation is emitted as a result of collisions between these electrons and the acceleration-column electrodes
and it is this radiation that damaged the column shown in Figure 4.5. Figure courtesy of A. L. Cooper.
4.3.2: ECR Acceleration Column Upgrade
The design and fabrication of a new ECR acceleration column was the project of Andrew L. Cooper, a
graduate student who joined LENA in 2012. The majority of the credit for the ECR column upgrade goes to
A. L. Cooper, T. B. Clegg, A. E. Champagne, M. Emamain, and B. Walsh. The upgraded acceleration column
is shown in Figure 4.7. This new column is significantly more sophisticated than its previous iteration. The
details of this upgrade are expanded upon in Cooper et al. [to appear]. Only a selection of the improvements
to the ECR ion source, including those relevant to this thesis, will be highlighted here.
First, higher beam energies can be produced than with the previous ECR acceleration column because
it is brand new and the electrode insulators have no degradation to hinder their high-voltage insulating
capabilities. The maximum beam energy achieved with the upgraded ECR source to date is Elabp ⇡ 235 keV.
This high beam energy is also the result of an increased plasma-chamber voltage. The plasma chamber is
now capable of reaching just under 40 kV, compared to the previously achievable 10-15 kV with ECR prior
to its upgrade. Therefore, a maximum beam energy of 240 keV is theoretically achievable. Additionally, the
extraction system has been updated from the original three-electrode (triode) to a four-electrode (tetrode)
extraction system. The additional electrode is held at table-ground potential and is placed between the
plasma chamber and decel electrode. However, even though this acceleration column is brand new and has
no degradation associated with it, there will never be the same kind of degradation that plagued the previous
acceleration column because the X-ray radiation issue has been completely eliminated. Through the clever
placement of a series of permanent magnets along the acceleration column, electrons that are freed via the
collisions illustrated in Figure 4.6 are now diverted into the walls of the acceleration column before they gain
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any appreciable energy. This reduces column heating, eliminates the intense, high-energy Bremsstrahlung
radiation, and has reduced the X-ray radiation level emitted from the ECR source during operation to the
level of room background.
It is worth noting that this entire acceleration column is sealed with O-rings and compressed together
with three insulating, threaded rods that run its entire length, meaning that there is no glue holding this
column together at all. This is a significant improvement on the previous ECR acceleration column for
multiple reasons. First, the O-ring seals completely eliminate the possibility of vacuum leaks occurring
or vapors emerging when the poly-vinyl-acetate used to seal the previous column was heated. To further
alleviate these column-heating issues, an e cient column-cooling method was installed as well. Channels
were placed along with length of the acceleration column to allow chilled, deionized water to flow through
them at all times during ECR operation. Possibly the most impressive aspect of this acceleration column
is that the same water lines that cool the acceleration column also take the place of the permanent resistor
chain that is typically required for standard acceleration columns to establish a uniform voltage gradient.
There is no permanent resistor chain on this acceleration column. There are only water lines with flowing,
deionized water.
Finally, one of the primary goals of this acceleration column upgrade was to increase the maximum beam
current on target by approximately a factor 10 from ⇠2 mA to ⇠20 mA. If this level of beam current is
directly exposed to the target, it will melt the Ta target backings frequently used at LENA even with direct
water cooling on the target. Therefore, this beam must be pulsed on target. Details of the beam-pulsing
developments are given in the following section.
4.3.3: ECR Beam Pulsing
The ECR source at LENA prior to its recent upgrade was able to provide a maximum beam current on
target of ⇠2.0 mA with a long-term average beam current ⇠1.2 mA [Buckner et al., 2015]. This maximum
beam current is ultimately limited by the beam-transport system and is currently under study. This level
of power deposition on target can be e ciently carried away by directly cooling the target with chilled,
deionized water, as is done at LENA. However, the upgrade to the ECR source discussed in the previous
section was designed to increase the maximum beam current on target by a factor of ⇠10. By increasing
the beam current on target, the total data acquisition time is also reduced by a factor of ⇠10. This means
that the environmental background will be reduced by that same factor as well. Unfortunately, this level
of beam current can not be carried away by water cooling alone, and so pulsed ion beams from the ECR
source are required. A pulsed, high-current beam would also reduce the environmental background in the






Figure 4.7: Image of the ECR acceleration column after its upgrade. Some of the essential components of
the column are indicated on the figure itself. See the text for a description of the capabilities of this column.
electronics need to be pulsed along with the beam on target.
Successful beam pulsing was demonstrated prior to the ECR upgrade by pulsing the microwave input
power used in the creation of an ECR plasma. No adjustments of the high voltages applied to the plasma
chamber or high-voltage table are required with this pulsing method and the beam is not simply diverted
into a beamstop downstream. Instead, the plasma is fully extinguished between beam pulses through the
elimination of microwave input power and subsequently reignited during each pulse of electromagnetic radi-
ation.
This repeated cycle of extinguishing and striking a plasma presented a significant challenge with re-
gard to the impedance matching for microwave transfer between the waveguide and plasma chamber. The
waveguide impedance is adjusted via a 3-stub tuner and is typically optimized prior to striking a plasma by
introducing microwave power and minimizing the amount of power reflected back towards the magnetron.
However, when a plasma is created within the plasma chamber the impedance of the plasma chamber changes
drastically. This results in a significant increase in microwave power reflected back towards the magnetron.
During continuous beam extraction (also referred to as direct-current or DC beam extraction) this change is
accounted for by simply optimizing the waveguide impedance once more until nearly all microwave power is
transferred to the plasma chamber. If the microwave power is subsequently switched o↵ while the waveguide
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impedance is matched to that of the plasma chamber while a plasma is present, then the plasma is extin-
guished and the plasma chamber impedance is no longer matched by the waveguide. Thus, when microwaves
are reintroduced to the plasma chamber, the majority of the microwave power is reflected away from the
source and it is di cult to re-strike the plasma without adjusting the 3-stub tuner again.
It was discovered that the key to maintaining a long-lasting and reliable pulsed plasma is to intentionally
introduce an impedance mismatch between the plasma chamber and waveguide. If this is done properly,
then there will be a significant amount of microwave power transferred into the plasma chamber both with
and without a plasma present. Therefore, an intense plasma can exist while microwave power is on and a
plasma can be easily re-struck after the plasma has been extinguished.
An example of the observed beam pulses from the previous ECR source are shown in Figure 4.8 for a
10% duty cycle, corresponding to beam on for 100 ms and beam o↵ for 900 ms. The blue and yellow traces
are proportional to beam current for DC and pulsed ECR beams, respectively. Note that the maximum
current achieved during a pulse is approximately equivalent to the DC beam current. This implies that little
to no beam current decrease is experienced going from DC to pulsed operation modes. The rise time of
the measured current signal is ⇠500 ns, which is e↵ectively instantaneous on the 1-Hz pulsing timescales
explored at LENA.
The data-acquisition system at LENA was updated to allow discrimination between beam-on and beam-
o↵ data. This DAQ update was carried out in collaboration with J. R. Dermigny. As a test of this data-
acquisition method and of the beam pulsing method described above, data were taken on the 18O(p, )19F
resonance at Elabr = 151 keV. Data were acquired with both DC and pulsed beams on target using beam
currents of 37 and 370 µA, respectively. No target degradation occurred between data sets. This choice
of DC and pulsed beam currents simulated the data acquisition improvements that would be obtained by
increasing the present maximum ECR beam current on target by the proposed amount.
Data obtained on this resonance using DC and pulsed ECR beams are shown in Figure 4.9 as the red
and black histograms, respectively. The pulsed spectrum contains only the data taken when beam was on
target. The peak shown at channel 918 is from the 19F decay initiated by proton capture onto 18O while
the peak labeled 208Tl is a common environmental background line. Note that since the net beam charge
accumulated on target is nearly identical between DC and pulsed data sets, the resonance peak at channel
918 is basically unchanged. However, the total time during which pulsed data were taken is 110 that of the DC
data set. Thus, the intensity of the environmental background line from 208Tl decreased by the same factor
in the pulsed data set. This makes clear the ability of pulsed beams to drastically reduce environmental
background and represents a major advantage of a pulsed ECR beam.



















Figure 4.8: Waveform of measured beam current on target with ECR beam pulsing for 100 ms on, 900 ms
o↵. Note that the signal height during DC and pulsed beam modes are nearly identical. This indicates that


















Figure 4.9: Data taken on the 151-keV resonance in 18O(p, )19F using DC (red) and pulsed (black) ECR
beams. Note that the 208Tl environmental background line is reduced by approximately a factor of 10 between
the DC and pulsed data sets while the the resonance decay peak at channel 918 is e↵ectively unchanged
between the two data acquisition modes. This spectrum with the inlayed legend was provided courtesy of
A. E. Champagne.
maximum pulsed beam current before the analyzing magnet of 5 mA was observed using a total beam
energy of up to 110 keV. This beam current was obtained with beam optics that are not ideal for beam
transport, but that had to be employed owing to limitations at the stage of the upgrade during these tests.
Considering that the maximum observed DC ECR beam current before the analyzing magnet prior to the
upgrade and with near perfect optical conditions was only ⇠4.5 mA, this is a promising sign that the
upgraded ECR source will significantly outperform its previous iteration. Since these tests the upgraded
ECR has produced upwards of 12 mA before the analyzing magnet and a maximum beam current on target
of 2.22 mA, averaged over 1 C of accumulated data.
Unfortunately, limitations on the beam that can be transported to target are imposed by the sizes of
various beam pipes in the accelerator vacuum. This limits the maximum beam on target to approximately
the same level as with the previous ECR acceleration column. Therefore, the approximate beam current
that is made incident on target is largely independent of whether data were taken with the previous or the
present ECR acceleration column. Further research is underway to allow more beam to be made incident on
target. All measurements made with the ECR for this thesis employed DC beams on target. Data for the
151-keV resonance were taken with the ECR prior to its upgrade while the upgraded ECR was used for data
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taken on the 178-keV resonance and also for o↵-resonance data below the 151-keV resonance. In total, 120,
30, and 60 C were accumulated on target for the 151-keV resonance, 178-keV resonance, and o↵-resonance
data sets described in this thesis, respectively. These data will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
4.4: Detectors
When the proton beams discussed in the previous sections are incident on target   rays will be released
from the daughter nuclei via nuclear de-excitation. We would like to measure as many of these   rays as
possible above background and determine their energy with a high precision. The   rays emitted from the
target were analyzed with a 135% relative e ciency coaxial high-purity germanium (HPGe) detector as well
as a 16 segment NaI annulus. These detectors are shown in their experimental configuration in Figure 4.10.
They comprise the LENA   -coincidence spectrometer described in Buckner et al. [2012], Cesaratto et al.
[2013], Howard et al. [2013] and Buckner et al. [2015]. Although they are not shown here, a thin layer of
lead surrounds the detectors on all six sides and a set of five plastic scintillator paddles, each 5 cm thick,
surrounded the spectrometer shown in Figure 4.10 during data acquisition. The scintillator paddles were
used to suppress cosmic-ray muon events. The HPGe detector was placed 1.1 cm from the target at 0o
relative to the beam direction during data acquisition. A spectrum obtained with the HPGe detector alone
is referred to as a singles spectrum in this work.
The nuclear reactions measured in this work populate an excited state in the daughter nucleus of interest.
This state then decays via a  -ray cascade to the ground state. The time between the emission of   rays
of the same cascade is typically on the order of pico- or femtoseconds. This narrow time window can be
exploited by analyzing only those Ge signals that arrive in coincidence with a signal from one or more of the
NaI detectors. This technique has been demonstrated to reduce environmental background by approximately
two orders of magnitude [Buckner et al., 2012, Cesaratto et al., 2013, Howard et al., 2013, Buckner et al.,
2015].
Coincidence spectra were obtained by enforcing a maximum time di↵erence between the arrival of Ge
and NaI signals of  t ⇡50 ns. After enforcing this coincidence requirement, a 2-dimensional spectrum was
constructed, with energy deposited in the Ge and NaI detectors on the x and y axes, respectively. An
example of this kind of 2D spectrum is shown in the top panel of Figure 4.11. These data can be cut further
through the requirement of a summed Ge–NaI total energy requirement of the form
Etotalmin  ENaI + EHPGe  Etotalmax . (4.2)
The maximum Ge–NaI  -ray energy sum, Etotalmax , varied between 9.1 and 10.0 MeV depending on the max-
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Figure 4.10: The LENA   -coincidence detection system. Note that the muon veto scintillator paddles and
lead-shielding walls are not shown here. Figure courtesy of M. Q. Buckner.
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imum expected  -ray energy from the reaction of interest and the minimum Ge–NaI  -ray energy sum,
Etotalmin , varied between 2.8 and 3.5 MeV depending on which gate produced the best signal-to-noise ratio
for low-energy peaks of interest in a particular data set. It is important to note that the majority of the
environmental background accumulated during data acquisition is below ENaI + EHPGe = 2.7 MeV. Thus,
by setting Etotalmin to be at least 2.8 MeV, a large portion of environmental background is eliminated from the
experimental spectrum. Furthermore, it should be noted that we are accepting all coincidence events that
fall within the energy gate in this type of analysis and not just those corresponding to a particular photopeak.
This decreases the HPGe peak e ciency by a factor of ⇠2 in the low energy region of the spectrum, but
the environmental backgrounds are reduced by a factor of ⇠100 in the same energy range. All timing and
energy information was analyzed with NIM and VME standard electronics modules during data acquisition.
Coincidence gates were applied post-processing using the data acquisition software JAM [Swartz et al., 2001].
The data analysis method employed in this thesis is described in Section 6.3 and relies on Geant sim-
ulations of the spectrometer used here. As such, the HPGe and NaI detectors at LENA have been heavily
studied and characterized in previous works and also prior to the present experiment. The critical dimen-
sions of the HPGe crystal were measured with a CT scan of the detector itself [Carson et al., 2010] and used
as input for the Geant simulations of the experimental setup. The Geant simulations of these detectors
have been confirmed via comparisons to experimental data acquired with both detectors using radioactive
sources including 60Co, 56Co, and 137Cs as well as nuclear (p, ) resonances in 14N, 18O, 23Na, and 27Al
target nuclei [Longland et al., 2006, Buckner et al., 2012, Cesaratto et al., 2013, Howard et al., 2013]. Just
prior to the measurements of the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction carried out for this thesis, data were collected from
60Co and 56Co radioactive sources as well as from the 14N(p, )15O and 22Ne(p, )23Na reactions and used
to confirm the characterization of the HPGe and NaI detectors. The full-energy peak e ciency data from
those experimental sources are shown in Figure 4.12. The dashed line on the same figure represents the
expected full-energy peak e ciency trend derived from Geant simulations of the Ge detector. The Geant
curve has been normalized to the 60Co data point, which was calculated via the sum-peak method [Iliadis,
2015]. This correction amounts to a shift of only ⇠2-3%. Clearly, excellent agreement is obtained between
the Geant-simulated peak e ciency trend and the experimental data.
Validation of the NaI-annulus simulation is provided via agreement between results obtained from data
taken in singles and coincidence modes during the course of the measurements made for this thesis as
well as in the literature on this detector system. The NaI-annulus simulation was shown to be accurate
through comparisons to experimental spectra of 60Co-decay and of the Elabr = 151 keV resonance in the
18O(p, )19F reaction in Howard et al. [2013]. More recently, the validity of the Geant simulation of the





















































Figure 4.11: An example of a 2D coincidence spectrum created by requiring Ge signals to be acquired in
coincidence with a signal from any of the NaI detectors. This example spectrum is shown with (bottom panel)
and without (top panel) a common summed Ge–NaI total-energy gate applied to coincidence data at LENA.
Note that the low triangular region of high count rate at low energy contains most of the environmental
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Figure 4.12: A comparison of the Geant-simulated full-energy peak e ciency curve (dashed line) of the
HPGe detector described in the text to experimental full-energy peak e ciency measurements made using
data from the radioactive sources 60Co and 56Co and the 14N(p, )15O and 22Ne(p, )23Na reactions.
and coincidence data further validating this simulation are discussed in Chapter 7.
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5: TARGET FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
5.1: Target Fabrication
Tantalum target backings were used during the measurements made for this thesis. These target back-
ings were initially ⇠0.5 mm thick and were cut from a single Ta sheet into ⇠2.54 cm x 2.54 cm squares.
Before being implanted, each backing was etched in an mixture of nitric, sulfuric, and hydrofluoric acid
[Vermilyea, 1953] to remove surface contaminants. This wet-etching procedure reduces the target-backing
thickness to ⇠0.30-0.45 mm depending on the acid bath concentration and amount of time spent in the bath.
Subsequently, the target backings were resistively heated by flowing ⇠200 A of current through each backing
individually in a high-vacuum chamber. Backings were heated until the vacuum within the heating chamber
dropped to its initial base pressure.
Targets were fabricated using the Eaton Ion Implanter located at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill (a schematic view is shown in Figure 5.1). Natural neon gas was slowly flowed into the ion source
head via a controlled gas leak. This gas was ionized via collisions with electrons emitted from a filament
within the ion source head. Ionized neon atoms were then extracted and accelerated towards the analyzing
magnet where they were mass separated, allowing only 22Ne ions to proceed to the target. The 22Ne ions
that passed through the analyzing magnet were accelerated to the desired implantation energy and focused
onto the Ta target backing via quadrupole lenses positioned along the beamline. Vacuums were held to the
10 7-mbar scale and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled cold trap was positioned immediately before the target. Both
of these were intended to minimize contamination of the implanted target material. All targets and target
backings were stored in an evacuated target holder when they were not being implanted or used for data
acquisition.
Measurements of both resonant and direct-capture (DC) cross sections were made for this thesis. This
fact is important because the ideal target thickness changes depending on the type of cross section being
measured. Thicker targets were desired for on-resonance measurements to ensure that the maximum yield
of an infinitely-thick target would be observed. Thinner targets were advantageous for DC measurements
because of potential contamination from 22Ne(p, )23Na resonances below the incident proton beam energy.
For DC measurements, thinner targets also provide the added advantage of minimizing the spread in the
e↵ective interaction energy during experimentation. Ion-implantation energies of 100 and 25 keV were
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2 
1 Implanter Specifications 
 
The Eaton 3204 series Positive Ion Implanter 
produces and implants ions from either a solid or 
gaseous source from 20 to 200 keV. A schematic of 
the implanter is shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1: Schematic Diagram of the Eaton 3204 
Positive Ion Implanter 
 
Before accelerator operation, source oven 
choice must be made for solid samples (i.e., table salt 
for 23Na beam) or gaseous sources, as in the case for 
Figure 5.1: Schematic view of the Eaton 3204 Positive Ion Implanter at UNC–Chapel Hill.
used to obtain the targets used for resonant and DC measurements in this work, yielding targets that are
approximately 21- and 6.5-kev thick at Ec.m.p = 458 keV, respectively. The dose for each target was between
⇠100-140 uA*hrs depending on implanter performance, which is well in excess of the required saturation
dose for targets of the this thickness and stoichiometry. The initial target stoichiometry was measured
via Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) to be 22Ne:Ta target = 1:301(15) for targets of both
thicknesses. The details of this and other RBS measurements will be expanded upon in Section 5.2. A
typical excitation curve of the 458-keV resonance in 22Ne(p, )23Na for unused targets is shown in red in
Figures 5.2 & 5.3 for thick and thin targets, respectively. A fit to each yield curve is shown in blue as well.
All yield curve fits shown in this thesis were derived via the Markov-chain Monte Carlo method that was
employed in Longland et al. [2010a] and Buckner et al. [2015].
Targets were observed to degrade considerably during data acquisition. Thick targets displayed a
decrease of approximately 35% in the maximum yield height after 10 C of data had been collected on target
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while thin targets displayed a similar level of target degradation after 6 C on target. The black diamonds on
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show yield curves taken after 10 C for thick targets and 6 C for thin targets. Additionally,
a typical trend of the maximum measured yield on the 458-keV resonance versus accumulated beam charge
on a thick target is shown in Figure 5.4. Note the initial sharp decrease in the observed maximum yield
followed by approximately 4 C of relatively-constant maximum yield. Subsequently, the maximum yield
steadily decreases again, typically after a total accumulation of approximately 8 C on target. Targets were
deemed unusable after approximately 8-12 C, depending on the observed target degradation. Because of this
relatively short target lifetime, a total of 33 implanted 22Ne targets were required during the course of this
work. The details of how target degradation was addressed in this thesis are discussed in Section 5.3.
5.2: Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry Measurements
5.2.1: Motivation for RBS Measurements
We would like to measure absolute cross sections for the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction, which requires knowledge
of the target stoichiometry. The stoichiometry could be measured in a relative way, for example, by measuring
the strength of a well-known resonance such as the 22Ne(p, )23Na resonance at Ec.m.r = 458 keV. The target
stoichiometry can be extracted from yield curves like those shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, as described in
Section 5.3. However, it is important to realize that the stoichiometries calculated using 22Ne(p, )23Na
resonance yield curves rely on literature values for the branching ratios and strength associated with the
resonance being studied. Furthermore, it will become apparent in Chapter 6 that the literature data for
this 458-keV resonance that was available at the start of data acquisition was sparse and incomplete. For
this reason, it was determined that Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) measurements of the
target stoichiometry were necessary because the resulting stoichiometries would then be independent of the
literature 458-keV resonance strength and of the branching ratios from the 9252-keV state associated with
this resonance.
5.2.2: Experimental Details
Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry is a standard technique for analyzing the composition of im-
planted targets [Riihonen and Keinonen, 1977, Daigle, 2013]. A beam of 2-MeV 4He2+ particles was provided
by the tandem electrostatic accelerator located at the Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory (TUNL).
The beam was momentum selected by a 52o analyzing magnet and focused onto a 3 x 3 mm square collimator
before subsequently reaching the target. Targets were placed at a 22.5o angle with respect to the incident
peak direction. Backscattered ↵ particles were detected with a silicon-surface charged-particle detector at a
160o scattering angle. The detector was biased to 40.0 V to provide a su cient detector depletion region.
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BCI = 0 C
BCI = 10 C
MCMC Fit
Figure 5.2: Typical yield curve of a 22Ne target used for on-resonance data acquisition before and after 10
C of accumulated beam charge are shown as the red and black diamonds, respectively. Fits to each yield
curve were derived via a Markov-chain Monte Carlo algorithm [Longland et al., 2010a, Buckner et al., 2015]
and are shown shown in blue.
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BCI = 0 C
BCI = 6 C
MCMC Fit
Figure 5.3: Typical yield curve of a 22Ne target used for o↵-resonance data acquisition before and after 6 C
of accumulated beam charge are shown as the red and black diamonds, respectively. Fits to each yield curve
were derived via a Markov-chain Monte Carlo algorithm [Longland et al., 2010a, Buckner et al., 2015] and
are shown are shown in blue.
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 Values from Target 22Ne-5maxCompilation of Y
 values from YC'smaxY
Polynomial Fit
Figure 5.4: A typical trend of target degradation versus accumulated beam charge for the thick targets used
during on-resonance data acquisition. In general, these targets were observed to show an initial decrease in
maximum resonance yield over the first ⇠4 C, followed by ⇠4 C of approximately constant maximum yield,
and finally a further drop maximum yield after that. The polynomial fit to this trend, shown as the red
dashed line, was used to check the accuracy of average of Ymax values before and after a particular data
acquisition period.
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The beam current on target was held to approximately 12 nA during data acquisition to reduce detector
pile-up.
The purpose of taking these RBS data was to systematically determine the reliability of the target stoi-
chiometries calculated using yield curves on the 458-keV resonance in 22Ne(p, )23Na using targets that have
been exposed to varying amounts of beam charge and also to establish a known target stoichiometry that
is independent of literature results associated with the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction. With those goals in mind,
data were taken on eight implanted 22Ne targets of varying target thicknesses and also varying amounts of
beam charge accumulated on target. Targets were mounted onto a target wheel alongside a gold calibration
sample, which was measured periodically to confirm that our beam was on target and also to confirm that
the data-acquisition system was properly functioning. An example target wheel is shown in Figure 5.5. A
LabVIEWTM program was used to rotate and vertically translate the target wheel, allowing the user to
center the ↵-beam at any spot on the mounted targets. See Attayek et al. [2012] for a detailed description
of this software and examples of its application.
Of the eight targets used during these RBS experiments, two of the targets were implanted with a
25-keV ion-implantation energy and six were implanted at 100 keV. Neither of the thin targets had been
exposed to proton beam. Two of the thick targets had 0 C accumulated beam charge and two had 6 C. The
other two thick targets had 10 and 12 C of accumulated beam charge. Targets that had been exposed to
varying amounts of beam charge were used to observe the trend of target degradation as beam charge was
accumulated on target. As is apparent in Figure 5.5, the implanted region is not readily visible (the circular
relief that is visible on the targets is caused by the pressure of the water used to cool the target backings).
On the other hand, targets that have been exposed to beam have visible beam spots. Care was taken to
ensure that the alpha beam was focused either on the center of the implanted target region (for targets that
had not been exposed to beam) or on the center of the exposed target region (for targets that had been
exposed to beam). Data were also collected on regions of bare Ta to observe the di↵erences between the
spectra obtained with and without 22Ne present in the target.
5.2.3: Analysis and Results of RBS Measurements
Figure 5.6 shows the RBS spectrum obtained from a thin target. The data are shown in black, along
with a spectrum for a bare Ta backing in grey. The fit shown in red was calculated with the RBS analysis
program SIMNRA [Mayer et al., 1998]. This program was used to simulate the expected Rutherford-
scattering interactions expected between ↵ particles and either a thick, pure tantalum sample or a 22NemTan
compound of a user-defined stoichiometry, m:n. Layers of 22NemTan were added on top of a base layer of
thick, pure Ta, varying the compound layer stoichiometries and thicknesses manually until a reasonable fit
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Figure 5.5: An example target wheel used for RBS data acquisition. The target wheel was mounted onto a
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Figure 5.6: An example RBS spectrum obtained by measuring ↵ particles backscattered from a target of
22Ne implanted into a tantalum target backing at a 25-keV ion implantation energy is shown in black. A
bare tantalum spectrum is shown in gray and a fit to the 22Ne target data is shown in red. The fit was
calculated using the program SIMNRA [Mayer et al., 1998]. A single layer of 22NeTa in an approximately
1:3 stoichiometry added onto an infinitely thick Ta sample in SIMNRA was used to obtain the fit to the
data.
was achieved. These parameters were subsequently varied internally using routines built into SIMNRA until
a fit of satisfactory precision was determined. The fit shown in Figure 5.6 was calculated using a single
compound layer with a 22Ne:Ta stoichiometry of approximately 1:3 on top of a thick Ta layer.
The features of the RBS spectrum shown in Figure 5.6 and all other RBS spectra obtained for this
work can be understood based on recoil kinematics and the dependence of the Rutherford-scattering cross
section on the charge of the target nucleus. The maximum possible recoil energy for ↵ particles of mass m↵
undergoing Rutherford (or Coulomb) scattering can be written as [Riihonen and Keinonen, 1977]








where M is the mass of the target nucleus and ✓ is the scattering angle. This energy (about 1.84 MeV in our
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case) corresponds to the maximum of the bare Ta spectrum shown in Figure 5.6. Note that the slope of this
front edge is a consequence of the finite size of the detector aperture and beam collimator. Provided that the
scattering angle, beam energy, and all other experimental parameters are held constant, the maximum recoil
energy of backscattered ↵ particles can be seen to decrease with target mass. In contrast, the maximum
energy for scattering from 22Ne is ⇠980 keV. This 980-keV peak is washed out in the Ta continuum. Thus,
the high-energy edge of the target spectrum arises from scattering o↵ of Ta.
This method of determining the target stoichiometry is indirect in the sense that it is not the 22Ne that
is measured. Instead, it is the decrease in the number of ↵ particles observed to recoil o↵ of the Ta that
is ultimately used to determine the target stoichiometry. This decrease is a result of the dependence of the
Rutherford-scattering cross section on the charge of the target nucleus. The di↵erential Rutherford-scattering












⇠ Z2t , (5.2)
where Zp and Zt are the atomic numbers of the projectile and target, respectively, and E is the projectile
energy. A compound of 22Ne and Ta has a lower average nuclear charge than pure Ta which, due to the Z2t
dependence of the scattering cross section, decreases the probability for Rutherford scattering to occur in
that region. The target stoichiometry can also be determined using just the relative plateau heights of the
of the bare Ta and 22Ne-Ta compound regions. This analysis yields similar results to the SIMNRA analysis
performed here, but uncertainties tend to be larger when using plateau heights because of the required
estimation of the plateau height itself.
Figure 5.7 shows RBS spectra of four 22Ne targets, all implanted with a 100-keV ion-implantation energy,
overlayed on a bare-Ta RBS spectrum. The fits to the 22Ne target data are shown in red and were calculated
with SIMNRA. Each target had been exposed to a di↵erent amount of proton beam accumulated on target
ranging from 0 to 12 C at the time of RBS data collection. The accumulated beam charge corresponding to
each target is displayed on each panel of Figure 5.7. Also quoted on each panel is the 22Ne:Ta stoichiometry
of the front-most layer in the SIMNRA simulation. Subsequent compound layers were added below this front
edge, eventually reaching pure Ta. One interesting point to note here is that the stoichiometry of the front
edge of each target is relatively constant and does not appear to be a↵ected by the amount of accumulated
beam charge. Also, SIMNRA simulations require an increasing total thickness of simulated compound layers
on top of the pure Ta to achieve an accurate fit to the data as beam charge is accumulated on target. This
implies that the 22Ne target material is di↵using deeper into the Ta backing as proton beam is made incident
on target.
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Beam-induced damage of implanted targets tend to first cause a decrease in target thickness followed by
a reduction in target density. That trend was not observed as beam charge was accumulated on the 22Ne
targets used for this work. Instead, the target thickness remained relatively constant while the maximum
yield height decreased. The constant target thickness and also the decrease in observed resonant yield
maximum is explained by the di↵using of target material into the tantalum backing. Given this trend, it
would also be expected that the high-energy tail of a resonance excitation curve would extend to higher
beam energies as beam charge is accumulated on target. This implies that extra care must be taken during
direct-capture measurements to ensure that target material does not di↵use deep enough into the target
backing to allow a lower-energy resonance to be excited, if one exists, and also to minimize the variation in
the e↵ective beam energy for direct-capture measurements.
5.3: Treatment of Target Degradation
The RBS measurements described in Section 5.2 provide a measurement of the 22Ne:Ta stoichiometry in-
dependent of the available literature on the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction. However, the target stoichiometry must
be frequently measured during data acquisition in order to properly account for target degradation e↵ects and
it is not feasible to measure the target stoichiometry via RBS every time a target degrades. Therefore, yield
curves across the 458-keV resonance in 22Ne(p, )23Na were measured as beam was accumulated on target
in order to monitor target degradation during the course of these measurements. E↵orts made to refine the
literature values for the branching ratios and strength associated with this resonance are described in detail
in Chapter 6. All stoichiometries derived from yield curves on this resonance use the values reported in that
chapter. Furthermore, the RBS measurements of the target stoichiometry made in Section 5.2 provide an
excellent check on the stoichiometries derived using yield curves on the 458-keV resonance. Stoichiometries
derived from RBS measurements were found to be in agreement with those derived from resonance yield
curves after the results of Chapter 6 had been incorporated. Therefore, given the improvements made to
this 458-keV reference resonance and the independent check on the target stoichiometry via RBS measure-
ments, the stoichiometries derived from resonance yield curves are believed to be su ciently accurate for
the measurements discussed in this thesis.
An observed decrease in the maximum yield from a resonance yield curve corresponds to a decrease in the
number density of 22Ne atoms within the tantalum lattice, n22, with accumulated beam charge. However,
the quantity that will ultimately be used in calculations of resonance strengths and DC cross sections is
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Figure 5.7: RBS spectra obtained from 22Ne targets with varying amounts of accumulated beam charge on
target are shown here in black. Each target was implanted with a 100-keV ion-implantation energy. A bare
tantalum spectrum is shown in gray on each panel for reference. A fit to the 22Ne target calculated with the
code SIMNRA [Mayer et al., 1998] is shown in red. See the text for a discussion of the results shown in this
figure.
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where  E is the target thickness. This quantity is the e↵ective stopping power in the center-of-mass frame.







The parameters  r, Ay, and !  are the deBroglie wavelength, the yield-curve area, and the resonance





where Ymax is the maximum yield of the   ray being analyzed, fSC is a coincidence-summing correction
factor calculated according to the methods of Kelly et al. [2015], and B and ⌘p are the branching ratio and
detector full-energy peak e ciency associated with the   ray of interest. The parameter W is an angular-
correlation factor taking the  -ray angular distribution into account. Substituting Equations 5.4 & 5.5 into
















Note that the target thickness,  E, cancels out of this equation. The quantity ✏c.m.eff is related to the target














where m22 is the mass of 22Ne and ✏lab22 and ✏
lab
Ta are the pure
22Ne and Ta stopping powers in the laboratory














Equations 5.6 & 5.8 can be used to obtain the target stoichiometry at any stage of target degradation
during experimentation. Note that all energies in the above equations refer to the Ec.m.r = 458 keV (E
lab
r =
479 keV) resonance energy. However, the final calculations of resonance strengths and direct-capture cross
sections require the e↵ective stopping power at the lower energy of interest as well. This simply amounts to
using Equation 5.7, but evaluated at the interaction energy
The method described above for obtaining the e↵ective stopping power at the desired interaction energy
works well for targets that do not degrade during data acquisition. This is clearly not the case for the 22Ne
targets used in this work. If a data set required more than ⇠1 C of accumulated beam charge, then target-
degradation e↵ects must be taken into account. Given that Ymax is the only parameter in Equation 5.6
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that varies as the target degrades, the e↵ects of target degradation were accounted for in the following way:
a yield curve across the 458-keV resonance was taken on every target prior to its use, followed by a yield
curve after every 2-5 C of accumulated beam charge on target. Yield curves were taken after every 2 C
for the first 120 C of total accumulated beam charge on thick 22Ne targets until it was determined that
the e↵ects of this target degradation were understood. This 2 C interval was extended to ⇠3 C across the
65 C subsequently accumulated on thin targets and to 5 C for the 30 C taken with thick targets on the
178-keV resonance. It should be noted that the ratio of Ay/ E, which provides an alternative measure of
the maximum resonance yield independent of the resonance width or target thickness, was found to be in
agreement with the calculated Ymax values and also decreased at essentially the same rate as the maximum
yield.
It is important to point out, since 33 targets were used for these measurements and yield curves were taken
prior to the use of every target as well as after every 2-5 C of accumulated data for over 215 C of total beam
charge accumulated on target, well over 100 yield curves were taken over the course of the measurements
made for this thesis. Given that a single yield curve can take upwards of 1-2 hours depending on accelerator
behavior and speed of changing from one accelerator to another, a significant amount of time was spent
just collecting yield-curve data. In fact, the majority of data-acquisition time was spent accumulating yield
curves. This was a very important part of the data acquisition process because the final results for all
low-energy-resonance and DC-cross-section measurements presented in Chapter 7 strongly depend on these
target degradation e↵ects.
A fit to every yield curve was determined via the Markov-chain Monte Carlo algorithm [Longland et al.,
2010a, Buckner et al., 2015] mentioned in Section 6.1 to obtain an accurate measure of the target character-
istics at that particular stage of the experiment, specifically the Ymax associated with each yield curve. Each
Ymax value then yielded a measurement of ✏c.m.eff via Equation 5.6. The ✏
c.m.
eff values calculated before and
after every interval of accumulated beam charge were averaged to get an average e↵ective stopping power for
that portion of the total data set, ✏avgeff . Finally, these average e↵ective stopping power values were used in








where the indices i, and j refer to each data acquisition period and Np,i is the number of protons accumulated
during data acquisition period i. Any data set that required more than 1 C of beam on target required a
BCI-weighted e↵ective stopping power calculated according to Equation 5.9 to be incorporated into the final









would occur in a typical weighted average. The net uncertainty in the ✏BCIeff for a particular data set changed
depending on the total amount of beam charge required for a particular data set. These uncertainties are
shown in Chapter 7 along with the final results into which they were incorporated.
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6: NEW RECOMMENDED ! (458 keV) FOR THE 22Ne(p, )23Na REACTION
6.1: Motivation for Improved Data on the 458-keV Resonance
As mentioned in Chapters 3 and 5, a strong, well-known resonance in 22Ne(p, )23Na is required for
accurate target characterization during data acquisition. Additionally, the cross sections of weak resonant
and direct-capture reactions reported this thesis were all measured relative to the 458-keV resonance strength,
! (458 keV), thereby using this resonance as a “standard” from which the absolute cross-section scale
was be determined. An accurate characterization of this reference resonance will also facilitate accurate
measurements of the 20Ne(p, )21Na reaction, which was identified as an important reaction to measure in
terms of the Na-O anti-correlation described in Chapter 3.
The strength of this resonance has been reported multiple times in the literature [Piiparinen et al.,
1971, Meyer and Smit, 1973, Endt, 1998], including the high-precision measurement by Longland et al.
[2010a]. The latter measurement relied on literature branching ratios, sources for which are limited to the
results of Piiparinen et al. [1971] and Meyer and Smit [1973], which were reported without uncertainties. In
particular, Longland et al. [2010a] adopted a ground-state branching ratio of B(R!0)= 0.465(23), deduced
from a weighted average of the values reported in Piiparinen et al. [1971] and Meyer and Smit [1973] and
their resulting resonance strength was inversely proportional to this branching ratio.
In this chapter we discuss a new measurement of the primary branching ratios for the decay of the 458-keV
resonance. This measurement was made in order to provide the most accurate data possible on this reference
resonance because of its importance to the results of this thesis. These branching ratio measurements were
also used to determine a revised ! (458 keV) value. The results presented here are published in Kelly
et al. [2015]. Changes from the previously accepted values include a newly discovered branch to the 7082-
keV state in 23Na as well as a decrease of approximately 10% in the ground-state branching ratio used in
Longland et al. [2010a]. These results were obtained using Geant [Agostinelli et al., 2003] simulations of
potential decay cascades from the 9252-keV resonant state in 23Na combined with a fit to the measured
 -ray spectrum determined using the TFractionFitter Barlow and Beeston [1993] class of ROOT Brun and
Rademakers [1997]. The overall impact of these new branching ratios is an increase in the resonance strength
of Longland et al. [2010a] by 11.3% (or about 1.2  ). This increase extends to all higher-lying resonances
in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction as well. Subsequent to the publication of these results in Kelly et al. [2015],
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a measurement of this resonance was published by Depalo et al. [2015]. Their results will be compared to
those of Kelly et al. [2015] in Sections 6.4-6.6.
6.2: Experimental Procedure
Data for this measurement were taken with the 1-MV JN Van de Graa↵ accelerator and the 135% coaxial
HPGe detector described in Chapter 4. The detector was placed 1.1 cm from the target. The same target
fabrication process discussed in Chapter 5 was employed for the target used for these measurements. Here,
an ion-implantation energy of 100 keV was used, yielding a target thickness of approximately 21 keV at
the resonance energy. The target used for this work had been exposed to a small amount of beam so
that the target stoichiometry was reduced to 22Ne:Ta ⇡ 1:4. Also, a laboratory energy of Ep = 494 keV
was used, which was slightly above the maximum yield of the resonance, and beam currents were held to
⇡ 4 µA. All of these experimental parameters were intended to keep the dead time to below 5%. The
resonance strength reported in this chapter depends only on the results of Longland et al. [2010a] and the
primary branching ratios reported in Section 6.3, which are independent of the beam-energy o↵set from the
maximum resonance yield and of target stoichiometry. The total beam charge accumulated on target for
this measurement amounted to ⇠ 0.01 C. Although the calculated branching ratios are independent of the
degradation of the target during data acquisition, the yield on the 458-keV resonance in 22Ne(p, )23Na was
measured before and after data acquisition to ensure that the target did not degrade.
6.3: Data Analysis
The traditional means of analyzing  -ray spectra involves integrating photopeaks corresponding to tran-
sitions of interest. Along with external backgrounds, escape peaks and Compton events associated with
these transitions are treated as backgrounds that could obscure weak transitions. However, the majority of
events detected reside in the Compton continuum and could in principle be used to extract decay strengths,
provided that the response of the detector can be accurately measured or simulated. This approach uses the
TFractionFitter [Barlow and Beeston, 1993] class of ROOT [Brun and Rademakers, 1997] and was recently
applied to HPGe spectra in Buckner et al. [2015] and Buckner [2015]. A similar technique was also applied
to NaI spectra in Daigle [2013]. The notation in the following description varies slightly from Buckner et al.
[2015] to improve consistency with the original work by Barlow and Beeston [1993]. A complete, detailed
description of this data analysis method will be provided in a forthcoming publication, [Dermigny et al., to
appear], which shall serve as the primary reference for this analysis method.
Individual Geant [Agostinelli et al., 2003] simulations were generated for each possible nuclear decay
cascade from the 9252-keV state in 23Na populated by the 458-keV resonance in 22Ne(p, )23Na. Branching
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Figure 6.1: A trend of experimental peak Gaussian FWHM versus energy for the HPGe detector at LENA
determined from data on the 259-keV resonance in the 14N(p, )15O reaction.
ratios listed in Firestone [2007] were used for all secondary decays. Given that the resonance spin is JR =
1/2, transitions to all lower lying excited states with J = 1/2, 3/2, or 5/2 were considered here. In this
manner, we could potentially identify transitions that escaped prior detection. This resonance spin also
implies that all primary   rays are emitted isotropically [Iliadis, 2015]. However, the secondary   rays from
this resonance are not necessarily emitted isotropically with respect to the preceding   ray. The theory
of angular correlations is well established, but is quite complicated. A detailed derivation of the angular
correlation formalism used in Iliadis [2015] is given in Appendix A. All calculations of angular correlations
performed for this thesis were carried out according to the method described in Appendix A and Iliadis
[2015]. Angular correlations for all secondary   rays for the resonant decay discussed in this chapter were
calculated using the level spin assignments of Firestone [2007] and were included in all simulations used here.
The e↵ects of detector resolution were also applied to all simulated data post-processing according to the
measured Gaussian full width at half maximum (FWHM) of primary and secondary decay peaks from the
259-keV resonance in 14N(p, )15O. The trend of Gaussian FWHM versus energy applied to this and all data
shown in this thesis is shown in Figure 6.1 and a rigorous investigation of the agreement between simulated
and experimental spectra with regards to the the shape, magnitude, and position of each  -ray peak was
carried out in order to obtain an accurate simulation of the experimental data.
Each simulation was then used as a “template” for a fit to the experimental data spectrum. The fit
also included simulations of beam-induced backgrounds, such as those arising from the 12C(p, )13N and
11B(p, )12C reactions, as well as the measured room and cosmic-ray background. The concept behind
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the data analysis theory used in this thesis. In basic terms, the TFractionFitter
[Barlow and Beeston, 1993] class of ROOT [Brun and Rademakers, 1997] is employed to determine the
relative contribution to the measured data spectrum of the environmental room background, the beam-
induced backgrounds, and the resonance decays of interest, in the case of the resonant-capture reaction
discussed in this chapter. Although each data set analyzed in this way will, in general, involve a di↵erent
number of templates for beam-induced backgrounds and resonance decays, the beam-induced backgrounds
shown in this figure are from the 12C(p, )13N and 11B(p, )12C reactions and the resonance-decay templates
are from three arbitrary excited state decays.
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this data analysis method is summarized schematically in Figure 6.2 where the templates for the room back-
ground, beam-induced backgrounds, and the decays of interest are all added together to recreate the observed
data spectrum. The TFractionFitter [Barlow and Beeston, 1993] class of ROOT [Brun and Rademakers,
1997] was used to vary the intensity of each template within each bin to obtain a maximum-likelihood fit
to the data. In the following, we summarize the discussion of this technique found in Barlow and Beeston
[1993].
The number of counts observed in a bin of a spectrum is a binomially distributed variable that, with
statistics that are well-approximated by a Poisson distribution for a large number of counts. The general
expression for the probability of observing a number of counts, ⌫, in a bin that has a long-term-average





In the traditional binned maximum-likelihood method this probability is considered instead as a likelihood
function. In other words, the experimentalist asks the question, “Given that ⌫ counts are observed in this
bin, what is likelihood that the long-term average value is µ?” This is extended to all n bins of the data





where fi and di are the expected and observed number of counts in bin i of the data spectrum. However, as
was pointed out earlier in this section, the observed data spectrum is composed of a number of sources that
are either measured experimentally or simulated with Geant for use with this data-analysis method. These
templates, like the data, are also statistical in nature and are Poisson distributed. Therefore, in order to
properly account for the statistical nature of data as well as the templates, the above logic must be extended












where the m templates are indexed by j. The parameters Aji and aji are exactly analogous to fi and di,
respectively. That is, Aji is the long-term-average number of counts expected in bin i from template j and
aji is the observed number of counts in the same bin from the same template. Typically, this expression for
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the total likelihood is converted to the log-likelihood function
























The parameters Adatatotal and A
sim
j are the area of the data spectrum and of the template j spectrum, respec-
tively. The Fj are the fractions of Adatatotal that is accounted for by each template, j. Note that the Fj sum to
1. The below derivation is carried out with the purpose of calculating the true values of the m parameters
Fj , or equivalently, the pj .
The goal is to maximize the value of Equation 6.4. This is represents a significant challenge in that this
is an m x n dimensional problem which, considering the fact that 4096-channel spectra are considered here,
means that the dimensionality of this problem is large even for just a few templates. However, this problem
can be reduced to an m + n problem through some clever algebra and substitutions. First, since we’d like
to maximize the value of ln (L ), we may take its derivative with respect to Aji and set that derivative equal
to zero. This yields
@
@Aji
[ln (L )] =
@
@Aji
[di ln fi   fi] + @
@Aji






[di ln fi   fi] + @
@Aji
[aji lnAji  Aji] . (6.8)
From the definition of fi in Equation 6.5, we see that
@fi
@Aji
= pj , (6.9)
and so it follows that
@
@Aji









  1 = 0. (6.10)
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Now, we define a set of parameters ti such that
ti = 1  di
fi
) fi = di
1  ti . (6.11)
Substitution of this equation into Equation 6.10 yields
  pjti + aji
Aji
  1 = 0) Aji = aji
1 + pjti
. (6.12)





















The key equations for this data-analysis method are Equations 6.4 and 6.14. Determination of the
maximum of Equation 6.4 begins with the arbitrary assumption of a set of m parameters pj . Equation 6.14
is then iteratively solved for a set of n parameters ti, typically using the commonly-known Newton-Raphson
method. This iterative method is used to find the roots of a function, which in this case is the left-hand side
of Equation 6.14. In short, for some general function, f(x), an initial guess, xn, is made for a root of f(x).
Assuming that this value is not a root of f(x), a better estimate for the root of f(x) can be arrived with the
guess
xn+1 = xn   f(xn)
f 0(xn)
, (6.15)
where f 0(xn) is the value of the derivative of f(x) with respect to x evaluated at xn. The xn+1 value
calculated from Equation 6.15 becomes the new xn value and the process continues until the root of f(x) is
found, yielding the n parameters ti in this case. Once a set of ti values is established, the Minuit package
[James and Roos, 1988] was used to determine new values for each of the m parameters pj in this iterative
calculation for a maximum of Equation 6.4. Iterations of Equations 6.4 and 6.14 continued until a satisfactory
numerical precision was reached for the desired parameters pj . As promised earlier in this section, the total
dimensionality of this method has been reduced to m + n, as opposed to the m x n dimensionality that
appeared upon first inspection of Equation 6.4.
The branching ratios were determined not by the Fj or pj , but by the ratio
B(R! Ej) = Ndataj /NdataR , (6.16)
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where the primary decay transition described by template j is initiated via a primary decay from R, the
resonant state, to the state in 23Na with energy Ej . The quantity Ndataj is the number of resonant excita-
tions produced in the target that decay through cascade j (or equivalently, the partial number of reactions
corresponding to a particular decay cascade) and NdataR is the total number of resonant excitations observed
in the data. The quantity Ndataj can be obtained from N
sim
j , the number of simulated excitations for cascade














Note that in this context m is equal to the total number resonant-decay templates and does not include
templates for environmental or beam-induced backgrounds.
There is no need to subtract background since the Fj take the background template into account. Also,
coincidence summing is automatically included in the Geant simulations, obviating the need for summing
corrections. In general, NdataR can then be used to derive the resonance strength (in the case of a resonant
reaction), or the cross section (in the case of a non-resonant reaction). By analyzing data in this manner,
the statistics of the entire spectrum were considered. This is a significant advantage over a traditional peak-
by-peak analysis as, for example, the simulated 458-keV 22Ne(p, )23Na resonance ground-state photopeak
is only ⇠5% of the whole simulated spectrum.
6.4: Results
The 22Ne(p, )23Na data spectrum used in this work is shown in Figure 6.3 along with the final fit to the
data and selected templates from which the fit was determined. The data are shown in black with the fit in
green. The room-background template is shown in red and the two strongest resonant-decay templates are
shown in blue. All resonance primary peaks are indicated with blue arrows. The resulting branching ratios
are shown in Table 6.1 along with those reported previously in Piiparinen et al. [1971] and Meyer and Smit
[1973] as well as those subsequently reported by Depalo et al. [2015]. By not limiting our analysis to only
the decays already known in the literature, it was possible to detect a new decay branch to the 7082-keV
state in 23Na that was not identified in any previous or subsequent work. The existence of this transition
is verified in Figure 6.4 through a comparison of the measured yield across the 458-keV resonance of the
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2170-keV primary   ray emitted during the R!7082 transition to that of the well-known 6270-keV   ray
emitted during the R!2982 transition. Black circles and red diamonds show the 6270- and 2170-keV  -ray
yields, respectively. The yield scale for red or black data points is indicated by the y axis of the same color.
The shape and position of the 6270-keV  -ray yield curve is reproduced by that of the 2170-keV   ray. All
other   rays analyzed in this work have been reported previously in Piiparinen et al. [1971] and Meyer and
Smit [1973] and correspond to known decays from the resonant state.
Beyond this, the most notable di↵erence between the present results and those of Piiparinen et al.
[1971] and Meyer and Smit [1973] is the decrease in the R!0 branching ratio by approximately 10–13%.
This is the strongest transition from the 9252-keV state and is also the branch used in the high-precision
! (458 keV) measurement of Longland et al. [2010a]. In that work, their calculated ! (458 keV) value was
inversely proportional to B(R!0); a 10% decrease in B(R!0) induces an approximately 11.3% change in
their ! (458 keV). Although the measurement described here could also be used to determine the resonance
strength, the technique used by Longland et al. [2010a] was independent of systematic e↵ects associated with
target stoichiometry, charge integration, or absolute detector e ciency. For this reason, we have chosen to
correct their result by replacing their assumed ground-state branching ratio with our present measurement.
Thus, we recommend ! (458 keV) = 0.583(43) eV, as opposed to ! (458 keV) = 0.524(51) eV reported
in Longland et al. [2010a]. The percent uncertainty in this resonance strength has also been reduced from
9.7% in Longland et al. [2010a] to 7.3% uncertainty reported here. It should be noted that this resonance
strength is indeed consistent with our measured yield and assumed stoichiometry.
Note that the B(R!0) value reported Depalo et al. [2015] does not agree with that of Kelly et al. [2015].
However, it is interesting that agreement is obtained between the B(R!0) values reported in the two works
if the branching ratios of Depalo et al. [2015] are renormalized to include the additional strength from the
Table 6.1: Branching ratios for primary transitions (in %) from the 458-keV resonance in 22Ne(p, )23Na .
Transition Kelly et al. [2015] Depalo et al. [2015] Meyer and Smit [1973] Piiparinen et al. [1971]
R!0 41.77(67) 43.6(9) 46.0 48.0
R!2391 4.05(12) 3.6(2) 3.7 5.0
R!2640 8.27(18) 9.4(3) 8.5 6.0
R!2982 31.73(52) 32.7(6) 32.0 39.0
R!3678 4.85(16) 4.5(3) 4.1 -
R!3848 - - - 2.0
R!3914 0.37(9) <0.1 0.7 -
R!4430 1.69(9) 1.9(1) 1.8 -
R!5766 2.78(9) 2.0(1) 2.4 -
R!6921 2.43(9) 2.2(1) 0.8 -
R!7082 2.06(9) - - -
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Figure 6.3: The result of the best fit, shown in green, to experimental data on the 458-keV resonance in the
22Ne(p, )23Na reaction, shown in black, as derived using the TFractionFitter [Barlow and Beeston, 1993]
class of ROOT [Brun and Rademakers, 1997] and the methodology detailed in the text and in Buckner
et al. [2015]. Resonance primary peaks are indicated by blue arrows. The fit was derived considering Geant
[Agostinelli et al., 2003] simulations of each potential decay cascade from the JR = 1/2 9252-keV resonant
state in 23Na excited by this resonance to all lower lying states with J = 1/2, 3/2, or 5/2. Only those with
nonzero contributions were kept for the fit shown here. The two highest branching ratio templates are shown
in blue with the room background spectrum shown in red. A total of eight other decay cascade templates
were used for the fit shown here. Branching ratios were derived using the relative contributions of these
simulations and are shown in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.4: The experimental yield from the Ecmr = 458 keV resonance from the R!2982 keV (E  = 6270
keV) and R!7082 (E  = 2170 keV)   rays observed in this work, shown as black circles and red diamonds,
respectively. The yield scale for data points of either color is given by the y-axis of the same color. The
2170-keV   ray corresponds to a new primary transition, first identified in this work, to the 7082-keV state
in 23Na while the 6270-keV   ray corresponds to the well-known R!2982 transition. Definitive identification
of the 2170-keV   ray as a resonant state decay in 23Na is provided by the similarity between the measured
yield of these two   rays.
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R!7082 transition. Nevertheless, the value of ! (458 keV) = 0.605 ± 0.006stat ± 0.062sys = 0.605(61)
eV reported in that work agrees with the value reported here both with and without the this additional
strength from the R!7082 transition. The recommended value of ! (458 keV)Depalorec = 0.594(38) eV in
Depalo et al. [2015] calculated from an average of the values reported in that work and in Kelly et al. [2015].
It is unclear why the authors of Depalo et al. [2015] chose to recommend a value based on an average as
opposed to a weighted average. Had they chosen to recommend a value based on a weighted average, then
their recommended value would have been ! (458 keV)rec = 0.591(35), which is marginally closer to the
! (458 keV) value reported in Kelly et al. [2015]. Although this result is less than 1% di↵erent than the
recommended ! (458 keV) value in Depalo et al. [2015], it may be slightly more accurate considering the
relative uncertainties associated with the ! (458 keV) values of Kelly et al. [2015] and Depalo et al. [2015].
The present and literature resonance strengths are recorded in Table 6.2 for comparison.
Table 6.2: Summary of the present and literature resonance strengths for the 458-keV resonance in the
22Ne(p, )23Na reaction. All resonance strengths are reported in units of eV. The breakdown of uncertainties
into statistical and systematic components is shown where available. Note that the result reported for Meyer
and Smit [1973] is the value reported in Endt [1990], which has been scaled to the 1278-keV resonance
strength reported in Keinonen et al. [1977].
Present Depalo et al. [2015] Meyer and Smit [1973] Piiparinen et al. [1971]
! (458 keV) 0.583(43) 0.605(61) 0.45(10) 0.60(18)
 ! stat 0.029 0.006 – –
 ! sys 0.040 0.062 – –
6.5: Validation of the Technique and Comparison with Previous Results
6.5.1: Experimental Yield Calculations
This data-analysis technique can be tested by extracting experimental yields in the traditional fashion of
integrating photopeaks corresponding to the individual primary transitions. The total yield of the reaction
as determined from the strength of a particular primary transition, j, assuming a certain set of branching















where NB is the total number of bombarding particles and N  is the peak intensity of a primary   ray of
interest. The parameters B and ⌘p are the branching ratio and full-energy peak e ciency, respectively, while
W describes the angular distribution of the   ray being analyzed. The quantity fSC is a  -ray intensity
correction factor that takes coincidence-summing e↵ects into account. This factor includes the e↵ects of
direction-direction correlations between   rays and is expanded upon in Section 6.5.2. With the exception
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of NB , all of these quantities are specific to a particular transition, j, and only fSC and B are specific to
the chosen branching ratio set, k. However, Yj,k should be independent of the primary transition photopeak
being analyzed. In other words, if the relative branching ratios of the set k are correct, then the experimental
photopeak analysis of each primary transition j should result in the same Yj,k and be mutually consistent.
Therefore, we chose to probe the accuracy of the present branching ratios as well as those of Piiparinen
et al. [1971] and Meyer and Smit [1973] by analyzing the consistency of Yj,k as calculated for every observed
primary transition. Changes in the calculated Yj,k are almost entirely the result of changes between the
present branching ratios and those of Piiparinen et al. [1971] and Meyer and Smit [1973]. The Yj,k values
corresponding to the branching ratios of Depalo et al. [2015] have not been calculated for two reasons. First,
they have no bearing on the correction to the result of Longland et al. [2010a] reported here and in Kelly
et al. [2015]. Second, the branching ratios of Kelly et al. [2015] that are presented here either agree or are
close to agreement with those of Depalo et al. [2015], provided that the branching ratios from the later work
have been renormalized to include the extra strength from the R!7082 transition. As such, there is nothing
new to be learned from analyzing their branching ratios is this way.
The angular distribution factor, W , was equal to 1 for every primary transition because the 9252-keV
resonant state in 23Na excited by this Ec.m.r = 458 keV resonance has spin JR = 1/2. The quantity NB was
equal to ⇠ 0.01 C for every Yj,k calculation. The photopeak intensity, N  , was di↵erent for each primary  
ray, but remained constant with respect to the branching ratio set being analyzed. Geant simulations of
the Ge detector used in this work have been shown to reproduce experimental full-energy peak e ciencies
to within 3-5% [Longland et al., 2006, Buckner et al., 2012, Cesaratto et al., 2013, Howard et al., 2013].
Therefore, simulated ⌘p values at the primary  -ray energies using mono-energetic Geant simulations of the
detector geometry were used in Equation 6.19.
6.5.2: Coincidence-Summing Corrections
Experimental  -ray spectra can be significantly altered by coincidence-summing e↵ects when a close
source-detector geometry is used. This is a common problem in measurements of small cross sections relevant
to nuclear astrophysics. The coincidence-summing correction factor, fSC , was used to correct for this e↵ect.
To be clear, fSC is not used to correct photopeak intensities for random pulse pileup summing which occurs
when   rays from di↵erent decay cascades are incident upon the detector within a narrow time window
[Knoll, 1996]. Instead, fSC is used to correct data for events when two or more   rays from the same decay
cascade are incident upon the detector. This can result in a signal corresponding to the sum of the energy
deposited by each individual   ray. If, for example, all incident   rays deposit all of their energy within the
detector, an e↵ect referred to as “summing-in” occurs in which a signal corresponding to the ground-state
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transition energy is produced and the net photopeak intensities of the incident   rays are reduced by one
count each. If, on the other hand, a full energy deposition of one   ray is coincident with a partial energy
deposition of another, then “summing-out” occurs in which the net photopeak intensity of the first   ray
is reduced by one count. Note that direction-direction correlations between   rays influence coincidence
summing.
In this work a newly developed method of correcting experimental data for coincidence-summing e↵ects
was used. Other methods exist and are summarized in Le´py et al. [2010]. These can be categorized as
follows: dedicated computer codes, most of which require input of full-energy peak and total e ciency data
[Piton et al., 2000, Le´py et al., 2006, Sima and Arnold, 2000, 2006, 2008, Debertin and Scho¨tzig, 1979, Sinkko
and Aaltonen, 1985, Suda´r, 2002], recursive algorithms coupled to Monte Carlo simulations for e ciencies
[Kanisch et al., 2009], recursive matrix based calculations with practical approaches for e ciencies [De Felice
et al., 2000], and full Monte Carlo simulations with MCNP, Geant3.21, and Geant4 [Agostinelli et al.,
2003, Hurtado et al., 2004, 2009]. In nuclear astrophysics the methods of Semkow et al. [1990] have been
used to correct data for coincidence-summing e↵ects [Runkle et al., 2002, Longland et al., 2006, Buckner
et al., 2012]. Additionally, expressions from Knoll [1996] describing detector e ciency as a function of  -ray
energy and of the distance from the source to the detector combined with “the Geant4 routine” have been
applied to nuclear astrophysics data in previous reaction measurements [Formicola et al., 2004, Imbriani
et al., 2005].
Geant simulations naturally include coincidence summing. However, the method used here deconstructs
the Geant output into contributions to the simulated spectrum from each individual photon incident upon
a sensitive detector region. This is accomplished by filtering the Geant output according to the information
about each hit in a sensitive detector provided by the Geant framework. In particular, the parent, particle,
and process ID numbers, the time, energy deposition, and position associated with each hit, and the creation
and momentum direction of particles involved in each hit are required for this sum correction method. When
these parameters are used to filter Geant simulation data in the proper manner, the energy deposition
attributed to each individual photon can be determined and recorded in a secondary simulation spectrum.
This spectrum is free of coincidence-summing e↵ects. The Geant code written to create this sum-corrected
spectrum is shown in Appendix B. The fSC factors can then be calculated according to
fSC = N ,SC/N ,NSC (6.20)
where N ,SC and N ,NSC are the simulated photopeak intensities from the spectrum that is sum corrected
(SC) and from the spectrum that is not sum corrected (NSC), respectively.
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Note that input of full-energy peak or total e ciencies or Q solid angle attenuation coe cients [Iliadis,
2015] are not required for this sum correction method. The e↵ects of these parameters are taken into account
within the simulations. This method also provides the user with an entire sum-corrected spectrum that could
in principle be used, for example, to correct escape peaks or other regions of the spectrum between photopeaks
for coincidence-summing e↵ects. This sum-corrected spectrum di↵ers from a simulation spectrum created
from the combination of multiple mono-energetic Geant simulations in that direction-direction correlations
between   rays can be taken into account. Data validating this sum-correction method can be found in
Appendix C. Full simulations of the the 458-keV resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction were calculated
using the present branching ratios as well as those of Piiparinen et al. [1971] and Meyer and Smit [1973]
for this work. These simulations were corrected for coincidence-summing e↵ects according to the method
described above and used to extract fSC factors according to Equation 6.20 for all primary   rays. This
allowed each calculated value of Yj,k to include a uniquely calculated fSC value according to the primary
 -ray transition and branching ratio set being analyzed.
6.5.3: Results
The parameters NB , ⌘p, and fSC were assumed to each have a 3% uncertainty for all calculations.
Branching ratios were assumed to have a 5% uncertainty for calculations using the results of Piiparinen
et al. [1971] and Meyer and Smit [1973]. Uncertainties in the present branching ratios are listed in Table 6.1.
Uncertainties in N  values were calculated from the experimental spectrum, taking the nearby background
into account, and were statistical in nature.
The results of these experimental yield calculations are shown in Figure 6.5. The dashed line at Yj,k = 1
is shown to help guide the eye. The two dashed lines above and below Yj,k = 1 represent a factor of 2 and 3
deviation from Yj,k = 1. Yields as calculated using the present branching ratios are shown as blue diamonds
while the results using the branching ratios of Piiparinen et al. [1971] and Meyer and Smit [1973] are shown
as red squares and open circles, respectively. Note that the R!3848 transition reported in Piiparinen et al.
[1971] was not observed in this work. As such, the N  used for that experimental yield calculation at the
5404-keV  -ray energy corresponding to this transition is consistent with the observed background level in
that region of our data spectrum.
The geometric standard deviation of the set of experimental yields calculated using the branching ratio













where the µgeok is the geometric mean and N is the total number of transitions considered in a particular
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data set. This quantity was calculated with each set of Yj,k values to characterize the consistency of each
data set. The geometric standard deviations of the Yj,k calculated using the branching ratios of [Piiparinen
et al., 1971] and [Meyer and Smit, 1973],  geoPiiparinen(1971) = 1.93 and  
geo
Meyer(1973) = 1.46, are 77% and 34%
higher than that of the Yj,k calculated using the present branching ratios,  
geo
present = 1.09. Additionally, the
new branch to the 7082-keV state in 23Na reported in the present branching ratio set, corresponding to a
primary  -ray energy of 2170-keV, is internally consistent with the other transitions that we have detected
and which were were seen previously.
Finally, it is important to note that the Yj,k determined from the ground-state transition  -ray peak on
the arbitrary yield scale of Figure 6.5 are approximately 0.910, 0.939, and 1.03 when using the branching
ratios of Piiparinen et al. [1971], Meyer and Smit [1973], and of the present work, respectively. This represents
a yield increase of 13% and 9.8% from Piiparinen et al. [1971] and Meyer and Smit [1973] to the present
work. The changes in the yield are not exactly the same as the changes in branching ratios because of small
(<1%) di↵erences in fSC for the 3 sets of branching ratios.
6.6: Conclusions
Data from the decay of the Ec.m.r = 458 keV resonance in the
22Ne(p, )23Na reaction were analyzed
using the TFractionFitter [Barlow and Beeston, 1993] class of ROOT [Brun and Rademakers, 1997]. New
branching ratios have been derived, including a newly discovered branch to the 7082-keV state in 23Na and
a decrease of 10–13% in the ground-state branching ratio versus the results of Piiparinen et al. [1971] and
Meyer and Smit [1973]. We recommend a resonance strength of ! (458 keV) = 0.583(43) eV based on these
results. This is di↵erent from the high-precision measurement of Longland et al. [2010a] by ⇠1.2   and
a↵ects all higher-lying 22Ne(p, )23Na resonances. The uncertainty in the resonance strength has also been
reduced from 9.7% [Longland et al., 2010a] to 7.3%. A comparison to the branching ratios of Depalo et al.
[2015] that were published after the results of Kelly et al. [2015] shows that the branches from these works
are either in agreement or very close to it, provided that the branching ratios of Depalo et al. [2015] are
renormalized to include the extra strength from the R!7082 transition identified in Kelly et al. [2015]. The
resonance strength reported in Depalo et al. [2015] is in agreement with that of Kelly et al. [2015] both with
and without the additional strength from the R!7082 transition.
The recommended strength reported in Depalo et al. [2015] of ! (458 keV)Depalorec = 0.594(38) eV has a
smaller net uncertainty than the result of Kelly et al. [2015] reported here. However, the value of ! (458
keV) from Kelly et al. [2015] was calculated using branching ratios that were derived using the essentially
same data-analysis method employed for the results shown in Chapter 7 of this thesis. The changes from
this analysis method to that applied to the analysis of the 151- and 178-keV resonance data provide some
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Figure 6.5: A plot of Yj,k, the experimental yield from the Ec.m.r = 458 keV resonance in the
22Ne(p, )23Na
reaction, for all primary  -ray transition peaks. The Yj,k values calculated using the branching ratios of
Piiparinen et al. [1971] are shown as red squares, those using Meyer and Smit [1973] are shown as open
circles, and those using the present branching ratios are shown as blue diamonds. The dashed line at Yj,k=1
is shown to help guide the eye, while the dashed lines above and below Yj,k=1 represent a factor of 2 and 3
deviation from Yj,k=1. The geometric standard deviation,  
geo
k , of each data set is shown as well. See text
for a discussion of the data shown here.
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interesting additional information regarding the decays from these resonant states, but the results between
the two methods are identical for data spectra with high statistics, such as the spectrum for the 458-keV
resonance investigated in this chapter. Therefore, in order to maintain consistency across the results of
the Kelly et al. [2015] and those reported in Chapter 7, all direct-capture cross sections and resonance
strengths reported in the next chapter were calculated relative to the value of ! (458 keV) = 0.583(43) eV
recommended in Kelly et al. [2015]. With these improvements on the precision and accuracy of the strength
and branching ratios associated with the 458-keV resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction, we are finally in
a position to derive results for the low-energy data that are more important for shedding light on the Na-O
anti-correlation in globular cluster stars.
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7: LOW-ENERGY 22Ne(p, )23Na MEASUREMENTS
7.1: Preface
All of the work discussed in Chapters 3-6 was done in order to get to this point. We began with an
experimental motivation for the measurement of the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction in Chapter 3. We then went
on to describe and characterize the accelerators, detectors, and targets used for these measurements in
Chapters 4 and 5 and subsequently established a reliable reference resonance in Chapter 6. This chapter
begins with a discussion of the 458-keV resonance once again in Section 7.2. The reliability of the coincidence
detection system is first probed via a coincidence measurement of this resonance. This is followed by a
measurement on the maximum yield of this resonance that will be used as the reference for other lower-
energy measurements and also a description of the math used to obtain the lower-energy results relative to
this resonance. Section 7.3 provides a test of this relative measurement method through a measurement of
the 417-keV resonance in 22Ne(p, )23Na using both singles and coincidence detection modes. From there, the
measurements of the direct-capture cross section and of the 178- and 151-keV resonances in 22Ne(p, )23Na
that form the core of this thesis are discussed in detail in Sections 7.4-7.7. Finally, this thesis ends with an
investigation of the impact on the thermonuclear 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate and the astrophysical impact
of these measurements in Sections 7.8 & 7.9.
7.2: Resonance at Ec.m.r = 458 keV
7.2.1: Coincidence Measurement of the 458-keV Resonance
The results discussed in Chapter 6 were entirely determined via a singles analysis. In other words, no
coincidence gate between the HPGe detector and NaI annulus was enforced. The level of precision obtained
for the results in Chapter 6 was possible without the use of coincidence detection because of the strength of
the 458-keV resonance. There was no need to complicate the analysis further by enforcing a coincidence gate.
However, the lower-energy resonances at 151 and 178 keV are extremely weak and so a coincidence-detection
gate must be enforced if significant signals are to be measured above background. Therefore, it is useful
to check the consistency between singles and coincidence measurements with a strong resonance like the
458-keV resonance to ensure the reliability of the NaI annulus simulation used in coincidence analysis.
To check the validity of the NaI annulus simulation, branching ratios for the 458-keV resonance were
determined from the exact same data set that was analyzed in singles mode in Chapter 6. The di↵erence
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now is that we are analyzing data in coincidence-detection mode. A coincidence gate was enforced with
3.5 MeV  ENaI + EHPGe  9.5 MeV. (7.1)
These limits were seen to provide the best reduction in low-energy environmental background and to also
allow for rejection of   rays that have an energy that is higher than the highest expected  -ray energy from
this resonant state.
These coincidence data were analyzed using the exact same data-analysis method described in Section 6.3.
A comparison of the branching ratios of Kelly et al. [2015] to the coincidence branching ratios presented
in this section is shown in Table 7.1. As can be seen, excellent agreement is obtained between the singles
and coincidence branching ratios. It should be noted that the coincidence value for B(R!3914) shown in
Table 7.1 is consistent with zero and should possibly be considered an upper limit. However, as the branching
ratios of Kelly et al. [2015] were used for all analysis that required branching ratios from this resonance (for
example, calculations of the e↵ective stopping power), there was no need to define a strict upper limit on
that particular branch. Although the values are not shown here, the total number of reactions, NdataR ,
calculated from both detection modes agree as well. This agreement between results obtained with singles-
and coincidence-detection modes provides validation of the Geant simulation of the NaI annulus at LENA
as well as the applicability of the data-analysis method described in Section 6.3 to coincidence data.
Table 7.1: A comparison of branching ratios from the 458-keV resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction
using singles- and coincidence-detection modes. The branching ratios of Depalo et al. [2015], Meyer and
Smit [1973], and Piiparinen et al. [1971] were discussed in Chapter 6 and are not shown here to avoid
repetition. See the text for a discussion.













7.2.2: Maximum-Yield Measurement of the 458-keV Resonance
As was discussed in the previous chapter, the measurement made to obtain the results presented in
Chapter 6 and in Kelly et al. [2015] used a number of experimental parameters to ensure that dead time
was not an issue. Perhaps the most important detail of that measurement is that a proton energy slightly
above the observed maximum yield was used in order to reduce signal pile-up summing. This means that
any measurement made relative to the data set described in that chapter will be systematically shifted by
a percentage equal to the percent decrease from the observed maximum yield in that data set. While this
e↵ect can be accounted for by adding correction factors to the observed yield at the employed proton energy,
the better approach is to measure a high-statistics data set on the maximum of yield of an unused 22Ne
target.
In order to obtain a reliable high-statistics measurement of the maximum yield from an unused target,
0.01 C of protons at a laboratory beam energy of Elabp = 484 keV were made incident on an unused, 21-keV
thick 22Ne target. Data were collected in both singles- and coincidence-detection modes. These data were
analyzed using the same method described in Section 6.3, but with one caveat. Instead of analyzing the
data with individual templates for each primary decay from the resonant state, a single resonance template
was created assuming the branching ratios of Kelly et al. [2015]. Significant e↵ort has already been put forth
to extract the branching ratios of Kelly et al. [2015], so there is no need to derive new branching ratios.
The total number of reactions that occurred during this measurement of the maximum yield of the 458-keV
resonance, NdataR (458 keV), is the only number that needed to be extracted from these data. A value of
NdataR (458 keV) = 3.76(11) x 10
6 reactions was adopted from an unweighted average of the NdataR (458 keV)
values from the singles and coincidence data sets. This NdataR (458 keV) value yields a value of ! (458 keV)
that is in agreement with the values recommended in Kelly et al. [2015] and Depalo et al. [2015]. It is this
value of NdataR (458 keV) that is used to determine all resonance strengths and direct-capture cross sections
discussed later in this chapter
7.2.3: Relative Measurement Method
Now that a high-statistics spectrum of the maximum yield of 458-keV resonance has been been acquired
and analyzed, the framework for the determination of cross section and resonance strengths relative to this
resonance will be presented. The resonance strength for a narrow resonance like the 458-keV resonance can








All of the parameters in the above equation refer to the 458-keV resonance and have been defined in Chapter 5.
Using this relationship, the strength of any other resonance can be determined relative that of the 458-keV
resonance by simply scaling ! (458 keV) according to the values of ✏c.m.eff ,  r, N
data
R , and NB associated with
the measurement of that resonance. For a resonance at Eres = Ec.m.r , we arrive at the equation





















where the notation has been compacted such that terms like NdataR (458 keV) are represented as N
458
R .
This same procedure can be applied to direct-capture cross sections. If a direct-capture measurement is
made at a center-of-mass beam energy Ec.m.beam = Eo and an e↵ective beam energy E
c.m.
eff = Eo -
1
2 E = EDC ,
then the DC cross section at EDC is given by






















This equation is essentially the same as Equation 7.3 except that  EEo is used in place of the factor of  2r/2.
The uncertainty budget for the results reported in this thesis is as follows. Each value of NB in Equa-
tions 7.3 & 7.4 is assumed to have a 3% uncertainty. The 7.3% uncertainty on the value of ! (458 keV)
reported in Kelly et al. [2015] and the 3% uncertainty on the NdataR (458 keV) value reported in the previous
section were incorporated into every result reported here as well. As a result of the observed target degrada-
tion, the uncertainty on each value of ✏c.m.eff was di↵erent. A 4% uncertainty was assumed for ✏
c.m.
eff (458 keV)
and ✏c.m.eff (417 keV) because there was no target degradation for those measurements. Given the moderate
amount of target degradation observed during the direct-capture measurements made here as well as during
measurements of the 178-keV resonances, a 9% uncertainty was assumed for ✏c.m.eff (407 keV) and ✏
c.m.
eff (178
keV). A 15% uncertainty was assumed for ✏c.m.eff (151 keV) due to the number of targets required for that
measurement. Finally, the uncertainty on NdataR for each of the data sets measured here changed depending
on the quality of the observed spectrum and ranged from 3% on NdataR (417 keV) to 11% for N
data
R (151
keV). Uncertainties on NdataR values are considered statistical while all other uncertainties are considered
systematic in the results reported in this chapter.
7.3: Resonance at Ec.m.r = 417 keV
As a test of the relative-measurement method described in Section 7.2.3, we have measured the branching
ratios and resonance strength of another strong resonance, located at Ec.m.r = 417 keV. These quantities were
measured by Meyer and Smit [1973] relative to the strength of the 640-keV resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na
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reaction reported in du Toit et al. [1971]. The ! (417 keV) value reported in Meyer and Smit [1973] was
subsequently renormalized by Endt [1990] to the 1279-keV 22Ne(p, )23Na resonance strength reported in
Keinonen et al. [1977]. A value of ! (417 keV) = 0.065(15) is reported in Endt [1990]. This is the strength
that the authors of Depalo et al. [2015] compared to when reporting their recommended strength of ! (417
keV) = 0.079(6) eV. However, it is incorrect to compare measurements of ! (417 keV) to the value reported
in Endt [1990] because that value has since been changed by the value of ! (458 keV) = 0.583(43) eV
reported in Kelly et al. [2015]. Given that the 458-keV resonance strength was thought to have a value of
! (458 keV) = 0.45(10) eV at the time Endt [1990] was published, the increase of ! (458 keV) to 0.583(43)
eV also increases the literature value of the 417-keV resonance to ! (417 keV) = 0.084(21) eV. It is this
strength that is considered as the literature resonance strength here. This literature strength will be referred
to as the strength of Meyer and Smit [1973] to credit authors of the original measurement. The results
reported here will also be compared to the recent measurement of this resonance by Depalo et al. [2015].
A total of 0.03 C of data were collected on the maximum yield of the 417-keV resonance at Elabp = 441
keV, yielding a fairly high-statistics data spectrum in both singles and coincidence detection modes. Lower
and upper coincidence-energy limits of 3.5 and 9.5 MeV were enforced for the coincidence analysis. These
data were analyzed according to the method described in Section 6.3 in both detection modes considering
all potential L = 1 & 2 transitions from the resonant state, as opposed to only those transitions that were
previously measured in Meyer and Smit [1973] and Depalo et al. [2015]. The experimental singles spectrum
is shown in Figure 7.1. All resonance primary peaks are indicated with blue arrows.
Similar to the analysis of the 458-keV resonance described in Chapter 6, it became apparent that a number
of primary transitions from this resonance exist that were previously unidentified. Proof of the association
of these transitions with the resonant state of interest is provided by the comparison of an excitation curve
measured using a strong, well-known  -ray peak to that of a previously unknown transition peak, just as
in Chapter 6. An example such a comparison is given in Figure 7.2. The experimental 417-keV resonance
excitation curve following the strong R!2982   ray is shown in black and is compared to the yield curve
measured using three unidentified peaks, shown in red, blue, and green. These three  -ray peaks clearly
follow the same trend across the target as the R!2982 peak and are therefore associated with the 417-keV
resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction. It was determined that the red, blue, and green data points are
the result of resonant state decays to the 5742-, 7082-, and 2076-keV states in 23Na, respectively. Four
additional new resonant state transitions were identified in a similar manner. Branching ratios for decays
from this resonance calculated using both singles- and coincidence-detection modes are recorded in Table 7.2
alongside the results of Meyer and Smit [1973] and Depalo et al. [2015] for comparison.
The strength of this resonance was determined according to Equation 7.3 using both the singles and
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Figure 7.1: The 417-keV resonance singles spectrum, from the the maximum yield of an unused, 21-keV thick
22Ne target. The data are shown in black with the fit to the data shown in green. The fit was determined
using the TFractionFitter [Barlow and Beeston, 1993] class ofROOT [Brun and Rademakers, 1997] according
to the method described in Section 6.3. The room-background and selected resonance-decay templates are
shown in red and blue, respectively. Peaks corresponding to primary transitions are indicated with blue
arrows. Although not every peak is labelled due to spatial constraints, each peak has been identified.
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Figure 7.2: A comparison of the excitation curves obtained following the strong and previously known
R!2982 decay primary   ray, shown as the black diamonds, to that of three  -ray peaks corresponding to
newly discovered transitions from the resonant state to the 5742-, 7082-, and 2076-keV states, shown as the
red, blue, and green diamonds, circles, and squares, respectively. The yield scale for the R!2982 transition
excitation curve is shown on the left and the scale for all other   rays is on the right in red. The existence
of these resonant-state transitions is verified by the similarity between excitations curves for the new  -ray
peaks and the R!2982 transition. In addition, four more transitions were identified, the  -ray peaks for
which follow a similar energy trend to that of the   rays shown here.
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Table 7.2: Branching ratios for primary transitions from the 417-keV resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction.
Transition Singles Coincidence Depalo et al. [2015] Meyer and Smit [1973]
R!0 3.75(24) 2.41(23) 1.2(6) 0.7
R!440 2.63(17) 3.16(22) 4.9(5) 2.1
R!2076 1.22(11) 1.32(13) – –
R!2391 1.34(12) 1.54(14) 2.9(3) 2.4
R!2640 3.00(20) 3.47(24) 6.4(5) 9.8
R!2982 26.6(15) 29.1(16) 22.4(10) 25
R!3678 1.05(16) 1.38(16) 3.1(4) 3.0
R!3848 2.46(18) 2.42(18) 2.0(3) 2.1
R!3914 22.1(12) 22.4(12) 30.0(17) 30
R!4430 2.96(20) 3.20(21) 4.7(4) 2.3
R!5742 1.75(15) 2.06(18) – –
R!5964 17.21(95) 16.62(93) 17.1(8) 17
R!6195 3.28(22) 2.20(17) 3.4(3) 3.3
R!6308 2.48(18) 2.07(16) – –
R!6868 2.12(17) 1.57(16) – –
R!6921 1.27(13) 1.21(14) – –
R!7082 2.98(21) 2.63(20) – –
R!7488 1.25(11) 0.90(9) 2.8(6) 2.3
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Figure 7.3: A comparison of the literature ! (417 keV) values from Meyer and Smit [1973] and Depalo et al.
[2015] to the presently measured singles and coincidence values. The Meyer and Smit [1973] result has been
scaled according the increase in ! (458 keV) reported in Kelly et al. [2015]. The recommended value is
calculated from a weighted average of the results of the two literature strengths and the unweighted average
of the strengths deduced from singles and coincidence results shown here.
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coincidence spectra of the 417-keV resonance. These strengths are shown in Figure 7.3 alongside the strengths
of Meyer and Smit [1973], ! (417 keV) = 0.084(21) eV, and Depalo et al. [2015], ! (417 keV) = 0.079(6)
eV. Additionally, the unweighted average of singles and coincidence results is shown with the value ! (417
keV) = 0.088 ± 0.005stat ± 0.009sys = 0.088(11) eV. All of the strengths shown on Figure 7.3 agree well
within uncertainties. Note that the new transitions identified in Table 7.2 account for about 11 % of the
resonance strength observed here. This is interesting because if Depalo et al. [2015] had incorporated this
extra strength into their measurement, then their analysis would have yielded a strength of ! (417 keV)
= 0.088(7) eV. This result is exactly in agreement with the average of singles and coincidence strengths
reported here. A recommended value for the 417-keV resonance strength was calculated from a weighted
average of the results of Meyer and Smit [1973], Depalo et al. [2015], and the unweighted average of singles
and coincidence results. We recommend ! (417 keV) = 0.082(5) eV based on this analysis.
A number of important points can be deduced from the measurement of this resonance. First and most
important for this thesis, the relative-measurement method described in Section 7.2.3 appears to be successful
as it allows for resonance strengths to be determined that agree well with literature values. This validates
the method of Section 7.2.3 for use in subsequent sections. Second, excellent agreement is obtained between
resonance strengths calculated with singles and coincidence data. This further verifies the accuracy of the
Geant simulation and characterization of the NaI annulus used in the analysis of coincidence data. Finally,
the analysis of data using the method described in Section 6.3 has shown for the second time in this thesis
that it has the potential to facilitate the identification of new branching ratios that are otherwise di cult
to identify in a traditional peak-by-peak analysis. These weak transitions can collectively make a significant
contribution to the resonance strength.
7.4: Direct-Capture Measurement at Elabp = 425 keV
Given the above validation of the accuracy of the reference resonance at Ec.m.r = 458 keV and the
relative-measurement method described in Section 7.2.3, the more astrophysically important reaction rate
contributions can now be discussed. Recall that within the Gamow window relevant to TP-AGB stars shown
in Figure 3.9, there is a competition for the maximum contribution to the total 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate
between the direct-capture reaction rate and the 151-keV resonance. The most recent measurement of the
direct-capture reaction rate was by Go¨rres et al. [1983] and the only measurements made before that work
were made in in 1975 by Rolfs et al. [1975] and Hietzke [1975]. The direct-capture reaction rate used in the
STARLIB reaction-rate library is still that of Go¨rres et al. [1983]. Therefore, a new measurement of the DC
rate is warranted to improve upon the existing direct-capture data for this reaction as well as the low-energy
extrapolation of the direct-capture rate.
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The direct-capture reaction rate presently employed on STARLIB is parametrized in terms of the S-




e 2⇡⌘S(E), where S(E) = 62 keV*b = Constant. (7.5)
The parameter ⌘ is the Sommerfeld parameter described in Chapter 1. This constant S-factor was adopted
from Go¨rres et al. [1983]. The authors of that work report cross sections for the 22Ne(p, )23Na direct-
capture reaction rate from 1600 keV to as low as ⇠550 keV. The expected direct-capture cross section trend
was calculated with a DC model and the experimental data points were scaled to match the DC-model
prediction. The summed S-factor from their DC-model calculation was essentially independent of the beam
energy, leading to the reported constant S-factor of 62 keV*b. It is this cross section that was used in the
reaction rate contribution plot shown in Figure 3.9.
To measure the direct-capture cross section, a total of 5 C of data were collected on targets with  E ⇡ 6.5
keV using a proton energy of Elabp = 425 keV (E
c.m.
p = 407 keV) to measure the direct-capture cross section.
This energy was chosen to go more than 100 keV below the lowest reported DC cross section from Go¨rres
et al. [1983] so that the low-energy extrapolation of the DC-model prediction could be improved upon. This
energy was also chosen to ensure that significant statistics would be acquired in the data spectrum while
still avoiding the strong 22Ne(p, )23Na resonances at Ec.m.r = 458 and 417 keV.
A number of unknown background peaks were present in the acquired data spectrum. During analysis
of the singles  -ray spectrum, shown in Figure 7.4, these peaks were accounted for by including a series on
mono-energetic background templates. However, this same kind of treatment of unknown backgrounds is
not successful in coincidence because the full decay cascade associated with the unknown   rays must be
known in order initiate coincidences between the HPGe and NaI signals. A coincidence gate of 2.8 MeV 
Etot  9.4 MeV was chosen for this analysis because it was seen to provide the best signal-to-noise ratio
for known 22Ne(p, )23Na peaks below ⇠2.5 MeV. The coincidence spectrum is shown in Figure 7.5 with
direct-capture primary peaks indicated with blue arrows and unknown peaks indicated with orange arrows.
These unknown peaks may, in fact, be associated with 22Ne(p, )23Na direct capture.
An investigation of the impact of the lower coincidence-energy limit was carried out in order to determine
whether new peaks from 22Ne(p, )23Na would appear with di↵erent limits. Figure 7.6 shows the coincidence
spectrum below 5 MeV obtained using coincidence-energy lower limits of 2.8, 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 MeV. The
most notable change from the top to the bottom panel is that the 11B(p, )12C escape peaks at 3.9 and 3.4
MeV essentially disappear. Unfortunately, none of the unidentified peaks are significantly impacted and no
new 22Ne(p, )23Na peaks seem to have appeared. Note that these peaks are likely not due to the 208Tl decay
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Figure 7.4: Singles spectrum of the direct-capture 22Ne(p, )23Na data, shown in black, acquired with Elabp
= 425 keV. The room-background template, a selection of DC-transition templates, and the fit to the data
are shown in red, blue, and green, respectively.
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Figure 7.5: Coincidence spectrum of the direct-capture 22Ne(p, )23Na data, shown in black, acquired with
Elabp = 425 keV. The room-background template, a selection of DC-transition templates, and the fit to the
data are shown in red, blue, and green, respectively. Direct-capture primary-peak placements are indicated
with blue arrows and unknown background peaks are indicated with orange arrows. Note that transitions
such as the DC!8830, 8864, 7488, and 7082 transitions, which have low-energy primary   rays that are
di cult to identify in this spectrum have higher-energy secondary peaks that are much more visible.
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 9.4 MeV≤ HPGe + ENaI E≤2.8 MeV 
 9.4 MeV≤ HPGe + ENaI E≤3.5 MeV 
 9.4 MeV≤ HPGe + ENaI E≤4.0 MeV 
 9.4 MeV≤ HPGe + ENaI E≤4.5 MeV 
Figure 7.6: The direct-capture coincidence spectrum obtained using the coincidence gates shown on each
panel.
chain because these decays would be accounted for within the environmental background template. Since
no worthwhile improvements were seen beyond the lower coincidence-energy limit of 2.8 MeV and the best
signal-to-noise ratio for known low-energy 22Ne(p, )23Na peaks was obtained with this 2.8 MeV lower limit,
it was this gate that was employed for coincidence analysis of the direct-capture data set discussed here.
The authors of Go¨rres et al. [1983] quote upper limits for contributions to the direct-capture strength
from the DC!8862, 8894, 8945, 8972, and 9000 transitions, but these transitions could not be included as
templates for the analysis performed here because no literature data exists for the decays from these states.
Therefore, any template of these transitions would require estimations of the secondary branching ratios
from these states. A more systematic study of this direct-capture reaction rate would be needed for such an
analysis. However, despite the fact that some contributions to the direct-capture reaction rate may be missed
in this analysis, it will be shown in Section 7.8 that the resonant contribution to the total 22Ne(p, )23Na
completely overshadows the direct-capture contribution even when the literature direct-capture S-factor is
doubled. Therefore, only a check on the literature direct-capture rate is required to move forward with the
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analysis of the resonant contribution to the total reaction rate. All results presented here were determined
using coincidence data because of the improved statistics on the known 22Ne(p, )23Na direct-capture peaks.
A partial cross section for each transition observed here was calculated with Equation 7.4.
A comparison of the calculated partial  DC values presented here to the results of Rolfs et al. [1975],
Go¨rres et al. [1983], and the expected partial  DC trends from Go¨rres et al. [1983] are shown in Figures 7.7
and 7.8. The data points from Hietzke [1975] at Elabp ⇡ 1.2 MeV tabulated in Go¨rres et al. [1983] are shown
as well. The partial  DC values shown in Figures 7.7 & 7.8 either agree with or are slightly higher or lower
than the DC-model prediction. However, general agreement is obtained between the DC-model prediction
and the present data points. Recall that the results of Go¨rres et al. [1983] were scaled to the DC-model
prediction, which was not incorporated into the analysis of the present data points in any way. Therefore,
this level of agreement between the present data points and the DC-model is quite impressive and indicates
that the DC-model calculations performed by Go¨rres et al. [1983] for these transitions are likely reliable.
The ground-state transition was observed to display an odd and presently unexplained trend in both
Hietzke [1975] and Go¨rres et al. [1983]. Their measured partial  DC values for this DC!0 transition are
shown in the top panel of Figure 7.9. These data are converted to an S-factor in the bottom panel of the
same figure. The expected trend from the DC-model for this transition corresponds to a constant S-factor
of just over 1 keV*b. However, the data are clearly not in agreement with this prediction. It was speculated
in Go¨rres et al. [1983] that the trend of increasing average S-factor in the bottom panel of Figure 7.9 may
be explained by an interference between near-threshold resonances at Elabr = 35 and -129 keV. However, the
observed structure of the S-factor trend is peculiar for a number of reasons. For example, an asymmetry is
observed with respect to the 90o angle of the experiment and the asymmetry actually changes sign with beam
energy. It was pointed out in Go¨rres et al. [1983] that this kind of complicated angular distribution could
be explained by a phenomenon known as Ericson fluctuations [Ericson, 1960] in which strongly-overlapping
levels produce an anomalous energy dependence of the nuclear cross section. If these fluctuations provided
the true explanation of the observed energy dependence of  DC , then similar fluctuations would be expected
from other DC transitions. However, no such fluctuations are observed for any other transition.
No matter the true explanation of the fluctuations observed in the DC!0 transition, it is clear that the
expected trend from Go¨rres et al. [1983] is not su cient to describe the relevant partial cross section. In
other words, the constant S-factor description provided by the DC-model used by Go¨rres et al. [1983] does
not account for the observed DC!0 transition strength. In an attempt to obtain an upper limit for the total
expected strength from this transition, a fit to the Rolfs et al. [1975] and Go¨rres et al. [1983] data has been
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Figure 7.7: A comparison of the measured partial direct-capture cross sections at Elabp = 425 keV to the
literature direct-capture cross sections for the DC!440, 2391, 2982, & 6308 transitions. The results of Rolfs
et al. [1975], Go¨rres et al. [1983], the ⇠1.2 MeV data point of Hietzke [1975], and the present data points
are shown as the blue squares, black circles, open circles, and red diamonds, respectively. The DC-model
prediction calculated by Go¨rres et al. [1983] is shown as the solid black line.
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Figure 7.8: A comparison of the measured partial direct-capture cross sections at Elabp = 425 keV to the
literature direct-capture cross sections for the DC!7082, 7488, 8664, & 8830 transitions. The results of Rolfs
et al. [1975], Go¨rres et al. [1983], the ⇠1.2 MeV data point of Hietzke [1975], and the present data points
are shown as the blue squares, black circles, open circles, and red diamonds, respectively. The DC-model
prediction calculated by Go¨rres et al. [1983] is shown as the solid black line.
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of the measured DC!0 transition partial  DC (top panel) and partial S-factor
(bottom panel), shown as red diamonds, to the literature values from Rolfs et al. [1975], Hietzke [1975], and
Go¨rres et al. [1983], shown as blue squares, open circles, and black circles, respectively. The expected  DC
and S-factor trend from the DC-model prediction of Go¨rres et al. [1983] are shown as the solid black line in
the top and bottom panels and the e↵ective S-factor fits to the data from Go¨rres et al. [1983] and Rolfs et al.
[1975] are shown as the black and blue dashed lines. The green dashed lines in both the top and bottom
panels are to guide the eye. See the text for a discussion of these data.
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calculated using an e↵ective S-factor of the form [Iliadis, 2015]


























Here, primes indicate the derivate of the S-factor (assumed to not be constant with energy) with respect
to energy and ⌧ = 3E0/kT . The parameter E0 is the mean of the Gaussian-approximated Gamow window
described in Chapter 1. The fit to the S-factor data of Go¨rres et al. [1983] and Rolfs et al. [1975] are shown
in the bottom panel of Figure 7.9 as the dashed black and blue lines, respectively. Note that both fits
include the present data point. Both fits to the data match their respective data sets much better than the
DC-model prediction.
It is impossible to say what the true trend should look like without a more detailed measurement of
the DC cross section at varying beam energies. Therefore, from a purely scientific standpoint it would be
interesting to see such a measurement be carried out in the future. However, it will be shown in Section 7.8
that even if we choose to describe the DC rate for the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction using a total S-factor that
includes a constant DC!0 contribution equal to the S(0) from the Seff fit to the Rolfs et al. [1975] data,
which is more than an order of magnitude higher than that used in the current STARLIB rate, the DC rate
will not contribute significantly to the total 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate after the measurements of the 178-
and 151-keV resonances discussed in Sections 7.6 & 7.7 have been taken into account. Therefore, in terms of
the impact on the Na-O anti-correlation in globular cluster stars and on TP-AGB stars, the direct-capture
22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate appears unimportant and further direct-capture data are judged to be outside
of the scope of this thesis.
7.5: Data Analysis via a Markov-Chain Monte Carlo TFractionFitter Method
The data-analysis method described in Section 6.3 that utilizes the TFractionFitter [Barlow and
Beeston, 1993] class of ROOT [Brun and Rademakers, 1997] has been shown to be extremely successful
in determining high-precision branching ratios and total numbers of reactions associated with the weak
excitations of both direct-capture and resonance reactions in this thesis and references therein. However,
in the event that a signal from one or more decay branches is too weak to be confidently identified via the
method of Section 6.3 an upper limit for the value in question must be reported. Given that only a value
and uncertainty are derived with the traditional TFractionFitter method, it can be di cult to determine
what upper limit should be reported. This is exactly the case for the 178- and 151-keV resonances, which
are orders of magnitude weaker than the resonances at Ec.m.r = 458 and 417 keV.
The authors of Dermigny et al. [to appear] have addressed the above issue by adapting the TFrac-
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tionFitter methodology to a Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling routine, which we apply to
data from the 178- and 151-keV resonances (described in Sections 7.6 & 7.7). We will only provide a brief
description of the important di↵erences between this MCMC data-analysis method and that of Section 6.3.
A much more detailed description of this method is given in Dermigny et al. [to appear].
The primary change to note when discussing the MCMC TFractionFitter routine is that the fractions,
Fj , of the total area of the data spectrum accounted for by template j are no longer calculated using the
Minuit [James and Roos, 1988] library. Instead, the same log-likelihood function shown in Equation 6.4 is
used in the definition of a multivariate joint posterior distribution, P(Fˆ|D). This distribution is proportional
to
P(Fˆ|D) ⇠ P(Fˆ) ln (L ) , (7.7)
where P(Fˆ) is the joint prior probability function for the model parameters. An initial prior distribution is









The joint posterior distribution is determined using the evidence procedure [Dermigny et al., to appear]
and the marginal posterior distributions, i.e. the individual posterior distributions associated with each of
the Fj , are determined using a MCMC sampling routine. This sampling routine randomly chooses new
values for each of the Fj and decides to either accept or reject the choice of parameter values according to
a probability that is determined via the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. The values of each of the Fj are
saved in a histogram, known as the trace, and also binned according to the value of each Fj at each iteration,
creating the marginal posterior distribution. At the same time, a posterior distribution for the total number
of reactions is generated using the values of each of the Fj at each iteration and Equations 6.17 & 6.18.
The true power of this MCMC-adapted TFractionFitter routine lies in the posterior distributions.
If a particular Fj or NdataR value lends itself to a definitive measurement, then the 0.16, 0.50, and 0.84
quantiles are reported as the low, median, and high value for the parameter. This procedure mirrors that
applied in Chapter 2 to derive nuclear-physics uncertainties on elemental abundances calculated from stellar
post-processing calculations and also that applied in the code RatesMC to derive uncertainties on nuclear
reaction rates. On the other hand, if a posterior distribution is consistent with no detection, then an
upper limit is reported according to the 0.95 quantile of the posterior distribution. Examples of both types
of posterior distributions are given in the following sections. This treatment gives a rigorous statistical
definition of both upper limits and definitive values of branching ratios and total numbers of reactions. It
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should also be noted that if no upper limits are required during data analysis, then the results from the
MCMC TFractionFitter method are nearly identical to those from the method described in Section 6.3.
7.6: Resonance at Ec.m.r = 178 keV
A total beam charge of 30 C was collected on the Ec.m.r = 178 keV resonance using a beam energy of
Elabp = 192 keV. This total beam charge was collected across 3 di↵erent implanted
22Ne targets and target
degradation was accounted for according to the method described in Chapter 5. A significant signal from
this resonance was observed both in singles and coincidence. Signals corresponding to the R!440, R!2076,
440!0, and 2076!440 transitions transitions from this resonance are shown in both singles and coincidence
in Figure 7.10. Singles and coincidence data are shown in blue in the top and bottom panels of these figures
and o↵-resonance data in coincidence is shown in red in the bottom panels. The o↵-resonance spectrum
corresponds to 60 C of data acquired just below the 151-keV resonance in 22Ne(p, )23Na. Therefore, this
o↵-resonance data set was scaled by a factor of 1/2 for a comparison of on- and o↵-resonance data with
equal beam charge. The full singles and coincidence spectra are shown in Figures 7.11 & 7.12 with the data
spectrum, the room-background and selected resonance-decay templates, and the fit to the data shown in
black, red, blue, and green, respectively. Primary peaks are indicated by the blue arrows. Note that no
ground-state transition peak is observed in coincidence because if there is a full detection of the ground-state
 -ray energy, then there are no other   rays that can be measured in coincidence. However, its escape peaks
and Compton-scattered   rays can be seen. Additionally, a comparison of the entire coincidence spectrum to
the coincidence o↵-resonance data is shown in Figure 7.13. Note that the o↵-resonance spectrum was taken
at Elabp = 153 keV and therefore contains a large amount of contamination from the resonance at E
ab
r = 151
keV in the 18O(p, )19F reaction. This contaminant was not seen in the 178-keV resonance data because a
laboratory beam energy of Elabp = 192 keV was used.
The branching ratios derived from the singles and coincidence data are shown in Table 7.3. Note that
while the majority of the decay branches are definitively identified, some branches required an upper limit
designation and thus made use of the MCMC-adapted TFractionFitter routine described in the previ-
ous section. Examples of the marginal posterior distribution and the trace associated with the coincidence
measurement of the R!2982 and R!0 transitions are shown in the top and bottom panels of Figures 7.14
& 7.15, respectively. These figures provide excellent examples of the a definitive detection (the coincidence
R!2982 transition) and a detection requiring an upper limit (the coincidence R!0 transition). The mea-
surement of the coincidence R!2982 transition in Figure 7.14 shows a clear posterior distribution that is
well above 0 and corresponds to the branch quoted in Table 7.3. On the other hand, the coincidence R!0
posterior distribution in Figure 7.15 is clearly consistent with no detection and lends itself to an upper limit
130
































































































































































Figure 7.10: Signals for the R!440, R!2076, 440!0, and 2076!440 transitions from the 178-keV resonance
in 22Ne(p, )23Na. Singles and coincidence data are shown in blue in the top and bottom panels of each
figure, respectively. Coincidence o↵-resonance data are shown in red in the bottom panel of each figure for
comparison.
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Figure 7.11: The singles spectrum of the 178-keV resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction measured with
30 C of beam on target. The data are shown black with the room-background and selected resonance-decay
templates shown in red and blue, respectively. The fit to the data is shown in green with all resonance
primary peaks indicated by the blue arrows.
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Figure 7.12: The coincidence spectrum of the 178-keV resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction measured
with 30 C of beam on target. The data are shown black with the room-background and selected resonance-
decay templates shown in red and blue, respectively. The fit to the data is shown in green with all resonance
primary peaks indicated by the blue arrows. Note that no ground-state-transition primary peak is seen here
due to the coincidence requirement. However, its escape peaks can be seen.
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Figure 7.13: A comparison of on- and o↵-resonance data for the spectrum obtained on the 178-keV reso-
nance in coincidence-detection mode. Strong resonance primary and secondary peaks are indicated with the
purple arrows and backgrounds from 11B(p, )12C and 18O(p, )19F are indicated with red and black arrows,
respectively.
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determined according to the 0.95 quantile of the corresponding marginal posterior distribution.
Two important points should be noted based on the observed branching ratios and signals from this
Table 7.3: Branching ratios for primary transitions from the 178-keV resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction










resonance. First, a ground-state transition is definitively observed in singles mode and an upper limit for
a ground-state transition is observed in coincidence. Additionally, the 6618-, 3914-, 2982-, and 2076-keV
states were observed to be populated during these measurements and each of these states has a non-negligible
transition probability to the ground state. This means that a significant portion of the observed strength
bypasses both the 2076- and 440-keV states in 23Na and therefore the assumption of a 100% branch to the
440-keV state made in Menzel [2013] and Cavanna et al. [2014] is incorrect. Second, recall that the spin and
parity of the 8972-keV resonant state was previously restricted to J⇡(8972 keV) = 3/2+, 5/2+. However,
over 75% of the observed decay strength in both singles and coincidence is observed to go directly to the 440-
and 2076-keV states which have J⇡(440 keV) = 5/2+ and J⇡(2076 keV) = 7/2+. Given that a resonance
with J = 3/2 would be much more likely to emit an L = 1   ray to the spin-3/2 ground state than an L = 2
  ray to the spin-7/2 2076-keV state (which is not the case here), we can deduce that the resonant state is
likely J⇡(8972 keV) = 5/2+. This spin-parity assignment agrees with the assessment of Jenkins et al. [2013],
which was determined based on measurements of the 12C(12C,p)23Na reaction.
Not surprisingly, the total number of reactions, NdataR , for both singles and coincidence detection modes
is described by a posterior distribution that is consistent with a definitive detection of the this resonance.
We recommend a resonance strength of ! (178 keV) = 2.32 ± 0.12stat ± 0.30sys = 2.32(32) µeV based on
an unweighted average of the strengths calculated using both detection modes. This value is consistent with
both the resonance strength lower limit set by Cavanna et al. [2014] of ! (178 keV)   1.2 x 10 7 eV and the
upper limit of ! (178 keV)  2.6 x 10 6 eV reported in Menzel [2013]. However, this value is just outside of
agreement with the value of ! (178 keV) = 1.87(6) x 10 6 eV reported in Cavanna et al. [2015]. Because the
178-keV resonance spectrum shown in Cavanna et al. [2015] does not show the ground-state  -ray energy,
it is unclear whether or not the authors of that work observed any ground-state transition at all. If no
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Figure 7.14: The top and bottom panels show the marginal posterior distribution and the trace corresponding
to the coincidence R!2982 transition measurement from this resonance. This transition provides an excellent
example of a well-defined posterior distribution corresponding to a definitive detection of the this transition.
The partial number of reactions for this particular resonance decay is given by the 0.50 quantile of the
posterior distribution while the uncertainties are derived from the 0.16 and 0.84 quantiles for a 68% coverage
probability.
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Figure 7.15: The top and bottom panels show the marginal posterior distribution and the trace corresponding
to the coincidence R!0 transition measurement from this resonance. This transition provides an excellent
example of a posterior distribution corresponding to an upper limit detection. The upper limit for the
partial number of reactions associated with this particular resonance decay is given by the 0.95 quantile of
the marginal posterior distribution.
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Figure 7.16: The singles (top) and coincidence (bottom) signals from the 440!0 and R!3914 transitions
observed during measurements of the 151-keV resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction. Coincidence o↵-
resonance data are shown on the bottom panel of both figures for comparison. Note the reduction of
background in the 440-keV region between singles and coincidence by nearly 2 orders of magnitude.
ground-state transition was observed, then the added strength from the ground-state transition observed
here may account for some of the disagreement between the present result and the result of Cavanna et al.
[2015]. As will be shown in Sections 7.8 & 7.9, the identification of a definitive strength for this resonance
has a profound impact on the total reaction rate and on the nucleosynthesis that occurs in TP-AGB stars.
7.7: Resonance at Ec.m.r = 151 keV
A total of 120 C of data were collected on the 151-keV resonance using a proton energy of Elabp = 165
keV. Once again, it was expected that there would be a strong overall branch to the 440-keV state from
this resonance. Indeed, a signal at 440 keV was observed in the coincidence spectrum from this resonance.
This 440-keV region is shown in left panel of Figure 7.16 using singles and coincidence detection modes in
the top and bottom panel respectively with o↵-resonance coincidence data shown in red for comparison.
The o↵-resonance data were increased by a factor of 2 for equal beam charge. Note that while there is no
significant signal in the singles spectrum at 440-keV, the background in this region drops by nearly a factor
of 100 in coincidence detection mode allowing the 440-keV peak to be seen.
A strong primary transition was observed from an unexpected source: the R!3914 transition. The
singles and coincidence signals for this peak are shown in the right panel of Figure 7.16, again with coincidence
o↵-resonance data shown in red. This source was unexpected because over 80% of the decays from the 3914-
keV state go to states other than the 440-keV state. Therefore, this transition peak represents a strong
contribution to the observed strength that would be completely missed if one were to assume a 100% overall
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Figure 7.17: A comparison of on- and o↵-resonance data for the spectrum obtained on the 151-keV reso-
nance in coincidence-detection mode. Strong resonance primary and secondary peaks are indicated with the
purple arrows and backgrounds from 11B(p, )12C and 18O(p, )19F are indicated with red and black arrows,
respectively.
branch to the 440-keV state. Unfortunately, the 3914!0 secondary peak is obscured by the 3929-keV first-
escape peak from the 4.44 MeV 11B(p, )12C secondary   ray present in our data spectrum. A comparison
of the entire o↵-resonance spectrum, after being scaled by a factor of 2, to the coincidence data obtained
on the 151-keV resonance is shown in Figure 7.17. Although there are not many well-defined peaks in this
 -ray spectrum associated with the resonance, note that the Compton continuum is heavily increased with
respect to the o↵-resonance data.
The analysis of these data was complicated for a number of reasons. First, the resonant state at 8946 keV
was restricted to J⇡ = 5/2 , 7/2  by previous transfer-reaction measurements. However, it was not possible
to determine a definitive spin-parity for this resonant state from the acquired data spectrum. Therefore, a
fit to the coincidence data was created first assuming J⇡ = 5/2 , and then a completely independent fit to
the same data was created assuming J⇡ = 7/2 . This distinction a↵ects the angular distributions of the
emitted   rays and impacts the results as well. The coincidence spectrum obtained on this resonance is
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Figure 7.18: The coincidence spectrum obtained from a total of 120 C of data collected on target on the
151-keV resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction. The data are shown in black. Templates for the room
background and selected resonance decays are shown in red and blue, respectively, and the fit to the data
is shown in green. Blue arrows indicate the position of the resonance primary peaks associated with the
transitions used for the fit to the data. It is believed that the majority of the observed strength from this
resonance lies within the Compton continuum, leading to di culties in resolving many individual primary
peaks. See the text for more details.
shown in Figure 7.18 with a fit to the data determined assuming J⇡ = 7/2 . The choice of resonant-state
spin does not visually a↵ect the fit to the data. Only the finer details of the results change from one fit to
the other.
The second issue that made the analysis of this spectrum di cult is the fact that, with the exception of
the 440!0 and R!3914 transitions, there are not many well-defined peaks in the observed data spectrum, as
was mentioned earlier. Coincidence gates with lower coincidence limits of 3.5, 4.0, and 4.5 MeV were tested
in an e↵ort to identify additional peaks associated with this resonance. The 151-keV resonance spectra
below 5 MeV resulting from these various gates are shown in Figure 7.19. Unfortunately, no additional
peaks were identified, and so a coincidence lower limit of 3.5 MeV was chosen. However, this lack of well-
defined resonance peaks is interesting because the Compton continuum is clearly increased with respect
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Figure 7.19: The coincidence spectra of the 151-keV resonance in 22Ne(p, )23Na obtained with various
coincidence gates. A coincidence lower limit of 3.5 MeV was chosen for all coincidence analysis of this
resonance.
to the expected o↵-resonance spectrum (see Figure 7.17). This fact makes it appear as though there may
actually be a very large number of transitions from the resonant state and that the collective Compton
continuum from all of these transitions may be hindering the observation of any single transition. Although
this interpretation is further supported by convincing evidence shown in Jenkins et al. [2013] that this
resonance may actually be a doublet of states, one with J⇡ = 7/2  and another tentatively assigned a spin
and parity of J⇡ = 3/2+, it can not be confidently stated without further investigation that the collective
Compton continuum is truly obscuring the resonance peaks of interest.
Given this extra ambiguity, the definitive identification of a well-defined set of branching ratios was
di cult. Therefore, the fits to the data were determined by considering all possible L=1 primary   rays
from a resonant state of either J⇡ = 5/2  or 7/2 , all with appropriate angular e↵ects included. This choice
to focus on only L=1 transitions is validated by a comparison to the decays from other negative-parity
states in 23Na. For example, the 10502-, 9363-, 7566-, and 7082-keV states are the nearest negative-parity
states above and below the 8946-keV state with a well-defined spin and they all decay with a high (>
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85%) probability to states reachable via an L=1 transition. The best fit to the data was acquired using
templates for the transitions shown in Table 7.4 for either resonant-state spin. While the majority of the
branching ratios for these transitions are reported to be definitive because their posterior distributions do
indeed indicate a definitive identification, it is really the Compton continuum that is being fit in the analysis
of this particular data set and so the branching ratios in Table 7.4 must be regarded as tentative. However,
the total number of reactions, NdataR , observed in this data set, also shown in Table 7.4 for both resonance
spins considered here, is known with more confidence because of the fact that the Compton continuum can
be incorporated into the fit and therefore into the observed strength. The posterior distribution for the
total number of reactions calculated using the templates for the transitions listed in Table 7.4 assuming
J⇡(8946 keV) = 5/2  is shown in Figure 7.20. A similar distribution and trace was acquired for the analysis
assuming J⇡(8946 keV) = 7/2 . The ability to incorporate the Compton continuum into the observed
strength provides a much higher sensitivity to this resonance than would otherwise be determined using a
traditional peak-by-peak analysis.
We recommend a resonance strength of ! (151 keV) = 0.59 ± 0.7stat ± 1.0sys = 0.59(13) µeV based an
Table 7.4: Branching ratios for primary transitions from the 151-keV resonance in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction
and the calculated total number of reactions. The majority of these branching ratios are determined using
the Compton continuum of the acquired data spectrum and should be regarded as tentative. See the text
for a discussion of this designation. However, the total number of reactions is known with more confidence
because the Compton continuum can be included in the observed strength.
Branching Ratio (%)
Transition J⇡(8946 keV) = 52
 











Total (NdataR ) 7.73(35) x 10
4 9.05(41) x 104
unweighted average of the strengths obtained assuming J⇡ = 5/2  and 7/2 . This result is nearly a factor of 4
higher than the result of ! (151 keV) = 1.48(10) x 10 7 eV reported in Cavanna et al. [2015]. Given that the
incorporation of such a large level of Compton continuum into a resonance strength is not common, further
tests of the reliability of this result are warranted. First, the 151-keV resonance coincidence spectra obtained
with coincidence-energy lower limits of 4.0 and 4.5 MeV were fit using the standard TFractionFitter
method described in Chapter 6 with the templates corresponding to a resonance spin-parity of 5/2  and
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Figure 7.20: The top and bottom panels show the posterior distribution and trace associated with the total
number of observed reactions from the acquired data on the 151-keV resonance assuming J⇡(8946 keV) =
5/2 . A higher sensitivity to the total decay strength from this resonance was obtained because the Compton
continuum could be included in the fit to data spectrum.
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compared to the result obtained with a 3.5 MeV lower limit. Total numbers of reactions for each of these
fits were seen to agree within 3% and branching ratios obtained for each fit agreed within uncertainties as
well. This comparison further validates the choice of 3.5 MeV as the coincidence-energy lower limit.
As a second test to validate the strength reported here, the 151-keV resonance spectrum obtained with a
coincidence-energy lower limit of 3.5 MeV was fit with only the three templates with the highest contribution,
i.e. the R!3914, 2982, and 440 transition templates. These templates each have definitive evidence for their
existence in the observed  -ray spectrum, and so a fit including only these templates and the relevant
environmental and beam-induced backgrounds provides a lower-limit estimate of the 151-keV resonance
strength. We obtain a total number of reactions corresponding to a resonance strength of 4.1 x 10 7 eV, or
approximately 69% of the total strength reported here. This is a good consistency check as well because these
three branches were seen to contribute ⇠69% of the total strength observed in this data set. Additionally,
this lower limit is still almost 3x as high as the strength reported in Cavanna et al. [2015], which further
emphasizes the point that there appears to be more strength to be accounted for than may have been
observed in a standard peak-by-peak analysis. However, an analysis of the quality of the fit (i.e. the reduced
 2 value of the fit) versus the number of templates added to the fit shows that the fit is certainly not
yet optimized with only these three templates. Figure 7.21 shows exactly this trend using the resonance
templates calculated assuming a resonance spin and parity of 5/2  as black circles. The trend of the total
number of reactions, each of which were calculated with the standard TFractionFitter method described
in Chapter 6, as a function of the number of templates added into the fit is also shown as the red diamonds
in the same figure. Note that the quality of the fit is clearly improved until 8-9 templates are employed in
the fit. This analysis confirms that the fit has been optimized when using 9 resonance templates with the
relevant environmental and beam-induced backgrounds and so it is appropriate to report the full strength
of 5.9(13) x 10 7 eV.
As a final test, a fit to the coincidence o↵-resonance spectrum shown in Figure 7.17 was performed using
the standard TFractionFitter routine of Chapter 6 and templates associated with a resonance spin-
parity of 5/2 . A total number of reactions NdataR (O↵ Resonance) ⇡ 400 ± 800 reactions was calculated.
This number of reactions is clearly consistent with no observed reactions at the 1-  level, and so the signal
obtained on this resonance does indeed appear to be associated with the resonance itself.
With regard to the supposition by Jenkins et al. [2013] of this resonance consisting of a doublet of states,
one with a spin-parity of 7/2  and another tentatively assigned as 3/2+, a clear indication of this doublet
would be the identification of a number of transitions to states with very di↵erent spins. As has been stated
in this thesis, only L=1 transitions from a resonance with a spin-parity of 5/2  or 7/2  were considered here
because of the restrictions on the spin of this resonance enforced by previous transfer-reaction studies. It is
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Figure 7.21: The trends of reduced  2 and total number of reactions versus the number of resonance templates
included in the fit to the 151-keV resonance data assuming a resonance spin and parity of 5/2 . The reduced
 2 and NdataR values are shown in black circles and red diamonds, respectively. Templates were added in
order of increasing contribution to the fit when a spin of 5/2  was assumed.
interesting to note that approximately 60% of the primary transitions identified here decay to states with
a spin-parity of 5/2+, approximately 25% decay to states with 3/2+, and the remaining percentage decays
to states with 7/2+. There is also debatable evidence in the spectrum shown in Figure 7.17 for a primary
transition to the 2640-keV state in 23Na, which has J⇡(2640 keV) = 1/2 . This potential transition to the
2640-keV state and the decays to states with J⇡ = 3/2+ appear to be the only potential evidence of the
lower-spin state in the doublet proposed by Jenkins et al. [2013]. If a state with J⇡ = 3/2+ does exist at this
energy, then it can be inferred based on the relative intensities of the potential transition to the 2640-keV
state and the transitions to other higher-spin states that this lower-spin state likely does not significantly
contribute to the overall observed strength and therefore is not astrophysically important.
Finally, it is di cult to compare the present results to those of Cavanna et al. [2015] because little
information was provided about the latter measurement. However, a few details of their experiment can
be derived from their experimental discussion. Based on the maximum beam current achievable from the
LUNA accelerator and the amount of time that data were collected on this resonance, it can be deduced
that a maximum total beam charge of 52.2 C was collected on target during their experiment. This esti-
mate assumes that the accelerator provided its maximum quoted potential beam current during their entire
measurement, which is unlikely. Furthermore, a comparison of the 178-keV resonance spectrum, presumably
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collected over the course of another 52.2 C of beam on target, shows that the signal and background rates
are comparable between their experiment and the present experiment when coincidence gating is applied.
While the results in Cavanna et al. [2015] were obtained with an underground accelerator, meaning their
environmental backgrounds are very low, most of the background in this spectrum is beam-induced. As
such, there is not much to gain in performing this experiment underground. Finally, the comparison of the
maximum possible total beam charge on target of 52.2 C in Cavanna et al. [2015] to the 120 C collected
on target for this work indicates that the authors of Cavanna et al. [2015] may not have observed quite as
many excitations of either state in the doublet proposed by Jenkins et al. [2013] to make up this resonance.
Further comparison of the results of Cavanna et al. [2015] to the present results will have to wait until a
more detailed publication on their work is released.
7.8: Thermonuclear Reaction Rate of 22Ne(p, )23Na
In this thesis we have introduced four new resonance strengths, two of which are just outside or within the
Gamow window for TP-AGB stars, and we have also measured the direct-capture cross section at Ec.m.p =
407 keV. A summary of the resonance strengths and direct-capture cross sections measured for this work are
shown in Table 7.5. Additionally, a level diagram of 23Na depicting the primary branches from the resonances
investigated in this thesis is shown in Figure 7.22. All transitions on Figure 7.22 shown in red arrows did
not have a branching ratio reported in the literature prior to the measurements made for this thesis, while
transitions indicated with black arrows had branches reported previously. The branching ratios of Kelly
et al. [2015] shown in Table 6.1 are displayed above the decays from the 9252-keV state corresponding the
the 458-keV resonance and the singles branches from Table 7.2, the singles branches from Table 7.3, and the
J⇡(8946 keV) = 5/2  branching ratios from Table 7.4 are shown above the decays from the 9211-, 8972-, and
8946-keV states corresponding to the resonances at Ec.m.r = 417, 178, and 151 keV, respectively. All level
energies, spins, and parities are from Firestone [2007]. These are the final results of the measurements made
for this thesis. With all of the analysis completed, we can finally calculate a new thermonuclear reaction
rate for the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction.













where m01 is the reduced mass, T is the temperature of the astrophysical environment, E is the energy of
the interaction in the c.m. frame, and  (E) is the cross section. Approximations to this Equation 7.9 can be



































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.22: Level Diagram of 23Na showing all primary branches from the resonances investigated in this
thesis. Red arrows indicate branches that had no reported branching ratio in the literature prior to the
measurements made here. See the text for a description of each resonance.
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Table 7.5: A summary of the measured resonance strengths and direct-capture cross sections for the
22Ne(p, )23Na reaction. The statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown separately here as well.
Ec.m.r (keV) !  (eV)  ! stat (eV)  ! sys (eV)
458 5.83(43) x 10 1 0.29 x 10 1 0.40 x 10 1
417 8.8(11) x 10 2 0.5 x 10 2 0.9 x 10 2
178 2.32(32) x 10 6 0.12 x 10 6 0.30 x 10 6
151 5.9(13) x 10 7 0.7 x 10 7 1.0 x 10 7
Transition  DC(407 keV) (nb)   DC,stat (nb)   DC,sys (nb)
DC!0 16.4(26) 1.1 2.1
DC!440 6.1(14) 1.1 0.8
DC!2391 9.9(17) 1.0 1.3
DC!2982 3.8(10) 0.9 0.5
DC!6308 3.1(9) 0.8 0.4
DC!6921 0.8(6) 0.6 0.1
DC!7082 1.6(7) 0.7 0.2
DC!7488 1.1(7) 0.7 0.1
DC!8664 8.0(14) 0.9 1.0
DC!8830 1.9(14) 1.4 0.2








because there are no broad overlapping or interfering resonances to consider. Proton-capture reactions
proceeding through a narrow resonance are described by a Breit-Wigner cross section. After some work, the










Assuming there are no interferences between resonances, the total resonant reaction rate for multiple narrow









The resonance strengths and energies quoted in Table 7.5 are incorporated into the total reaction rate
whenever the present rate is quoted.







where e 2⇡⌘ is the Gamow factor and ⌘ is the Sommerfeld parameter, which contains the energy dependence
⌘ ⇠ 1p
E
. A constant S-factor of S = 62 keV*b from Go¨rres et al. [1983] was previously adopted in the
STARLIB reaction rate library. We obtain general agreement between the DC-model expectation of Go¨rres
et al. [1983] with a few exceptions. For the ground-state transition, we acquired a cross section that, when
included into an e↵ective S-factor fit to the data of both Go¨rres et al. [1983] and Rolfs et al. [1975], indicated
a S(0) that was ⇠20 keV*b as opposed to the predicted value of ⇠1 keV*b. Additionally, there were a number
of unidentified peaks in the  -ray spectrum that may be associated with the direct-capture 22Ne(p, )23Na
reaction. It is impossible to determined whether or not these peaks are truly from the direct-capture reaction
of interest without a more systematic evaluation. However, it can be easily shown that such a systematic
evaluation will likely have no bearing on the astrophysical impact of the measurements of the 22Ne(p, )23Na
presented here.
We will first assume that the direct-capture contribution to the total reaction rate is given by the constant
S-factor of 62 keV*b calculated by Go¨rres et al. [1983] and presently used on STARLIB. Figure 7.23 shows a
comparison of the reaction rate contribution plot calculated using the present rates to that of STARLIB in
the top and bottom panels, respectively. All reaction rate contribution plots were calculated with the code
RatesMC. Note that the bottom panel of this figure shows the exact same rate contribution plot as was
shown in Figure 3.9. There are three main points made by Figure 7.23. First, the 178-keV resonance is now
a significant contributor to the total reaction rate. This is solely because of the measurements made here.
Second, the direct-capture rate of Go¨rres et al. [1983] is now dwarfed in comparison to the new resonant
reaction rates of the 151- and 178-keV resonances. Third, the widths of the rate-contribution trends using the
present rates are much smaller than those using the STARLIB rates because the reaction rate uncertainties
have been significantly reduced. Alternatively, the total reaction rate may be plotted versus temperature as
in Figure 7.24. Here, the direct-capture rate is shown as the solid, blue line while the total reaction rate is
shown as the solid, red line. The green, blue, and black dashed lines indicate the rate contribution from the
178- and 151-keV resonances and the total resonant reaction rate, respectively. The resonant rate and the
total reaction rate are visually indistinguishable, especially within the Gamow window for TP-AGB stars
shown as the red shaded region in Figure 7.24. This further clarifies the point that the total reaction rate is
dominated by the resonant contribution as a result of the measurements made in this work.
Given that the measurements discussed in Section 7.4 indicate that the direct-capture contribution to
the reaction rate may include more strength beyond that measured here or in Go¨rres et al. [1983], it is
worth investigating how high the direct-capture contribution needs to be before it significantly contributes
to the reaction rate. To that end, we will assume that the DC-model predictions of Go¨rres et al. [1983] only
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Figure 7.23: A comparison of the reaction rate contribution plot for the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction calculated
using the code RatesMC assuming the present rates with the direct-capture cross section of Go¨rres et al.
[1983] (top panel) to that assuming the STARLIB rates (bottom panel).
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Figure 7.24: A plot of the total reaction rate, shown as the solid red line, versus temperature. Also shown
are the total DC reaction rate, shown as the solid blue line, and the contributions to the total rate from
the 178- and 151-keV resonances and from the total resonant reaction rate, shown as the green, blue, and
black dashed lines, respectively. Note that the total resonant rate and the total reaction rate are nearly
indistinguishable.
of the rate-contribution trends assuming the present rates with the constant S-factor of 62 keV*b quoted in
Go¨rres et al. [1983] to that assuming a constant S-factor of 124 keV*b can provide an upper limit to the
direct-capture contribution to the total reaction rate. This comparison is shown in Figure 7.25. Calculations
for the rate contributio plots in the top and bottom panels used the present rates assuming a constant
S-factor of 62 keV*b and 124 keV*b, respectively. This comparison shows that even in the unlikely scenario
that the DC-model predictions of Go¨rres et al. [1983] must be doubled to account for the total direct-capture
reaction rate, the maximum contribution of the direct-capture rate to the total reaction rate within this
TP-AGB Gamow window is only ⇠10%. At T9 ⇡ 0.07 the contribution can be as high as ⇠25%, but this
is well outside the quoted Gamow window. Based on this comparison, we conclude that the direct-capture
contribution to the total reaction rate for the TP-AGB stars discussed in this thesis is negligible compared
to the resonant reaction rate. Consequently, we have simply adopted the direct-capture rates of Go¨rres et al.
[1983].
A comparison of the present thermonuclear 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate to that of STARLIB is shown
as a solid, blue line in Figure 7.26 with 1-  uncertainties shown as the the dashed, blue lines. The present
reaction rate is centered at 1. Uncertainties in the present reaction rate are displayed on a continuous red-
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Figure 7.25: A comparison of the reaction rate contribution plots calculated using the code RatesMC for
the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction assuming the present rates with the direct-capture cross section of Go¨rres et al.
[1983] (top panel) to that assuming the present rates with a direct-capture cross section equal to twice that
of Go¨rres et al. [1983] (bottom panel).
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that the reaction rate at higher energies has increased slightly due to the renormalization of the higher-energy
resonance strengths to the results of Kelly et al. [2015]. More notably, the reaction rate at T9 ⇡ 0.15 has
increased by approximately a factor of ⇠40 due to the measurements made here.
A numerical table of the present thermonuclear 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate as calculated with the code
RatesMC is given in Table D.1. The lognormal parameters µ and   define the reaction rate probability
distribution through the relations introduced in Chapter 2 [Longland et al., 2010a, Sallaska et al., 2013,
Kelly et al., 2013, Iliadis et al., 2015]
Media Rate = xmed = e
µ(T ), (7.14)
Factor Uncertainty = f.u. = e (T ). (7.15)
The temperature dependence is explicitly shown here for emphasis. The low and high rates given in Table D.1
are given by eµ(T )  (T ) and eµ(T )+ (T ), respectively, and provide a 68% coverage probability of the reaction
rate uncertainty. Additionally, the input file used to generate the reaction rate found in Table D.1 with the
code RatesMC can be found in Appendix E.
7.9: Astrophysical Impact
Analysis of the astrophysical impact of the current measurements was carried out via Monte Carlo nuclear
reaction network calculations exactly as described in Chapter 3 using the TP-AGB T-⇢ profile of Ventura
and D’Antona [2005]. The only di↵erence now is that the present rates for the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction have
been incorporated into the reaction library used during the calculations. The resulting correlation plots for
the final 23Na abundance to the 23Na(p, )24Mg, 20Ne(p, )21Na, 23Na(p,↵)20Ne, and 22Ne(p, )23Na reac-
tion rates are shown in Figure 7.27. The linear fits to the present correlations are shown in blue and the
fits to the correlations shown in Chapter 3 are shown in green. As expected, the slope of the correlation
of the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate to the final 23Na abundance has decreased and visually the correlation
plot seems to indicate almost no correlation. At the same time, the correlations to the 20Ne(p, )21Na and
23Na(p,↵)20Ne reactions rates have increased in magnitude, making these correlations even more important
to measure.
As can be inferred from the correlation of 23Na to the 23Na(p, )24Mg reaction rate shown in Figure 7.27,
the average final abundance of 23Na has increased as a result of the measurements made here as well. The fi-
nal isotopic abundance distribution of 23Na before and after these measurements is shown in Figure 7.28. The
distribution resulting from the Monte Carlo post-processing calculations using the STARLIB rates is shown
































Figure 7.26: The ratio of the STARLIB 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate to the present rate is shown in blue
with dashed blue lines representing 1-  uncertainties. The present rate is shown centered on the ratio =
1 line in varying shades of red-yellow indicating varying levels of uncertainty in the reaction rate at each
temperature.
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Figure 7.27: Important reaction rates for the production and destruction of 23Na in TP-AGB stars determined
after the measurements of the 22Ne(p, )23Na made for this thesis. See the text for a discussion.
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distribution calculated using the present rates is ⇠30% higher than that calculated with the STARLIB rates.
This modest increase in 23Na abundance may appear surprising given the drastic increase in the 22Ne(p, )23Na
reaction rate and the suggestion by Cavanna et al. [2015] that this rate increase should result in an increase
in 23Na abundance by a factor of ⇠3. However, analysis of the entire NeNa cycle reveals an interesting
interplay between the 20Ne(p, )21Na and 23Na(p,↵)20Ne reactions. The  + decays of 21Na and 22Na and
proton capture onto 21Ne occur on timescales that are e↵ectively instantaneous compared to the approxi-
mately 3 x 103 years between pulses. However, the mean lifetimes for the 20Ne(p, )21Na, 22Ne(p, )23Na,
and 23Na(p,↵)20Ne reactions at the time-weighted average temperature and density of the TP-AGB stellar
model from Ventura and D’Antona [2005] (T9 = 0.098 and ⇢ = 1.1 x 10 4 g/cm3) are approximately 1.75
x 105, 4.37 x 103, 1.20 x 103 years, respectively. This means that the total cycle time is approximately
1.8 x 105 years and is dominated by the slow 20Ne(p, )21Na reaction. Furthermore, the increased reaction
rate of the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate allows material to be converted to 23Na earlier, but this 23Na is
mostly converted to 20Ne because the 23Ne(p,↵)20Ne reaction rate is 2 orders of magnitude faster than the
20Ne(p, )21Na rate. It was also suggested in Ventura and D’Antona [2006] that the 23Na(p,↵)20Ne reaction
rate may need to be a factor of 2-4 slower to allow stellar models to reproduce the observed Na-O anti-
correlation, but further measurements of this reaction are required before any definitive conclusions on this
topic can be made. Nevertheless, this competition between the 20Ne(p, )21Na and 23Na(p,↵)20Ne reaction
rates dictates the final 23Na abundance and therefore, as the correlations in Figure 7.27 indicate, further
experimental research with regard to the Na-O anti-correlation should center completely on these reactions.
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Figure 7.28: The final isotopic abundance distribution of 23Na from Monte Carlo nucleosynthesis network
calculations of a the 5 M  TP-AGB star before and after the measurements made for this thesis, shown in
blue and red respectively.
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8: CONCLUSIONS
Throughout this thesis there has been one central goal: the use of nuclear reactions to probe stellar
processes. In particular, we have discussed classical novae and globular clusters with a focus on the precision
of the relevant nuclear data. The products of nucleosynthesis gave an insight into the finer evolutionary
details of each of these systems, but in very di↵erent ways.
With regard to classical novae, it has long been known that material accreted from the loosely-bound
secondary star in the binary system is mixed to a certain extent with material from the outer layers of the
white dwarf star before the nova explosion. The degree to which this mixing occurs significantly influences
the composition of the nucleosynthetic products from the explosion, but it was previously unknown exactly
how much mixing typically occurs in classical novae. It was demonstrated here that the available data on
nuclear reactions relevant to nova nucleosynthesis are fairly precise. This means that the nucleosynthetic
output from nova models are well-defined with respect to the input nuclear physics. Given this removal
of nuclear physics uncertainties from the output of nova models, systematic variations of white dwarf mass
and mixing fraction were made to derive five elemental abundance ratios that provide insight into the true
amount of mixing that occurs in the most energetic class of novae. The result is that a mixing fraction of
25% or less is common in the highest-energy novae, as opposed to the value of 50% that has been frequently
used in previous research. This knowledge impacts our understanding of novae and of the nature of the
explosion mechanism and it was entirely facilitated by the precision of the available nuclear physics data.
On the other hand, a lack of precision nuclear physics data can lead to ambiguities in the nucleosynthetic
products of stellar models. In turn, this can lead to abundance anomalies that are not explained by stellar
models, such as the globular cluster sodium-oxygen anti-correlation. In an e↵ort to improve the available
nuclear physics data relevant to this anti-correlation, resonances in the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction at Ec.m.r =
458, 417, 178, and 151 keV were measured at the Laboratory for Experimental Nuclear Astrophysics along
with the direct-capture component of this reaction at Elabp = 425 keV. The 458-keV resonance was used as
a reference resonance against which to measure the direct-capture cross section and the 178- and 151-keV
resonance strengths while the 417-keV resonance was measured as a check on this relative-measurement
method.
A value of ! (458 keV) = 0.583(43) eV was determined via a revision of the strength reported in
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Longland et al. [2010a] and the ! (417 keV) = 0.088(11) eV value that was determined relative to the
458-keV resonance strength agrees well with the appropriate literature values. Branching ratios from both
of these resonances were measured with high precision and in both cases primary branching ratios were
identified that were previously unknown. Values of ! (178 keV) = 2.32(32) x 10 6 eV and ! (151 keV)
= 5.9(13) x 10 7 eV were subsequently measured relative to the 458-keV resonance and branching ratios
were measured for both resonances. The spin-parity of the 8972-keV state corresponding to the 178-keV
resonance was determined to be J⇡(8972 keV) = 5/2+ based on the observed transitions. This calculated
resonance strength is just outside of agreement with the recent measurement by Cavanna et al. [2015],
but it is possible that the authors of that work may not have observed the full decay strength. Transition
branching ratios reported here from the 8946-keV state corresponding to the 151-keV resonance are regarded
as tentative because this state is likely a double of states with di↵erent spins and parities [Jenkins et al.,
2013]. Although a number of primary and secondary transitions from this resonance were clearly observed,
there seemed to be a large number of transitions from both states of this doublet and the collective Compton
continuum from these   rays made the identification of many individual transitions di cult. However, this
Compton continuum was easily incorporated into the observed strength of the 151-keV resonance, yielding
the reported ! (151 keV) value. This strength is nearly a factor of 4 higher than the strength reported by
Cavanna et al. [2015]. Finally, while measurements of the direct-capture component of this reaction agree
in general with the literature predictions, it is likely that a portion of the direct-capture strength was not
accounted for here or in the literature. A further systematic study is required to definitively identify these
additional components. Nevertheless, the resonant reaction rate is by far the most dominant contribution
to the total reaction rate at the relevant astrophysical energies after the above measurements are taken into
account, even if the literature direct-capture cross section is doubled.
The above results significantly impact the nucleosynthesis from TP-AGB stars and therefore impact
the astrophysical interpretation of the Na-O anti-correlation. After these measurements were taken into
account, the total reaction rate was calculated to be a factor of ⇠40 higher than the previous rate at 0.15
GK. This increase lead nucleosynthesis network calculations of TP-AGB stars to predict an increase in 23Na
production by ⇠15% compared to previous calculations. This large increase in the 22Ne(p, )23Na results
in only a modest increase of the 23Na abundance because the 23Na is e ciently converted to 20Ne via the
23Na(p,↵)20Ne reaction, which is the bottle neck of the NeNa cycle. In a sense, we have come full circle
back to the original question of this anti-correlation. Experimentally, there are still two reactions that
should be measured in order to obtain a better understanding 23Na production and destruction mechanisms
in 20Ne(p, )21Na and 23Na(p,↵)20Ne and so the job of the experimental nuclear astrophysicist is not yet
complete. However, the changes to the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate made here may significantly impact the
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abundances of Ne and Na isotopes.
The presently available nuclear reaction data were analyzed as a probe of nuclear processes and stellar
evolution of both classical novae and globular clusters during the course of this work. Although the data
with regard to classical novae were found to be fairly precise and that of globular clusters were found to
have some serious shortcomings, advancements in the understanding of both phenomena were made. These
results are now directed back towards the theoretical astrophysicists for incorporation into new models
of these stellar environments. Once results from those models are obtained, observational astronomers
and experimental astrophysicists can both analyze the output in terms of their respective fields, thereby
continuing the exchange of knowledge. It is this feedback loop between the experimentalists, theoreticians,
and observers in astronomy and astrophysics that allows progress to move forward. The more we learn about
stars, nucleosynthesis, and stellar energy generation, the more we learn about our universe, the origin of our
own planet, and ourselves.
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APPENDIX A: ANGULAR CORRELATION THEORY
General formulae for calculating angular correlations between   rays emitted in a nuclear decay cascade
can be readily found and applied to the analysis of any data set for which they are required. Numerical
tables are also available in a number of publications. These resources take the majority of the guess work
out of the calculations. While these types of references are extremely useful and provide a convenient level of
reliability to the calculated correlations, these tables also make it possible to obtain the desired correlation
information without ever truly understanding the fundamental origin of the correlation. For this reason, it
is worthwhile to compile the theory of angular correlations into this appendix as a reference for the source
of correlations between the   rays emitted from a nuclear decay cascade. In the following derivation we
will attempt to maintain continuity with the naming convention of Champagne [2014], which provides the
application of the theory of angular correlations to direct capture.
We want to calculate the angular correlation between two   rays emitted in a nuclear   cascade when we
observe both   rays in the cascade. For resonant proton capture the channel spin, s = jtarget+ jprojectile i.e.
the vector sum of the target and projectile spins, influences the orbital angular momentum of the incoming
proton, which can a↵ect the angular correlation of the primary   ray to the beam direction. This is simplified
in the case of 22Ne because jtarget = j22Ne = 0
+, meaning s = 1/2 for all resonant proton-capture reactions.
The appropriate adjustments can be made to the results shown in this appendix to account for this type of
correlation, but the derivation below will focus on correlations between successive   rays in a cascade instead
of correlations between a primary   ray and the beam direction.
If we begin in a state described by the ket |J1M1l1s1i, we may emit a primary   ray of possible multipo-
larities Lp and L0p, z-axis projections µp and µ0p, and polarizations Mp and M 0p to arrive at an intermediate
state described by either |J2M2l2s2i or |J2M 02l2s2i. Subsequently, we may emit a secondary   ray of possible
multipolarities Ls and L0s, z-axis projections µs and µ0s, and polarizations Ms and M 0s to reach the state
described by |J3M3l3s3i. The resulting angular (or direction-direction) correlation between the primary and













where H(1,2)int are the interaction parts of the Hamiltonian for the transition indicated.
However, Hamilton [1940] also proved that the value of W (✓) is independent of the axis we choose to
be the quantization axis, which gives us the freedom to choose the direction of emission of the primary  
ray as the quantization axis. This choice also makes clear the requirement that M2  M1 = ±1, with an
analogous requirement for the secondary   ray. We also see the requirements of µp = µ0p and µs = µ0s
emerge here, which allows for these  -ray projections to be thought of as functions of  M in between each
transition and eliminates the need to sum over them. These suppositions can then be used to prove that the
time-dependent probability amplitude for being in the intermediate state, |J2M2l2s2i, is exactly in phase
with the time-dependent probability amplitude for being in the same intermediate state just before emission
of the secondary   ray [Hamilton, 1940]. This removes any interference between the primary and secondary
transitions, allowing Equation A.1 to be split into the product
W (✓) =
X
|hJ2M2l2s2|H(1)int|J1M1l1s1i⇤|2|hJ3M3l3s3|H(2)int|J2M2l2s2i⇤|2 = EpEs, (A.2)
where the sum here encompasses all sums in Equation A.1. We can evaluate each term individually to arrive
at a general result for W (✓). The general interaction Hamiltonian for a transition between two quantum
states via emission of a   ray of multipolarity L and magnetic substate as described above can be written





where ↵(L,M) describes the particle being emitted, TLM is a spherical tensor for the multipole interaction
operator, and X refers to the coordinate system in which the beam axis is taken as the quantization axis. It
is advantageous to rotate the multipole operator into the coordinate system Xr in which the quantization
axis is taken to be the direction of emission of the primary   ray being studied by means of the rotation
operator. This yields
↵(L,M)TLM (X) = ↵(L,M)
"X
µ






where ✓p and  p are the polar angle and azimuthal angle between the direction of emission of the primary

















































with no summation indices indicates a sum over the same indices as in Equation A.1 and
both applications of Equation A.3, for each potential  -ray multipolarity. We can now make use of the
Wigner-Eckart Theorem to rewrite terms as, for example [Sakurai and Napolitano, 2014]




where hJ1M1Lpµp|J2M2i is a Clebsch-Gordan coe cient and hJ2||TLp ||J1i is a double-bar (or reduced)
matrix element that depends solely on the initial and final spins of the states involved and makes no reference
to the magnetic substate being populated before or after the transition occurs. It is also important to note





Application of the Wigner-Eckart theorem also makes clear the fact that M2  M1 = µp. This relation will






















where we have compressed the angles of the D rotation matrices into the primary rotation Rp. We can use a











( 1)Mp µphLp   µpL0pµ0p|⌫p0ihLp  MpL0pM 0p|⌫p0i
x D (⌫p)µ0p µp,M 0p Mp(Rp). (A.10)
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x ( 1)Mp µphLp   µpL0pµ0p|⌫p0ihLp  MpL0pM 0p|⌫p0iD (⌫p)µ0p µp,M 0p Mp(Rp). (A.11)
An exactly analogous term can be calculated for the secondary density matrix, Es. We can carry out the
sum over M1 by introducing a Racah coe cient via the relation [Biedenharn and Rose, 1953]
X
M1




( 1)M1hJ1M1LpM2  M1|J2M2ihJ1M1L0pM 02  M1|J2M2ihLpM1  M2L0pM 02  M1|⌫p0i
= ( 1)J1(2J2 + 1)hJ2M2J2  M 02|⌫pM2  M 02iW (J2J2LpL0p; ⌫pJ1), (A.12)
where we have taken the ( 1)M1 from the ( 1) µp = ( 1)M1 M2 factor in Ep. A similar relation can be
applied for the secondary transition, yielding the Racah coe cient W (J2J2LsL0s; ⌫sJ3), the Clebsch-Gordan
coe cient hJ2M2J2 M 02|⌫sM2 M 02i, additional factors of ( 1) J3 and (2J2+1), and eliminating the sum










( 1)J1+J3+Mp 2M2+Ms (2J2 + 1)
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x hJ2M2J2  M 02|⌫pM2  M 02iW (J2J2LpL0p; ⌫pJ1)
x hJ2M2J2  M 02|⌫sM2  M 02iW (J2J2LsL0s; ⌫sJ3). (A.13)
The sums over Lp, L0p, Ls, and L0s have been dropped because they are meaningless considering the single-
valued nature of the  -ray multipolarities and the sum over the various µ’s have been dropped as well because
the µ’s are functions of the magnetic substate of either the initial and intermediate states or the final and
intermediate states. So, since the the sums over the initial and final state magnetic substates have been
taken care of, the sums over each µ can be absorbed into its respective intermediate magnetic substate.
We currently have a sum over ⌫p and ⌫s, the indices corresponding to the rotation operators for rotating
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from the beam axis to the emission direction of the primary and secondary   rays, respectively. However,
Clebsch-Gordan coe cienct orthogonality can be used to eliminate the sum over M2 as well as to show that
⌫p = ⌫s = ⌫ via Biedenharn and Rose [1953]
X
M2
hJ2M2J2  M 02|⌫pM2  M 02ihJ2M2J2  M 02|⌫sM2  M 02i =  ⌫p⌫s . (A.14)
The two rotation operators can now be combined to form a single rotation operator that rotates the coor-






















= D (⌫)M 0s Ms,M 0p Mp(R
 1
s Rp)
= D (⌫)M 0s Ms,M 0p Mp( , ✓, 0), (A.15)
where   and ✓ are the azimuthal and polar angles between the primary and secondary   rays. At this point
we’ve generalized this angular correlation to only refer to the  -ray emission directions and have eliminated
any reference to the beam axis. For our purposes, we will not be concerned with the  -ray polarizations,
which allows us to set Mp = M 0p and Ms = M 0s Biedenharn and Rose [1953]. This also allows us to rewrite
the rotation operator as
D (⌫)M 0s Ms,M 0p Mp( , ✓, 0) = D
(⌫)
0,0 ( , ✓, 0) = P⌫(cos✓), (A.16)
which is independent of the   coordinate. The final simplification of this general W (✓) used here is to carry
out the sums over Mp and Ms by using using the relation [Biedenharn and Rose, 1953]
X
M
( 1)M↵⇤(L,M)↵(L0,M)hL ML0M |⌫0i = ( 1)
p
(2L+ 1)(2L0 + 1)hL1L0   1|⌫0i (A.17)
It is important to note that this relation only applies when no measurement of the  -ray polarization is
made. In the case of L = L0, the Clebsch-Gordan coe cient above enforces the requirement for ⌫ to be an
even integer. This requirement exists for L 6= L0 as well [Biedenharn and Rose, 1953], but the details of that
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( 1)J1 J3 (2J2 + 1)
2
(2J1 + 1)(2J3 + 1)
q
(2Lp + 1)(2L0p + 1)(2Ls + 1)(2L0s + 1)











We will now apply this equation to a selection of 2- -ray cascades from a state in 23Na that was populated
by the 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction during the measurements made for this thesis. In particular, we will consider
 -ray emission from the 9252-keV state in 23Na corresponding to the resonance at Ec.m.r = 458 keV. This
resonant state has J⇡(9252 keV) = 1/2+ [Firestone, 2007] and therefore all primary   rays are emitted
isotropically. However, there may still be a significant correlation between a secondary   ray and a primary
if a spin-1/2 intermediate state is not populated. First, we’ll consider the primary transition to the 2982-keV
state in 23Na with J⇡(2982 keV) = 3/2+. This is the most probable anisotropic transition from this resonant
state and occurs with a primary branching ratio of ⇠32%. We will assume that the primary   ray is purely
emitted with Lp = 1. The most likely transition from the 2982-keV state is to the ground state (J⇡ = 3/2+)
via emission of a mixed M1/E2   ray with a mixing ratio of   =  0.01(2). This mixing ratio is consistent
with 0 and so we will ignore it’s negligible e↵ect on the angular correlation and consider only a pure Ls = 1
 -ray emission for this transition.




( 1)J1 J3 (2J2 + 1)
2(2Lp + 1)(2Ls + 1)
(2J1 + 1)(2J3 + 1)
hLp1Lp   1|⌫0ihLs1Ls   1|⌫0i




(2J1 + 1)(2J3 + 1)
#X
⌫
( 1)J1 J3(2J2 + 1)2(2Lp + 1)(2Ls + 1)
x hLp1Lp   1|⌫0ihLs1Ls   1|⌫0iW (J2J2LpLp; ⌫J1)W (J2J2LsLs; ⌫J3)P⌫(cos✓). (A.19)
The terms in the square brackets are constants and can be dropped in the overall W (✓) normalization. This








































where in the last step we have used the fact that ( 1)a = ( 1) a. The F⌫ terms are the well-known coe -
cients from Biedenharn and Rose [1953]. Noting that this sum is nonzero only for 0  ⌫  min(2Lp, 2Ls, 2J2))
0  ⌫  2 because of the triangular conditions imposed by the Racah coe cients, we can evaluate W (✓) for
the 9252!2982!0 transition to be





































= 1  0.2P2(cos✓). (A.21)
A negative coe cient on the P2(cos✓) term implies that the 2982!0   ray is more likely to be emitted away
from the emission direction of the 9252!2982 primary   ray. This means that less coincidence summing
will occur for this transition than if these transitions were assumed to be isotropic and the di↵erence is large
enough that there would likely be an e↵ect on the data analysis.
The second largest branch from the 2982-keV state is to the J⇡ = 5/2+ 440-keV state via emission of a
mixed M1/E2   ray with  =0.09(3). The procedure for dealing with mixed transitions is well-known and




Wp(Lp, Lp, ⌫)Ws(Ls, L
0
s, ⌫)P⌫(cos✓). (A.22)
The pure primary transition factor maintains the form, givingWp(Lp) = F⌫(LpJ1J2). The impure secondary
transition can be broken up into components referring to a pure Ls transfer, a pure L0s transfer, and a mixed
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Ls, L0s transfer as below





(2J2 + 1)(2Ls + 1)(2L0s + 1)hLs1L0s   1|⌫0iW (J2J2LsL0s; ⌫J3)
= ( 1)J3 J2 1
p
(2J2 + 1)(2Ls + 1)(2L0s + 1)G⌫(LsL
0
sJ3J2)
)Ws(Ls, L0s, ⌫) = Ws(I) +  2Ws(II) + 2 Ws(III). (A.23)
The G⌫ functions are also tabulated in Biedenharn and Rose [1953]. The form of W (✓) for this transition
then becomes
W (✓, 9252! 2982! 440) =
X
⌫











(2J2 + 1)(2Ls + 1)(2L0s + 1)G⌫(LsL
0
sJ3J2))P⌫(cos✓)
= (1 +  2)  0.00180P2(cos✓)
⇡ 1  0.00180P2(cos✓), (A.24)
which is essentially isotropic and therefore has a negligible e↵ect on the data analysis.
The above examples for calculating angular correlations between   rays emitted in a nuclear decay cascade
provide the foundation for the majority of correlation calculations performed for this thesis. Only a handful
of additional cases need to be considered. First, if the primary   ray is mixed as well, then a similar approach
can be taken to adapt the portion of W (✓) that deals with impure primary transition. Second, in the event
that the resonant state does not have J = 1/2, the primary   rays may also be emitted anisotropically with
respect to the beam axis. In this case the spin of the first state, J1, is replaced by the channel spin, s = 1/2
for proton capture on 22Ne, and each term in the sum over ⌫ in W (✓) is multiplied by a factor [Iliadis, 2015]
a⌫ =
2lp(lp + 1)
2lp(lp + 1)  ⌫(⌫ + 1) , (A.25)
where lp is the orbital angular momentum of the incoming proton. Finally, angular correlations for direct-
capture were required for a portion of the data analysis performed for this thesis. Correlations between
direct-capture   rays are slightly more complicated, but the majority of the theory discussed here applies to
that case as well. For more details on the that topic, see Rolfs et al. [1975] and Champagne [2014].
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APPENDIX B: Geant4 COINCIDENCE-SUMMING CORRECTION CODE
This appendix contains the code that was written to correct data for coincidence-summing e↵ects using
Geant4. The code itself is commented to describe what is being done. This code can either be incorporated
into a the analysis of simulation data during simulation runtime after each simulated event or it can be
utilized in a post-processing code to sort simulation data after the entire simulation has been completed.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// This section of code is for automatically sum correcting
// data taken into the Germanium detector/
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//First , Allocate all array contents
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
AllocateGeSumCorrectionArrays(maxParID , fT ->fG_hits );
{
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

























// Begin the search for full energy deposition of gammas of interest ////////////////////////
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if((fT ->fEnergyGe *1000) >(Eg-range )){
intheloop =1;
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Filtering Hit Collection data based on fGeParentID #’s,
// fCreationDirectionx ,y,z values and fGeTime values //
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// New Array Definitions and Indices in the following loop set:
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// Note: fParIDEvents [parentID #]
// [ sequential event # of event with that parentID #]
// = event numbers with a particular parentID #.
//
// The events are recorded in sequential order so that they can be looped over later.
// Note: nParIDEvents [parentID #] = number of events with a particular parent ID
// Note: procID3 and nprocID3 indicate whether or not there are any pair production














//At this point you have a hit collection with events grouped by parent ID number
// Begin sorting the parentID group events based on creation directions
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// New Array Definitions and Indices in the following loop set:
// Note: Each parentID that actually has events associated with is recorded
//in the nonzeroParID array in sequential order.
// Later we will loop through all of the nonzero parentID numbers with
// nonzeroParID [0] ,[1] ,[2] , ... The 0th , 1st , 2nd , ... nonzeroParID [].
// However , they will probably not contain parentID =0 ,1 ,2 ,... Instead ,
// they will contain values for the lowest parentID with an event
// associated with it , followed by the next highest , and so on.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Note: nParIDCD[parentID #] = number of unique creation direction vectors
// with the same parent ID (forms a chain)
// Note: nParIDCDEntries [parentID #][ chain #] = number of events in each
// unique creation direction chain within each parent ID group
// Note: fParIDCDEvents [parentID #][ chain #][ sequential event #] = holder of
// event numbers , in a sequential order , for events with
//a specific parentID # and creation direction . Again , the sequential recording
//of event numbers allows for easy looping later.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Also , note the consistent behavior of the __ParID___ matrices versus
// the __ParIDCD___ matrices. They behave the same way , except
// __ParIDCD___ matrices go on dimension higher because they keep track




















if(j<( nParIDEvents[i] -1)){j++; goto nextParIDEvent1 ;}
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else if(i<maxParID ){i++; goto nextParIDEvent2 ;}


















// Now all events are sorted into groups of parent ID numbers and then into
// subgroups according to their respective creation directions .
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Each parent ID group is referred to by parent ID
// Each creation direction subgroup is referred to as a chain ,
// because these events are incrememented snapshots of a particle
//as it travels through the detector volume.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Events can now be analyzed to find the event with the lowest
// fGeTime value in each subgroup. This gives the first event in
// each chain and , therefore , the events that should hold the
// initial energies to be considered . It will also be advantageous





















// Pair Production events within the detector seem simple , but
// are complicated to analyze correctly . This is the first step
//of pair production event analysis. Assigning the parent ID CD
// combo for the pair production events.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for(G4int ppEvent =0; ppEvent <nprocID3;ppEvent ++){
for(G4int ppParID =0; ppParID <nNonzeroParID;ppParID ++){
for(G4int ppCD =0;ppCD <nParIDCD[nonzeroParID[ppParID ]]; ppCD ++){
for(G4int ppIDCDEvent =0; ppIDCDEvent <
nParIDCDEntries[nonzeroParID[ppParID ]][ ppCD]; ppIDCDEvent ++){
if(fParIDCDEvents[nonzeroParID[ppParID ]][ ppCD][ ppIDCDEvent ]==
fprocID3Events[ppEvent ]){
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// Beginning the searches for connected chains
workingChainGroup =-1;
// Set the working chain group to -1 because
//we haven ’t identified any chain groups yet
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Pair Production Searches /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//First , before the intersection and 11.103 keV gamma searches happen ,
// pair production events need to be addressed. These occur in the
// following way:
//-A processID =3 (pair production ) hit in the detector occurs.
//-Subsequently , an e+ and an e- are found at the same local position.
// That local position falls along a line formed by the local position
// of the procID =3 event and the fDirection vector of the same event.
//-With those events identified their chains can be connected , leading
// to further intersection and local position connections
// later on. However , the e+ chain must also be followed to find
// out whether or not back to back 511 keV gammas are produced from
// e+e- annihilation . This is done by finding an event at the end of
// the e+ trail with processID =5. Then , 2 gammas should be found at a
// slightly later time with opposite creation direction vectors and
// also a creation pt equal to the local position of the procID =5 event.
// With all of this information , the e+ and e- chains can be connected with
// each other as well as with the 511 keV annihilation gammas.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////




// This first section find the e+e- pair creating from each








for(G4int epParID =0; epParID <nNonzeroParID;epParID ++){
for(G4int epCD =0;epCD <nParIDCD[nonzeroParID[epParID ]]; epCD ++){
if(fT ->fGePartID[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[epParID ]][ epCD ]]== -11){
for(G4int emParID =0; emParID <nNonzeroParID;emParID ++){
for(G4int emCD =0;emCD <nParIDCD[nonzeroParID[emParID ]]; emCD ++){
if(fT->fGePartID[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[emParID ]][ emCD ]]==11){
if(fT ->fGeLocalPosx[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[epParID ]][ epCD ]]==
fT->fGeLocalPosx[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[emParID ]][ emCD]] &&
fT->fGeLocalPosy[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[epParID ]][ epCD ]]==
fT->fGeLocalPosy[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[emParID ]][ emCD]] &&
fT->fGeLocalPosz[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[epParID ]][ epCD ]]==
fT->fGeLocalPosz[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[emParID ]][ emCD ]]){
xe=fT->fGeLocalPosx[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[epParID ]][ epCD ]];
ye=fT->fGeLocalPosy[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[epParID ]][ epCD ]];





if(delppx >delppy -tol11pt103con && delppx <delppy+tol11pt103con &&
delppy >delppz -tol11pt103con && delppy <delppz+tol11pt103con &&
delppx !=0 && delppy !=0 && delppz !=0){
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// This little loop finds out whether or
// not the e+ annihilates during this hit
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for(G4int epEvent =0;
epEvent <nParIDCDEntries[nonzeroParID[epParID ]][ epCD];
epEvent ++){
if(fT->fGeProcessID[fParIDCDEvents[nonzeroParID[epParID ]][ epCD][ epEvent ]]==5){













ChainGroups[workingChainGroup ][ epParIDval ][ epCDval ]=1;
ChainGroups[workingChainGroup ][ emParIDval ][ emCDval ]=1;

















// This second section finds the back to back 511 keV gammas from e+e-
// annihilation of the e+ from the pp event , if they exist. The very next
// line is my solution for dealing with a special case scenario with pair
// production events. That is , if the e+ in the e+e- pair does not deposit
// all of its energy before it annihilates with an e-, then the local
// positions of the resulting annihilation gammas are skewed from the local
// position of the annihilation event. Additionally , the gamma energies are
// not 511 keV. AND , the gammas are not ejected back to back! They do ,
// however , show up relatively close to the local position of the annihilation
//event , usually within 0.2 nm or so. So , by increasing the tolerance of a
// local position match , I’m widening the range over which a photon can
// appear and still be considered for assignment as an annihilation gamma.
// This seems like it might be allowing for incorrect assignments of
// annihilation gammas , but we’re looking for particles that have
//to be photons and those photons have to be within range of the annihilation
// event and those photons ALSO have to have the same local position as each
// other. All of that added together makes this still a fairly restrictive
// requirement for identifying annihilation gammas.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if(fT->fhitEnergy[fParIDCDLatest[epParIDval ][ epCDval ]] >0){ tolLocalPos =0.2;}
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five11keV:
if(foundepemMatch ==1 && ann ==1 && found511keV ==0){
found511keV =0;
for(G4int g1ParID =0; g1ParID <nNonzeroParID;g1ParID ++){
for(G4int g1CD =0;g1CD <nParIDCD[nonzeroParID[g1ParID ]]; g1CD ++){












fT->fGeLocalPosz[annEvent ]+ tolLocalPos ){
for(G4int g2ParID =0; g2ParID <nNonzeroParID;g2ParID ++){
for(G4int g2CD =0;g2CD <nParIDCD[nonzeroParID[g2ParID ]]; g2CD ++){












fT->fGeLocalPosz[annEvent ]+ tolLocalPos &&
fT->fGeLocalPosx[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g2ParID ]][ g2CD]]>
fT->fGeLocalPosx[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g1ParID ]][ g1CD ]] -0.0001 &&
fT->fGeLocalPosx[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g2ParID ]][ g2CD]]<
fT->fGeLocalPosx[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g1ParID ]][ g1CD ]]+0.0001 &&
fT->fGeLocalPosy[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g2ParID ]][ g2CD]]>
fT->fGeLocalPosy[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g1ParID ]][ g1CD ]] -0.0001 &&
fT->fGeLocalPosy[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g2ParID ]][ g2CD]]<
fT->fGeLocalPosy[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g1ParID ]][ g1CD ]]+0.0001 &&
fT->fGeLocalPosz[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g2ParID ]][ g2CD]]>
fT->fGeLocalPosz[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g1ParID ]][ g1CD ]] -0.0001 &&
fT->fGeLocalPosz[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g2ParID ]][ g2CD]]<
fT->fGeLocalPosz[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[g1ParID ]][ g1CD ]]+0.0001 &&
fParIDCDEvents[nonzeroParID[g2ParID ]][ g2CD ][0]!=
fParIDCDEvents[nonzeroParID[g1ParID ]][ g1CD ][0]){
// ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Assigning Chain Connections between the Annihilation Gammas just
// found and the e+e- pair produced //
// ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if(ChainGroups[workingChainGroup ][ nonzeroParID[g1ParID ]][ g1CD ]==0){
ChainGroups[workingChainGroup ][ nonzeroParID[g1ParID ]][ g1CD ]=1;
nChainGroupChains[workingChainGroup ]++;
}
if(ChainGroups[workingChainGroup ][ nonzeroParID[g2ParID ]][ g2CD ]==0){

















//Now , to the intersection searches.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//First , here are a few notes about how connected events are stored. There is a
// large 3D matrix with dimensions assigned by the maximum parent ID and the total
// number of hits in the collection , fG_hits , that contains all 0’s to begin.
//Then , when the first connection between events is determined , workingChainGroup
//is set to nChainGroups , which is equal to 0 since this is the first event
// connection made , and then the value corresponding to [ nChainGroups ][ parID ][ parIDCD]
//is set to 1 for both chains being connected. Then , nChainGroups is incremented
// and any time any other event connection is made , a check is made to see if either
//of the chains being connected are already connected to another chain that has
// previously been added to an existing ChainGroup [][][]. If it has been , then
// both chains are added to that ChainGroup [][][] by setting their values to 1
// and the process carries on. In the end , each ChainGroup is searched for all
// values of 1, and then the corresponding fhitEnergy values for each CD chain in
//a ChainGroup are summed together.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////





for(G4int ii=0;ii <( nParIDCDEntries[nonzeroParID[h]][i]-1);ii++){
//ii loops through events in each CD chain in each parID group
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Looking at two sequential events in chain #, indexed sequentially by
// nParIDCD[ nonzeroParID [h]] within each parentID group , labelled
// sequentially by nonzeroParID [h]. The max and min x, y, and z values
// are set with the local positions of each event and then the line
// connecting those two events is checked for intersections with the
// creation direction vectors and local positions of the events in other
//CD chains within other parentID groups. The max and min x, y,
// and z must be assigned so that the intersection point between the line
// and vector can be checked for the requirement that xmin <x-intersection <xmax
//of the line , and so on for y and z. Otherwise , intersections could
// occur between the vector and an extension of the line beyond its physical
// length. Additionally , the photon paths being followed zig zag a
// lot within the detector volume , so you really can ’t just use the same






























// The local position of the earlier event is used for the x, y, z






//** Strange Behavior I’ve noticed **: In a chain of events starting from ,
//say , event 0 to event 4, the vector connecting event 0 to event 1 is
// fCreationDirection for that chain. No surprise yet , but the vector
// connecting event 1 to event 2 is the fDirection vector listed in
// event 0! Then , the vector connecting event 2 to event 3 is the
// fDirection vector listed in event 1. Same pattern for events 3 and 4.
// For the reason of the above strange behavior , I’m just calculating
// the vector from one point to the next.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// vecnorm = normalization constant for the vector , (cd0z ,cd0y ,cd0z),


















// This next section is the first of two sections dealing with the
// 11.103 keV gamma rays that show up in Ge hit energies //
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Events , or hits , with an fhitEnergy = 11.103 keV and particleID = 22
//(photon) show up a lot when searching through the detector events.
// They seem to appear in two places:
//
// (1) At the end of a chain
// (2) in their own single event chain.
//
// The problem is that these fhitEnergy values never correspond to a
// single fGeKE energy incrementation alone. Instead , they come in
// conjunction with another event holding an fhitEnergy that , when added
//to the 11.103 keV fhitEnergy , make a energy difference equal
//to what you might be looking for to get from one fGeKE value to
// another. The 11.103 keV energy depositions happen first in the set
//of two depositions and can be easily connected to another chain
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// because they ’ll either have the same fCreationDirection , for situation
//(1), or they ’ll have the same local position as an event in their
// corresponding chain , for situation (2). Finding the corresponding
// event that adds to the correct energy deposition is trickier though.
//It can theoretically be found two ways , as far as I can tell:
//
// (1) The time difference in the fGeTime leaf between the two events is
// extremely small (about 0.2 ps or so) so there can be a check for
// an event that occurs within that kind of time range of the
// 11.103 keV event.
// (Note: it will have a higher parent ID than the 11.103 keV event)
//
// (2) The fDirection vector of the 11.103 keV event points towards the
// corresponding pair event so events with a higher parentID than the
// 11.103 keV event can have their local positions checked to see if
// they lie along the 11.103 keV fDirection vector. That ’s what ’s
// being done in the above section dealing with 11.103 keV fhitEnergy
// entries.
//
// There seems to be a truncation of values when I assign them to doubles ,
//so I’ve just added a tolerance in there to cover a range over which the
// true connecting event should agree while also not being so large as to
// add in events that don ’t belong. I’m also checking to make sure that
// the time of the connecting event is slightly higher fGeTime entry.
// This should eliminate all unwanted events.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if ((1000*fT ->fhitEnergy[fParIDCDEvents[nonzeroParID[h]][i][ii+1]]) >




//An 11.103 keV fhitEnergy entry has been spotted! So , now the
// corresponding fhitEnergy value that came in a pair with the
// 11.103 keV fhitEnergy to make a total energy deposition equal to






// searching all chains with parentID > parent ID of 11.103 keV
// event for a match
for(G4int kk=0;kk<nParIDCD[nonzeroParID[jj]];kk++){
// cycles through all CD chains within parentID nonzeroParID [jj]
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Note: dx , dy , and dz are the coefficients multiplying the x, y,
// and z slopes needed to get from the local positions of
// fParIDCDEarliest [ nonzeroParID [jj ]][ kk] and
// fParIDCDEvents [ nonzeroParID [h]][i][ii+1],
// i.e. f(x) = x0 + fGeDirectionx []*dx , and the same for y
// and z. If dx=dy=dz , then the points lie along f(x,y,z)
// and we’ve found our matching event. This makes more sense











//In order to confirm a match , check that , within tolerance , dx=dy , dy=dz ,
//dx ,dy ,dz >0, and also that the matching event occurs after the 11.103 keV
// energy deposition (found by looking at output)
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if(dx >=dy-tol11pt103con && dx <=dy+tol11pt103con &&
dy >=dz-tol11pt103con && dy <=dz+tol11pt103con &&
fT->fGeTime[fParIDCDEvents[nonzeroParID[h]][i][ii+1]]<
fT->fGeTime[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[jj]][kk]] &&





//If one or both of the parID chains have a nonzero value in a chain
//group , then make both of them 1 in that group and add that















































// Now that the first section dealing with 11.103 keV gamma rays is
// finished , we can begin the generic intersection searches. The basic
// outline is described earlier on , with a line being formed by the local
// position of 2 events in a parIDCD chain and a vector formed by the
// creationDirection and localposition of an the earliest event in another
// parIDCD chain. This line -vector pair is checked for an intersection
// within the max and min x, y, and z values of the line being formed.
//It is also possible for there to be a connection between two chains
// based on local position matches of one of the two events in the pair
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// being considered and the event in the additional chain being looked
//at for connections . So , there is a check for local position matches
//of the FIRST event of the pair with the event in the addaitional chain
// being considered after every intersection check , if no intersection has
// been found. Then , at the last pair of events in the parIDCD chain that
//is having its pairs considered , the first and second events in the pair
// must be checked for local positions matches with the additional parIDCD
// chain being considered because that ’s the only chance to look at that
// last event. Of course , if there is an intersection found , then these
// checks are useless.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
for(G4int j=h+1;j<nNonzeroParID;j++){
// Look at each nonzero parentID > 0
for(G4int k=0;k<nParIDCD[nonzeroParID[j]];k++){
// Look at the earliest event in each chain in each nonzero parID >0







xint=x0+cd0x *((xp -x0)/(cd0x -cdpx ));
yint=y0+cd0y *((yp -y0)/(cd0y -cdpy ));
zint=z0+cd0z *((zp -z0)/(cd0z -cdpz ));
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//del0x ,y,z are the same as dx , dy , and dz from first 11.103 keV match
// search , but for the pair of events being searched for an intersection ,
// which all variables have a "0" in the variable name , and for the first
// event in another chain with a higher parentID than the "0" pair of
// events. An intersection is checked for between the line formed by
// connecting the local positions of the two events denoted by the "0" in
// the variable name and the line formed from the local position
//of the earliest event in a higher parentID CD chain and the creation
// direction of that chain. An intersection is confirmed if conditions in









// Note: The photons don ’t necessarily go in straight lines , but even
// if they change direction they keep the same creation direction.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Checking for intersections between the line between 2 points in a
// chain a line formed from the fCreationDirection vector and the local
// position of the earliest (first) event of a chain with a higher
// parent ID. Additionally , to reduce the chance of accidentally
// intersecting , I’m also making sure that the time earliest event in
// the chain being connected to is greater than the time of the first
// event in the pair that is said to connect with.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if( xint >= x0min && xint <=x0max &&
yint >= y0min && yint <= y0max &&
zint >= z0min && zint <= z0max &&
(fT ->fGeTime[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[j]][k]]>=
fT->fGeTime[fParIDCDEvents[nonzeroParID[h]][i][ii]]) &&
del0x== del0y && del0y== del0z &&






//If one or both of the parID chains have a nonzero value in a
// chain group , then make both of them 1 in that group and add








































//If an intersection is not confirmed , then check to see if the local
// positions of the first event in the "0" pair and the earliest event









//If one or both of the parID chains have a nonzero value in a
// chain group , then make both of them 1 in that group and add




























// Then they ’re both zero and they need to be added to














//If the local position match of the first "0" event does not work
// AND we’re on the last pair of "0" events , then check the second of
// the pair of events for a local position match with the earliest










//If one or both of the parID chains have a nonzero value in a
// chain group , then make both of them 1 in that group and add




























// Then they ’re both zero and they need to be



















// This next part deals with the special case of 11.103 keV gamma rays.
// See the 11.103 keV gamma rays section earlier on in the code for more
// details. There must be two sections dealing with the 11.103 keV gamma
// rays because those gamma rays can appaer either as a lone event or at
// the end of a parIDCD chain.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//If there is only one entry in a parent ID Creation Direction (CD) chain
//(i.e., if nParIDCDEntries [][]==1) , then the event can fall into a couple
//of different categories . Either it’s fhitEnergy value is 11.103 keV ,
//in which case the matching event must be found and then checked to see what
// group the two events belong in , or the event is just a lone event , possibly
// just an energy deposition in a line of depositions from another chain in
// another earlier parent ID group. If the second case is true , then the
// chain groups must be checked to see if the event is already included.
//If it is , then move on to the next event. If not , then start a new























if(dx >=dy-tol11pt103con && dx <=dy+tol11pt103con &&
dy >=dz -tol11pt103con && dy <=dz+tol11pt103con &&
fT->fGeTime[fParIDCDEvents[nonzeroParID[h]][i][0]] <
fT->fGeTime[fParIDCDEarliest[nonzeroParID[jj]][kk]] &&





//If one or both of the parID chains have a nonzero value in a
// chain group , then make both of them 1 in that group and add



























// Then they ’re both zero and they need to be added to




















// The only way for the workingChainGroup to still be -1 is if no match
// has been found. If no match has been found for a chain , it can still
// stand on its own. If no match has been found for a single event ,
// then that event has to be categorized into its appropriate chain group.
// The second possibility is what is coded in the next loop. The first
// option is coded immediately after that.
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////












































// The last step is for the sums of fhitEnergies associated with all parIDCD chains
//in a ChainGroup to be added together and assigned to a fEnergyGeSC [] entry.






































// Finally , DeAllocate all array contents
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
}
DeAllocateGeSumCorrectionArrays(maxParID , fT ->fG_hits );
// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void RootAnalysis :: AllocateGeSumCorrectionArrays(Int_t maxParID , Int_t fG_hits ){
// The following variables need to have max array index
// set according to maximum parent ID
nParIDEvents = new Int_t[maxParID +1];





// The following variables need to have max array index
// set according to total number of Ge hits
//1D Arrays //
nonzeroParID = new Int_t[fG_hits ];
nChainGroupChains = new Int_t[fG_hits ];
fprocID3Events = new Int_t[fG_hits ];
ppParIDval = new Int_t[fG_hits ];








// These arrays are all multidimensional and may need to have one dimension
// set differently than the other.
//2D Arrays //
fParIDEvents = new Int_t *[ maxParID +1];
nParIDCDEntries = new Int_t*[ maxParID +1];
fParIDCDEarliest = new Int_t *[ maxParID +1];
fParIDCDLatest = new Int_t*[ maxParID +1];
for(int ii=0;ii <maxParID +1;ii++){
fParIDEvents[ii] = new Int_t[fG_hits ];
nParIDCDEntries[ii] = new Int_t[fG_hits ];
fParIDCDEarliest[ii] = new Int_t[fG_hits ];










fParIDCDEvents = new Int_t **[ maxParID +1];
for(int ii=0;ii <maxParID +1;ii++){
fParIDCDEvents[ii] = new Int_t*[ fG_hits ];
for(int jj=0;jj <fG_hits;jj++){






ChainGroups = new Int_t **[ fG_hits ];
for(int ii=0;ii <fG_hits;ii++){
ChainGroups[ii] = new Int_t*[ maxParID +1];
for(int jj=0;jj <maxParID +1;jj++){




























































APPENDIX C: COINCIDENCE-SUMMING CORRECTION METHOD VALIDATION
Section 6.5.2 describes a new method for correcting data for coincidence-summing e↵ects using noth-
ing but a single Geant simulation of the experimental setup. The hard code for this method recorded in
Appendix B. This method is unique in that it provides a self-consistent method of coincidence-summing cor-
rections. In practice, detector total and full-energy peak e ciencies and Q solid angle attenuation coe cients
are often required as external input in order to calculate the necessary coincidence-summing corrections (see
Section 6.5.2). With this method of sum correction all of these parameters are accounted for within the
simulation, thereby eliminating the need for their external calculation. It is also interesting that an entire
sum-corrected simulation spectrum is produced with this method. This spectrum could, in principle, be used
to correct escape peaks for coincidence e↵ects as well. Analysis of these peaks could provide further insight
into characteristics of the detector being used. This method has been used successfully multiple times since
its original appearance in Kelly et al. [2015], but its use requires validation as it is not a standard method
of coincidence-summing corrections. The necessary validation will be presented in this here.
The e↵ects of coincidence summing on experimental spectra decrease as the distance from the source to
the detector is increased Iliadis [2015]. Thus, we chose to test the coincidence-summing correction method
described in Section 6.5.2 with experimental data from the Ec.m.r = 259 keV resonance in the
14N(p, )15O
reaction at multiple source-to-detector distances. We validate this sum-correction method by displaying its
ability to accurately sum correct data containing the varying levels of coincidence summing seen at each
source-to-detector distance. The JN van de Graa↵ accelerator described in Section 4.2 provided a proton
beam of ⇠30 µA at an energy of 282±2 keV in the lab frame for this work. Data were collected with the
135% relative e ciency Ge detector described in Section 4.4. A target of 14N implanted at an energy of 40
keV into a tantalum target backing was used for data collection. The target was approximately 12 keV thick
at the resonance energy.
The minimum possible source-to-detector distance is 1.1 cm for the experimental setup used here, as
described in Longland et al. [2006], Cesaratto et al. [2010], Buckner et al. [2012], and Buckner et al. [2015].
Resonance decay spectra were collected with 0, 5, 10, and 20 cm added to this minimum source-to-detector
distance and total beam charges of 0.064, 0.10, 0.26, and 0.40 C were accumulated at each distance, re-
spectively. Simulations of each data set were calculated with Geant, version 4.9.6, using the resonant
state branching ratios of Marta et al. [2011]. All angular correlations were calculated using the level spin
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assignments found in Ajzenberg-Selove [1991] according to the methods described in Iliadis [2015] and in
Appendix A and were included in every simulation. The agreement between experiment and simulation
for data accumulated at each source-to-detector distance was similar to that of Figure 6.3. Each simula-
tion was fit to its respective experimental data set to derive the total number of reactions, NdataR , at each
source-to-detector distance according to the method described in Section 6.3.
The simulations were used to derive sum-correction factors for each primary and secondary photopeak
observed in the data as detailed in Section 6.5.2. The full-energy peak e ciencies for each primary and





Peak e ciencies derived from the data obtained with 0, 5, 10, and 20 cm added source-to-detector distance
are shown from top to bottom in Figure C.1 using diamonds, squares, circles, and crosses, respectively. Data
points that have been corrected for coincidence-summing e↵ects are shown as the full, blue data points while
the uncorrected data are shown as open, black data points. The expected full-energy peak e ciency curve for
each source-to-detector distance was calculated using a series of mono-energetic  -ray simulations, shown as
dashed lines in Figure C.1. These expected peak e ciency curves have been scaled to include an independent,
experimentally measured peak e ciency at 1333 keV, calculated using the sum-peak method [Iliadis, 2015]
with 60Co data taken at each source-to-detector distance. Although the resonant state transition to the
5241-keV state in 15O was included in all simulations, it was not observed above background in every data
set. Therefore, detector e ciencies were not calculated for  -ray energies corresponding to that transition.
The uncorrected data points show evidence of coincidence-summing e↵ects, especially with 0 cm added
source-to-detector distance. This is most clearly seen in the ground-state transition data points at 7556 keV.
It is important to note that coincidence summing was also observed in the data taken with 20 cm added
source-to-detector distance. This is of importance for the primary branching ratios from this resonance in
14N(p, )15O reported in Runkle et al. [2005] and Imbriani et al. [2005]. The same HPGe detector used in this
work was also used in Runkle et al. [2005]. A source-to-detector distance of 23 cm was used for branching
ratio measurements in that work under the assumption that there was no coincidence summing present in
the accumulated data. Given that we observe coincidence summing with the detector at 21.1 cm, it is likely
that coincidence summing was, in fact, present in that data. A 126% relative e ciency HPGe detector was
use in Imbriani et al. [2005] with source-to-detector distances ranging from 1.5 to 20.5 cm. Their branching
ratios were determined from a fit to each of four data sets at varying source-to-detector distances, leaving the
branching ratios themselves as free parameters of the fit. However, given that the ground state branching
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ratio reported in Imbriani et al. [2005] is ⇠15% greater than that reported in Marta et al. [2011], coincidence
summing may have had an e↵ect on the results of Imbriani et al. [2005]. Here we assume the branching
ratios of Marta et al. [2011] are free of coincidence-summing e↵ects.
Agreement within uncertainty is, in general, achieved between the expected e ciency curves at each
distance and the sum-corrected peak e ciency data points for the same distance. This implies that these data
were accurately corrected for coincidence-summing e↵ects, thereby validating this sum-correction method.
Energy (keV)

















Figure C.1: Full-energy peak e ciencies of the 135% HPGe detector described in Section 4.4 from data on
the Ecmr = 259 keV resonance in the
14N(p, )15O reaction. Data were taken with 0, 5, 10, and 20 cm added
to the minimum source-to-detector distance of 1.1 cm, shown above as the diamond, square, circle, and
cross data points, respectively. Data that were sum corrected (SC) and data that were not sum corrected
(NSC) are shown as full, blue and open, black data points, respectively. Dashed lines represent the expected
full-energy peak e ciency curve of the HPGe detector at each source-to-detector distance, each of which
have been scaled to include an independent, experimental peak e ciency measurement at 1333 keV. In
general, agreement is achieved between the sum-corrected data and the expected peak e ciency curve at
each distance.
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APPENDIX D: TABLE OF THE THERMONUCLEAR 22Ne(p, )23Na REACTION RATE
Contained in this appendix is a numerical table of the total thermonuclear 22Ne(p, )23Na reaction rate,
in cm3 mol 1 s 1, after the measurements made for this thesis. The tabulated reaction rate includes the
direct-capture contribution of Go¨rres et al. [1983]. The code RatesMC was used to calculate the reaction
rate at each temperature. The column labeled “A-D Statistic” refers to the Anderson-Darling statistic
associated with the assumption of a lognormally distributed reaction rate. Generally, an A-D statistic less
than ⇡ 1 indicates that the reaction rate distribution at that temperature is well described by the lognormal
distribution assumed. However, the lognormally distributed reaction rate assumption still holds for an A-D
statistic in the range of ⇡1-30 Iliadis et al. [2010a]. The lognormal parameters µ and   describe the reaction
rate probability distribution function as discussed in the text.
T(GK) Low Rate Median Rate High Rate Lognormal µ Lognormal   A-D Statistic
0.010 4.20⇥10 25 6.74⇥10 25 1.09⇥10 24 -5.566⇥10+01 4.79⇥10 01 2.32⇥10 01
0.011 1.58⇥10 23 2.44⇥10 23 3.79⇥10 23 -5.207⇥10+01 4.37⇥10 01 2.29⇥10 01
0.012 3.20⇥10 22 4.81⇥10 22 7.24⇥10 22 -4.908⇥10+01 4.10⇥10 01 1.48⇥10 01
0.013 4.03⇥10 21 5.93⇥10 21 8.76⇥10 21 -4.657⇥10+01 3.92⇥10 01 1.28⇥10 01
0.014 3.48⇥10 20 5.08⇥10 20 7.40⇥10 20 -4.443⇥10+01 3.82⇥10 01 2.12⇥10 01
0.015 2.22⇥10 19 3.24⇥10 19 4.68⇥10 19 -4.257⇥10+01 3.78⇥10 01 2.18⇥10 01
0.016 1.11⇥10 18 1.63⇥10 18 2.35⇥10 18 -4.096⇥10+01 3.77⇥10 01 2.30⇥10 01
0.018 1.62⇥10 17 2.37⇥10 17 3.44⇥10 17 -3.829⇥10+01 3.82⇥10 01 3.47⇥10 01
0.020 1.34⇥10 16 1.98⇥10 16 2.91⇥10 16 -3.616⇥10+01 3.92⇥10 01 4.21⇥10 01
0.025 5.65⇥10 15 8.64⇥10 15 1.30⇥10 14 -3.239⇥10+01 4.21⇥10 01 8.08⇥10 01
0.030 6.48⇥10 14 1.02⇥10 13 1.57⇥10 13 -2.992⇥10+01 4.48⇥10 01 1.11⇥10+00
0.040 1.24⇥10 12 2.02⇥10 12 3.28⇥10 12 -2.693⇥10+01 4.87⇥10 01 1.35⇥10+00
0.050 6.92⇥10 12 1.15⇥10 11 1.90⇥10 11 -2.519⇥10+01 5.07⇥10 01 1.09⇥10+00
0.060 2.42⇥10 11 3.87⇥10 11 6.23⇥10 11 -2.397⇥10+01 4.74⇥10 01 5.16⇥10 01
0.070 1.36⇥10 10 1.82⇥10 10 2.45⇥10 10 -2.242⇥10+01 2.99⇥10 01 1.85⇥10+00
0.080 1.33⇥10 09 1.75⇥10 09 2.33⇥10 09 -2.016⇥10+01 2.79⇥10 01 2.79⇥10+00
0.090 1.16⇥10 08 1.51⇥10 08 2.02⇥10 08 -1.800⇥10+01 2.78⇥10 01 2.70⇥10+00
0.100 7.07⇥10 08 9.12⇥10 08 1.19⇥10 07 -1.620⇥10+01 2.61⇥10 01 2.29⇥10+00
0.110 3.17⇥10 07 4.02⇥10 07 5.16⇥10 07 -1.472⇥10+01 2.42⇥10 01 2.07⇥10+00
0.120 1.12⇥10 06 1.39⇥10 06 1.75⇥10 06 -1.348⇥10+01 2.25⇥10 01 2.05⇥10+00
0.130 3.23⇥10 06 3.97⇥10 06 4.92⇥10 06 -1.243⇥10+01 2.11⇥10 01 1.95⇥10+00
0.140 8.05⇥10 06 9.74⇥10 06 1.19⇥10 05 -1.153⇥10+01 1.98⇥10 01 1.85⇥10+00
0.150 1.77⇥10 05 2.13⇥10 05 2.57⇥10 05 -1.076⇥10+01 1.88⇥10 01 1.45⇥10+00
0.160 3.52⇥10 05 4.19⇥10 05 5.02⇥10 05 -1.008⇥10+01 1.79⇥10 01 1.39⇥10+00
0.180 1.11⇥10 04 1.30⇥10 04 1.53⇥10 04 -8.946⇥10+00 1.64⇥10 01 8.69⇥10 01
0.200 2.81⇥10 04 3.25⇥10 04 3.79⇥10 04 -8.028⇥10+00 1.49⇥10 01 5.53⇥10 01
0.250 2.26⇥10 03 2.47⇥10 03 2.70⇥10 03 -6.003⇥10+00 8.98⇥10 02 9.57⇥10 01
0.300 2.35⇥10 02 2.49⇥10 02 2.64⇥10 02 -3.692⇥10+00 5.78⇥10 02 2.93⇥10 01
0.350 1.87⇥10 01 1.98⇥10 01 2.11⇥10 01 -1.617⇥10+00 5.92⇥10 02 2.52⇥10 01
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0.400 9.57⇥10 01 1.01⇥10+00 1.08⇥10+00 1.495⇥10 02 5.88⇥10 02 2.50⇥10 01
0.450 3.47⇥10+00 3.67⇥10+00 3.89⇥10+00 1.301⇥10+00 5.77⇥10 02 2.81⇥10 01
0.500 9.79⇥10+00 1.04⇥10+01 1.09⇥10+01 2.337⇥10+00 5.68⇥10 02 3.78⇥10 01
0.600 4.71⇥10+01 4.98⇥10+01 5.27⇥10+01 3.909⇥10+00 5.73⇥10 02 4.57⇥10 01
0.700 1.48⇥10+02 1.56⇥10+02 1.66⇥10+02 5.053⇥10+00 6.04⇥10 02 7.93⇥10 01
0.800 3.53⇥10+02 3.76⇥10+02 4.02⇥10+02 5.932⇥10+00 6.48⇥10 02 1.15⇥10+00
0.900 7.09⇥10+02 7.58⇥10+02 8.13⇥10+02 6.632⇥10+00 6.95⇥10 02 1.38⇥10+00
1.000 1.25⇥10+03 1.35⇥10+03 1.45⇥10+03 7.207⇥10+00 7.40⇥10 02 1.66⇥10+00
1.250 3.64⇥10+03 3.95⇥10+03 4.29⇥10+03 8.282⇥10+00 8.41⇥10 02 2.71⇥10+00
1.500 7.63⇥10+03 8.33⇥10+03 9.15⇥10+03 9.031⇥10+00 9.15⇥10 02 4.64⇥10+00
1.750 1.32⇥10+04 1.44⇥10+04 1.59⇥10+04 9.581⇥10+00 9.62⇥10 02 6.59⇥10+00
2.000 2.00⇥10+04 2.20⇥10+04 2.43⇥10+04 1.000⇥10+01 9.85⇥10 02 8.16⇥10+00
2.500 3.61⇥10+04 3.96⇥10+04 4.38⇥10+04 1.059⇥10+01 9.86⇥10 02 1.01⇥10+01
3.000 5.35⇥10+04 5.85⇥10+04 6.46⇥10+04 1.098⇥10+01 9.57⇥10 02 1.13⇥10+01
3.500 7.03⇥10+04 7.66⇥10+04 8.43⇥10+04 1.125⇥10+01 9.20⇥10 02 1.22⇥10+01
4.000 8.56⇥10+04 9.29⇥10+04 1.02⇥10+05 1.144⇥10+01 8.83⇥10 02 1.25⇥10+01
5.000 1.10⇥10+05 1.18⇥10+05 1.29⇥10+05 1.169⇥10+01 8.19⇥10 02 1.25⇥10+01
6.000 1.26⇥10+05 1.35⇥10+05 1.46⇥10+05 1.182⇥10+01 7.71⇥10 02 1.22⇥10+01
7.000 1.35⇥10+05 1.44⇥10+05 1.56⇥10+05 1.188⇥10+01 7.36⇥10 02 1.11⇥10+01
8.000 1.39⇥10+05 1.49⇥10+05 1.60⇥10+05 1.191⇥10+01 7.10⇥10 02 1.03⇥10+01
9.000 1.40⇥10+05 1.49⇥10+05 1.60⇥10+05 1.192⇥10+01 6.89⇥10 02 9.46⇥10+00
10.000 1.39⇥10+05 1.48⇥10+05 1.59⇥10+05 1.191⇥10+01 6.73⇥10 02 8.74⇥10+00
Table D.1: Numerical Table of the 22Ne(p, )23Na Thermonuclear
Reaction Rate after the measurements made for this thesis.
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APPENDIX E: INPUT FILE FOR RatesMC
This appendix contains the input file necessary for calculations of the total thermonuclear 22Ne(p, )23Na
reaction rate using the code RatesMC, which has been discussed and cited multiple times throughout this
thesis. Changes in this input file from that previously available on STARLIB include the new resonance
strengths for the resonances at Ec.m.r = 458, 417, 178, and 151 keV as well as the renormalization of all





0 ! Zejectile (=0 for two-channel reactions)
1.0078 ! Aproj
21.991 ! Atarget
0 ! Aejectile (=0 for two-channel reactions)
0.5 ! Jproj
0 ! Jtarget
0 ! Jejectile (=0 for two-channel reactions)
8794.11 ! projectile separation energy (keV)
0 ! ejectile separation energy (=0 for two-channel reactions; needed for integrated rates only)
1.25 ! Radius parameter R0 (fm)
2 ! Gamma-ray channel number (2 or 3)
**********************************************************************************************************
1.0 ! Minimum energy for numerical integration (keV)
10000 ! Number of random samples (>5000 for better statistics)
0 ! Number of temperatures for output of rate distribution
***********************************************************************************
Non-Resonant Contribution
S(keVb) S’(b) S’’(b/keV) fracErr Cutoff Energy (keV)2.4 1.2e-2 -3.4e-3 0.4 2500.0
62. 0.0 0.0 0.4 1500.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
***********************************************************************************
Resonant Contribution
Note: G1 = entrance channel, G2 = exit channel, G3 = spectator channel !! Ecm, Exf in (keV); wg, Gx in (eV)
Note: if Er<0, theta^2=C2S*theta_sp^2 must be entered instead of entrance channel partial width
Ecm DEcm wg Dwg J G1 DG1 L1 G2 DG2 L2 G3 DG3 L3 Exf Int
35.4 0.7 0 0 0.5 3.1e-15 1.2e-15 0 2.2 1.0 1 0 0 0 0.0 1
150.9 2.0 5.9E-7 1.3E-7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
177.9 2.0 2.32E-6 0.32E-6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
417.0 0.8 0.082 0.005 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
458.2 0.8 0.583 0.043 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
601.9 0.3 0.039 0.013 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
610.3 0.3 3.67 0.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
631.4 0.4 0.46 0.13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
693.3 0.7 0.17 0.056 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
813.7 0.2 9.13 3.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
857.3 0.5 2.3 1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
861.1 1.0 1.36 0.66 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
879.5 1.0 1.03 0.35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
888.2 0.3 0.46 0.13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
906.3 1.0 7.79 2.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
937.91 0.07 0.52 0.15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
960.9 0.5 3.17 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1021.0 0.4 1.13 0.33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1040.7 1.0 2.78 0.77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
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1055.2 0.5 2.78 0.77 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1096.1 0.6 1.9 0.56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1122.2 0.6 0.78 0.21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1208.5 0.6 1.28 0.37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1221.9 0.4 12.2 1.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1254.3 0.6 0.23 0.06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1275.9 0.6 3.20 0.87 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1281.1 0.5 1.40 0.38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1290.3 0.2 0.93 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1319.9 0.5 0.76 0.19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1331.0 0.5 1.63 0.44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1374.7 0.2 3.1 0.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1436.7 0.3 5.2 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1448.8 1.4 1.3 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1486.6 0.6 1.63 0.44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1523.1 0.6 5.8 1.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1543.7 0.7 1.22 0.31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1551.1 0.7 5.2 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1558.9 0.7 3.49 0.94 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1645.6 1.0 7.6 1.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1653.7 1.2 2.04 0.56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1683.8 0.7 2.97 0.81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1706.8 0.7 3.84 1.06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1712.8 0.7 0.58 0.18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1724.1 0.7 2.56 0.69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1739.1 0.7 0.87 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1754.2 0.9 6.4 1.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1779.5 0.8 1.34 0.37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
1821.8 0.8 4.37 1.19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
**************************************************************************
Upper Limits of Resonances
Note: for wg upper limit, pdf is Gaussian centered at zero [enter: 0.0 sigma]; for partial widths upper...
Note: ...limit, pdf is Porter-Thomas [enter: upper_limit 0.0]; PT=<theta^2> for particles, PT=<B> for g rays
Ecm DEcm Jr G1 DG1 L1 PT DPT G2 DG2 L2 PT DPT G3 DG3 L3 PT DPT Exf Int
27.9 3.0 4.5 5.2e-26 0.0 5 0.0045 0.1 0.01 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
247.9 1.0 3.5 3.3e-8 0.0 4 0.0045 0.04 0.02 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 1
277.9 3.0 0.5 2.2e-6 0.0 0 0.0045 0.1 0.01 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
308.9 3.0 0.5 2.2e-6 0.0 0 0.0045 0.1 0.01 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
318.9 3.0 0.5 3.0e-6 0.0 0 0.0045 0.1 0.01 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
352.9 5.0 0.5 6.0e-4 0.0 0 0.0045 0.1 0.01 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
376.9 3.0 0.5 6.0e-4 0.0 0 0.0045 0.1 0.01 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0
***********************************************************************************************************
Interference between Resonances
Put reonances to be evaluated with inteference here
Ecm DEcm wg Dwg Jr G1 DG1 L1 PT DPT G2 DG2 L2 PT DPT G3 DG3 L3 PT DPT Exf Int
!+-
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0
***********************************************************************************************************
Reaction Rate pdf
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